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CHAPTER1 
Introduction, context and background 

1.1 Overview 

The evolution of the Internet is one of the main driving forces behind competitive activity 

in today's markets. Consumer purchasing habits, as a result of the internet, is also changing 

rapidly. Professional marketers need to be aware of this, and to act accordingly. The power 

of the online participation is reforming every aspect of building brand identities today. 

Brand managers throughout the world must pay attention to the development. 

While media becomes more fragmented, the issue of branding become much more 

complex and takes on an even more important role in the overall strategy of a business. 

Throughout organizations today, new positions are being created within marketing 

departments, such as: digital marketing specialist, e-commerce manager etc. The role of 

marketing within an organization can be re-defined as "MarkITing" which is the joining 

together of the IT and marketing departments, while promotes the convergence of 

traditional disciplines with new business disciplines. 

Non participation by brands in the new world will leave them very vulnerable. Brand 

managers need to ask themselves question about their brands and their relevance to this 

changing media. This study is researching the way that online collaboration and social 

media can assist their brands to reach out to their consumers. Marketers will find very soon 

that customers are ready to interact with the brand. Solis (2010) states that "by using 
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social media, it will be your key to unlock the doors that prevents you from reaching your 

" [1] customers ... 

1.2 Definition of terms 

"Collaboration" 

Collaboration is a broad term and its meaning may vary from different purposes and 

circumstances. Therefore, it is necessary to define the term clearly. 

Mattessich et al. (2001) described collaboration as "mutually beneficial and well-defined 

relationship entered into by two or more organizations to achieve common goals" l2J 

Most people conjured up images of people working together happily and productively 

when they hear the word of "Collaboration". This is result of word association test, cited 

by, D. and Williams, AD. (2008) l3J 

Merriam Webster defined Collaboration as to work jointly with others or together 

especially in an intellectual endeavour. [4l 

Sclnnidt Eric, Google CEO, as cited by Tapscott, D. and Williams, A.D. (2008) described 

collaboration as "Wizen you say 'collaboration,' the average forty-five-year-old thinks they 

know what you are talking about - teams sitting down, having a nice conversation with 

nice objectives and a nice attitude. That's what collaboration means to most people. "l3l 

Collaborations were usually found in a relatively smaller scale from the traditional 

definition. For example: family relations, co-workers, teams or friends. In the ve1y rare 
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case, it came to a large scale, say election of government or in respond to a war. With 

online collaboration, all this has been changed and is considered in the next section. 

"Online Collaboration" 

When it comes to changing the way dealing with commercial goods and brand, it is hard to 

find an example through mass collaboration in the history. Schmidt Eric, Google CEO, as 

cited by Tapscott, D. and Williams, A.D. (2008) continued to describe the new definition 

of collaboration: 

"We 're talking about something dramatically different. The new promise of 

collaboration is that with peer production we will harness human skill, ingenuity and 

intelligence more efficiently and effectively than anything we have witnessed previously ... 

Whether designing an airplane, assembling a motorcycle, or analyzing the human genome, 

the ability to integrate the talents of dispersed individuals and organizations is becoming 

the defining competency for managers and firms. " 131 

The evolvement of web 2.0 are enabling a new generation of collaboration and 

content-sharing solution. According to Bert, as cited by Dye (2007) that Social Networking 

takes traditional message boards and forums to another collaboration level by allowing a 

much greater degree of personalization and sharing." [SJ 

In this study, "online collaboration" is used to describe the spontaneous online 

phenomenon, which is formed voluntarily by online participants who are active in the 

social media. Their activities include basic online conversation, user generated content, 

interactivities, poll, comments and rating. They come together based on common 
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interests and desire of connection. They are recreating, reshaping and reforming the 

content and becoming prosumer (61. 

Those creative effort and activities led by consumer have already had great impact on 

commercial brands, even though the purpose of online collaboration usually does not start 

with a commercial market context or purpose. It also contributes to many other aspects of 

businesses, such as idea generation, marketing research and distribution etc. 

Related articles and terms 

Within the industrial context, "peer production" has being coined by Benkler (2006) [7l to describe 

a new model of economic production in which the creative energy of large numbers of people is 

coordinated (with the aid of Internet) into large projects mostly without traditional hierarchical 

organization. 

"Participatory culture" is another tem1 used in the book "Convergence Culture: Where Old and 

New Media Collide". (Jenkins, 2006) As Henry Jenkins stated that "Increasingly the web has 

become a site of consumer participation that includes many unauthorized and unanticipated ways 

of relating to media content... the web has pushed a hidden layer of cultural activity into the 

foreground, forcing the media industries to confront its implication for their commercial interests." 

[8] 

"Collective intelligence" was coined by Don Tapscott. Tapscott and Williams (2008) state "While 

hierarchies are not vanishing, profound changes in the nature of technology, demographics, and the 

global economy are giving rise to powerful new models of production based on community, 

collaboration, and self-organization rather than on hierarchy and control. 11 191 

Surowiecki (2004) [JOJ talked about the aggregation of infotmation in groups, resulting in decisions 

that, he argues, are often better than could have been made by any single member of the group. 
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All the above terms are used to describe online collaboration from different disciplines, such as 

music industry and search engine technology etc. This study will discuss its application on 

branding, where prosumer [61 are co-creating goods and services to shape the brand presence 

together. Rather than simply consuming the end product or just accept what is promoted by PR or 

marketers. Tapscott and Williams (2008) believes "Smart companies are encouraging, rather than 

fighting, the heaving growth of massive online communities- many of which emerged from the 

fringes of the Web to attract tens of millions of participants overnight." [3l 

"Branding" 

Branding is defined as the "marketing practice of creating a name, symbol or design that 

identifies and differentiates a product from other products." TI1e brand is business' 

promise to its customer. It tells consumer what they can expect from its products and 

services, and it differentiates the offering from competitors. The brand is derived from 

how business wants to be perceived and how actually people perceive the business. (l!J 

"Social Media" 

Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) defines social media as "a group of Internet-based 

applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and 

that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content." 1121 Social media are also 

described as "media for social interaction, using highly accessible and scalable publishing 

techniques. Social media use web-based technologies to transform and broadcast media 

monologues into social media dialogues. Business also refer to social media as 

consumer-generated media (CGM)." (Wikipedia, 2009) 1131 

"The rise of user-created content (UCC) or the so-called: "rise of the amateur creators" is 

one of the main features of the so-called participative web. This comprises various fonns 
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of media and creative works (written, audio, visual, and combined) created by Internet and 

technology users." Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, [OECD] 

(2007) [l4] 

In the present, the social media serves as a platfo1m which supports the channels (internet 

based applications" for branding manager to engage with consumers by participating 

online collaboration. 

It is the web technology that enables people to work together and support each other based 

on different online forms. However, given the relationship between human collaboration 

history and sociology, it is more important for the marketers to consider people when they 

are establishing online branding strategy. For instance, what is the pattern of members of 

communities; where are overlapped common interests and how they share information 

together. 

1.3 Research Objective 

Despite the popularity and presence of the online collaboration phenomenon, many 

businesses still remain relatively unfamiliar with their practice and principles behind. 

This study will provide an overview of those online collaborative activities and will show 

how those activities impact on branding. It will examine whether the empowerment of 

online consumers and their activities are powerful enough to promote or hinder a brand. 

This research analyses the case study of Starbucks and explores how Starbucks are 

building their online presence. This study undertakes a detailed analysis of online 

observations of online behaviour patterns of Starbucks activity. This study will also 

identify how this impacts on traditional business and their branding strategies. 
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The purpose of this study is to provide an insight of online collaboration's importance to 

transform branding strategy, especially for marketers. The study will explore the future of 

community-oriented and generated branding strategy. The goal is to understand how to 

get involved with consumers and their online collaborative work, and how to develop and 

drive a successful branding strategy based on analysis of the case study. This study will 

research both historical developments of branding in relation to online branding. It will 

also provide a new interpretation of the role of a branding manager and how they interact 

with this emerging world. 

1.4 Brief Description 

Chapter 2 Critical reviews of available social networking platforms and technology which 

can be used to perform or enhance online activity of particular brands. 

In Chapter 3 the phenomenon of online collaboration is explored. Researcher analyses 

online participant base, categories of online network users and types of their behaviours. 

Chapter 4 provides a critical analysis of strategy plamring options for an organisation 

aiming to incorporate online collaboration to promote its brand. 

Chapter 5 sets out the research methodology used in the case study of Starbucks. 

Chapter 6 is the Starbucks case study with analysis of the company's approach to invest in 

online media in order to promote their brand and improve their commercial performance. 

In chapter 7, summarises thesis nature and theory of onli,ne collaboration, its relation to 

branding, and correlates it with findings from the case study of Starbucks. Further 

additional reports are introduced to support and corroborate conclusions. 
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1.5 Research questions and Methodology 

Assuming empowerment of the online collaborators could either promote or hinder a brand, 

if this is the reality, do organizations understand the challenges that online collaboration 

presents to them? Will brand manager embrace this new form of communication with 

consumers? 

The research questions: 

What are the existing tools available for online social media? What is the best 

practice to develop an online brand presence? 

How do these approaches compare with existing models of best practice? In other 

words, to what extent is there evidence of online collaboration found in best 

practice models, e.g. Starbucks. 

This study has an in depth analysis of available literature on online social networks, online 

collaboration, social trends, marketing, branding and history of Internet. 

The review of literature phase collected a wide range of third party reports, reviews, and 

statistics about above mentioned topics. 

Some preliminary exploration of online activity of selected brands has been carried out to 

support findings emerging from the review of literature. 

The case study of Starbucks is based on separate research analysis performed with an 

emphasis to find correlation between literature finding in this area and Starbucks' branding 

and marketing strategy. 
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1.6 Changing in behaviour and social tren& 

People became increasingly selective about the way of gathering information, social 

networking and decision making. Together with the desire for interactivity and willingness 

to share, the online community is transfonning the way of opinion sharing, referring and 

the whole media consumption habits. Marketers cannot merely depend on traditional 

media, such as: exhibitions, bill boards, brochures, mass broadcasting etc. Today, the 

marketer must become a partner of the consumer and this is where online social networks 

come to the fore. 

Each brand must try to tap into this new phenomenon. To be successful, the brand 

managers must understand what social media networks are available and relevant to their 

brands. 

The following is a list of the social media and their facts and figures at the moment of 

writing. 

Facebook 

Twitter 

has more than 500 million registered users worldwide. There are more than 400 

million are active users. ( IS] 

average number of pages' visits per month is approximately 260 billion [' 61 

has more than 145 million active usersll 7J 

average number of pages' visits per month is approximately 4.4 billion [ISJ 
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Linkedln 

has more than 75 million registered users [3ll 

average number of pages' approximately 1.9 billion L161 

YouTube 

Flickr 

has approximately 78 million registered users, according to Google search engine 

result. (Please note: Actual active users for this site could be larger than its 

registered user, this is due to this site does not require registration to watch the 

movie. User can also log in by using Google account to use all site functions.) 

active user is approximately 480 million. [33l 

average number of pages' visits per month over 60 billion [ISJ 

has approximately 32 million registered users [3ZJ 

average number of pages' visits permonth over 1.9 billiion r33l 

Traditional mass media, such as: Magazines, Direct Mail, Outdoor billboards and 

middlemen is loosing its dominance, especially during and after the recession. While 

traditional media such as TV, Newspaper, and Radio may claim a larger audience rating 

figures than the figure of registered users of social media sites, it is argued: 

The measurement of views of traditional media could be based on probability and therefore 

those data are not accurate as the web data statistics. 
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Mass broadcasting does not target specific consumer as online social media does. 

Traditional media can not interact with consumers as online social media. 

Traditional media has geo-limitation where online social media is global. 

According to Ofcom research (2006), provided by OECD (! 4l, there is reduced 

consumption of offline media in the UK driven by Internet use that shows in Figure 1.1: 

Figure 1.1: Reduced Consumption of offline media in the UK driven by Internet use 

(April 2006), percentage of respondents 

■ All lodl",,wals ■ IS-24 year o!ds □45-64 year old> 

Read loc.Jl Read o;-fioi13I 
U.se games consoles Listen ta r.adla Read magazmes neinpaper W al.eh YidecJ OVO ne¥tSpaper Watch1V 

Source: Ofcom research, April 2006; Question: Since using the Internet for the first time, which if any of the following activities do you 

believe you undertake less? 

Not surprising, the online social network figures shows a significant picture of social 

activity which puts oflline media in the shade. In this thesis, the focus of the investigation 

of what is on the meaning of the collaboration to a marketer, a brand, and what is the best 

practice. 
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1. 7 Word of mouth 

Guimaraes, a Brazilian brand theorist, as cited by Li, C., Bernoff, J. (2008) 119J agues that 

your brand is whatever people say it is. Word of Mouth Marketing Association 

[WOMMA] 2007 claimed that Word of mouth is the most honest form of marketing, 

building upon people's natural desire to share their experiences with family, friends and 

colleagues. 1201 According to the report from Forrester Research (2006), 83% said they 

trusted recommendations from friends and acquaintances, and more than half trusted 

online reviews from strangers. 121J 

Word of mouth is a powerful stream of brand marketing. It is not only the honest form of 

marketing but also the broadest format of marketing channel. Because people trust 

friends and close relationships more than the media, the word of mouth is also the most 

trustworthy forms of marketing. The social media networks are the places where the word 

of mouth meets technology. Technology improved the mechanism and enabled 

hyperlinked information which fulfilled people' s desire of information. With its advantage 

oflow cost for advertising, there is no doubt it is becoming marketer's favourite channel to 

engage with the customer. Li. D, Bemoff, J. (2008) stated that Social technologies have 

revved up that word-of-mouth dynamic, increasing the influence of regular people while 

diluting the value of traditional marketing. [19] 
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1.8 Background 

Historical origins of Branding 

Forms of branding have been around for centuries. The original motivation for branding 

came from craftsmen and others who were trying to identify ownership to allow ease 

recognition of their products, burning market by branding irons were used in many 

different ways. (Wikipedia, 2003) l221 

Followed by printer's marks, watermarks on paper, bread marks appeared in mediaeval 

times. In some cases, those marks had been used as attracting buyer's loyalty. 1850 

onwards, the makers of patent medicines, commodity and tobacco manufactures 

represented early branding pioneers to convince the customer stick familiar products. 

"Around 1900, James Walter Thompson published a house ad explaining trademark 

advertising. This was an early commercial explanation of what we now know as 

branding. Companies soon adopted slogans, mascots, and jingles that began to appear 

on radio and early television. " (Wikipedia, 2008) l23J During period of 1860 to 1920, 

brands gained popularity through manufacturers due to seeking of improvement on 

transportation and communications. Mass production and trademarks also pushed 

branding further, the marketers learned the importance of brand identity and consumers 

were more likely to accept and admire brands. Keller, K.L. (1998) £241 

As a consequence of increasing demand for high quality brands, almost all of the firms 

started paying emphasis on brand management system. "By the 1940s, manufacturers 

began to recognize the way in which consumers were developing relationships with their 

brands in a social/psychological/anthropological sense." (Wikipedia, 2008) l23l Hence, 

marketing research became important for decision making gradually. However, in the past 
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brand managers were used to take "ownership' of brands. They tell the public what they 

think of their brands through media. 

From a financial perspective, brand has been deemed to be one of the undervalued assets 

since it was always off the balance sheet. It was at a very later stage, that a strong brand 

has being believed to result better earnings and profit performance for firms. 

Coca Cola is one of the earliest commercial brands, which has been the market leader for 

decades with great power. Other strong brands are Kellogg's corn flakes, Cadbury's 

chocolates, Gillette, Colgate toothpaste, Shell in the UK since 1933. There are also 

Kodak, P&G, Wrigley chewing gum, Gilletter razors, and blades, Lipton tea in the US 

market since 1925. Keller, K.L. (1998) l24l 

Nevertheless, those are not only strong brands which stood for decades in the market, but 

they are also early adopters of online social media. All of the brands listed above are on 

Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube and have the social media icons linked back to their 

websites. Moreover, most of them have organized a marketing champion through the 

online phenomenon. Online activities of those big brands should indicate well the 

marketing trends for a branding strategy. 

Brand Equity 

There are dozens of definition of brand equity in branding theory. One of the most 

comprehensive is from Srivastava, Univeristy of Texas and Shocker, A., University of 

Minnesota: 

"Brand equity subsumes brand strength and brand value. Brand strength is the set of 

associations and behaviours on the part of a brand's customers, channel members, and 
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parent corporations that permits the brand to enjoy sustainable and differentiated 

competitive advantages. Brand Value is the financial outcome of management's ability to 

leverage brand strength via tactical and strategic actions in providing superior current 

and.future profits and lowered risks." (Srivastava and Shocker, 1991) [ZSJ 

This statement is still applicable today over two decades old. The only difference is that 

the Brand strength is depending on whether the marketer can successfully become a 

partner of the customer and channel members through online collaboration and hence 

create earned media for branding in the long tenn. 

Brand awareness is one of the important key parts in brand equity. It is important for the 

marketers to influence customers with brand knowledge. "The associative network 

memory model" which is developed by psychologists is helpful and it suggested what is on 

customer's mind is making up the image of a brand. (Keller et al., 2008f61 For example, 

consider the brand of Apple. During the 90's, people may come up with word of "use in 

many schools", "for desktop publishing". Nowadays, "iPod", "iPhone", "iTune," and 

"iPad" is more likely to come up first in people' s mind. However, the brand image of 

"user friendly" has never changed in the majority customer's mind of Apple, even though 

Apple has been shifting its marketing focus, segmentation and business models. 

Marketing managers spend a considerable portion of their budgets to build and manage 

brand equity (Madden, Fehle, and Fournier 2006). The online collaboration is the 

opportunity for the marketers to manage brand equity more efficiently. It is not only 

about spreading activities and monitoring brand images, but also tying with potential 

customer and making them "convertible". Market Facts, as cited by Keller (1998) 

described that measure of brand equity as "strongly related to loyalty and measures 

segments on a continuum from entrenched users of the brand to convertible users. 11 
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Traditional media approach vs. Online media approach 

The traditional brand strategy was based on the marketing mix 4ps: "Price, Product, Place 

and Promotion" in order to respond to the sales strategy. When it comes to the online brand 

strategy, brand managers focus more on building and engaging real long term relationship 

with the customer. Thus, "People" also become an important addition to the strategic 

operation. On the other side, because of online sales' lack of physical experience before 

purchase, the tangible value of the branding is more crucial to the product and services. 

Therefore, the brand carries an emotional function between customer and goods or service 

provider. 

There is a significant difference between traditional and online branding strategies. For 

instance: the use of online tracking and monitoring is much more efficient than focus 

group or secondary data. Not only the opinions from online collaboration are deemed more 

spontaneous than the results from the focus group, but also they are free, number less, 

proactive. The data is very rich and useful. 

However, the marketers should be very honest when they are using the online channel to 

make brand promises. This is because online media with cross-communication it is much 

quicker for consumers to discover the truth than the one way communication in traditional 

media, and to react accordingly. 

Licensing and intellectual property has become a contentious topic with digital content so 

easy to be reproduced and remixed. At the same time, people's desire for inspiration and 

openness based on existing knowledge is in contrast with those who keep knowledge as a 

secret. For instance, Creative Commons is a non-profit corporation that dedicated to 

making it easier for people to share and build upon the work of others, consistent with the 
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rules of copyright. It is designed to save the world from failed sharing. [271 From a positive 

perspective, creativity and connectivity are continuously enhanced with remix and 

re-remix. Thus, debate between intellectual property and remix is unavoidable until the 

law is updated and represents reality. 

The quality and reputation of a brand defines meaning more than a patent logo because 

without quality and reputation a logo itself would not lead to business success. What are 

smart films are doing now? "They are focusing on customer but treating intellectual 

property like a mutual fund - they manage a balanced portfolio of IP assets, some 

protected and some shared." (Tapscott, D. and Williams, A.D., 2008, p 26) [3l What are 

their intentions? They are gathering more collaborative workers with innovative ideas 

and creativity while expanding their market for new opportunities, based on this 

collaborative output. 

VanBoskirk, S (2009) claimed that interactive media will cannibalize traditional ones. 

"Interactive marketing will near $55 billion and represent 21% of all marketing spend in 

2014 as marketers shift dollars away from traditional media and toward search marketing, 

display advertising, email marketing, social media, and mobile marketing. This 

cannibalization of traditional media will bring about a decline in overall advertising 

budgets, death to obsolete agencies, a publisher awakening, and a new identity for 

Yahoo!." £281 

Researches have predicated a sound future with expectations of increasing investment in 

online social media after the difficult recession. The recent annual survey examined the 

marketing and budget priorities of digital marketers; found that 73% of respondents 

believe advertising revenues will increase in 2010. " Datran Media (2010) [291 
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Both in historical branding theory and online media, the ermerging view is that customers 

know the brand value the best. The difference that the marketers will find is that customer's 

voices are getting even louder with online media. 

Technology Background 

The World Wide Web created and developed in 1990 with the intension that it would be 

free for everybody to use and encourage collaboration. The WWW is meant to be "a 

pool of human knowledge, which would allow collaborators in remote sites to share their 

ideas and all aspects of a common project." (Wardrip-Fruin and Montfort, 2003) [JOJ 

WWW is not the only example. Actually the free infrastructures have been developing 

over decades through collaborative power. For example: Linux as a simple version of the 

Unix operating system is the pioneer of peering production which is a successful project 

made of thousands of volunteer programmers. 

1.9 Conclusion 

Tapscott and Williams (2008) state that "A world where only the connected will survive. 

A power shift is underway, and a tough new business rule is emerging: Harness the new 

collaboration or perish. " [3J With this mass online collaboration crossing borders, 

disciplines and cultures, involving millions of participants. What about the marketers and 

brand managers? 

This study aims to show that through new low-cost collaborative infrastructures, marketers 

can satisfy their customers by participating in this mass collaboration and they will be 

empowered just as end consumers. They can grow the market share, gain return of 
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investment, cultivate earned-media and develop the brand to a global level. If brands do 

not embrace this new form of collaboration, it will surely mean the beginning of the end 

for these brands. 

Some people complained that "prosurners" [6J are an attack on the copyright law. This 

research aims to show that "prosumer" will accelerate the innovation and creativity of 

people throughout the whole online process. 

Moreover, some businesses see the phenomenon as a threat to their existence. But 

challenge always comes with risk; the result is to miss the opportunity if the marketers do 

not face the challenge. Furthermore, the online phenomenon is adding to the format of a 

new economy. 

The online collaboration is powered by people, their common interests, and value driven. 

Solis, B (2010) mentioned that "Our culture becomes the very thing that attracts affinity, 

and without it, the humanization of our brand is hindered." (LJ Therefore, collaboration is 

not only for the marketer to participate, but they will have to become totally immersed. 
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CHAPTER2 
What are the online channels for building a brand 

2.1 Introduction 

From 1995 onwards, web 1.0 brochure styled website came to the market. It carried a 

traditional controlling style of marketing strategy and kept telling people whatever the 

marketer wished to tell. This type of website normally comes with few pages like 

"home", "about us", "products," and "services". Although the brochure style website 

played a fundamental role to new net generation in the past, but there was little evidence of 

marketing networking and branding. Since it was the lack of connections to and 

interactivity, it became merely an electronic version of a brochure. There was no user 

generated content, collaborative voice or group creativity, as we now know, this was a very 

conservative approach. 

The rating system has been discovered and developed by marketers during the web 1.0. 

The system was designed towards customer's needs on the old model website. 

Customer's desire of knowing other people's experience of a product had pushed popularity 

of rating system, especially for products like mobile phones and cameras. The rating 

system on brochure style website became one of the earliest form of online customer 

participation and pioneer sample of interactivity. It unlocked the door of two way 

communication and furthered the prospects of e-commerce. 

In comparison, the web 2.0 is all about communities, peenng, pat1icipation and 

collaboration. Even more, opposite to old model website, those activities are directly 
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connected with the physical world - both personal and marketing. It also provides 

countless new ways for the marketer to present information and promote branding to their 

customer via activities. An aim of the new web formed by the net generation was for 

greater online collaboration. The depth and scope of the expectation is broadening the 

limits due to the accelerated technology possibilities. Doctorow, as cited by Tapscott, D. 

and Williams, A.D. (2008) put it "Humanity's natural affinity for expression, 

communication, and entrepreneurship is coalescing with the increased penetration of 

Internet connections and the growing accessibility of new user-friendly collaboration 

tools." 

2.2 New channels 

The evolution of technology can be found in our daily consumption of TV which was the 

king of eve1ybody's living room, but started losing its attractiveness and effectiveness. 

Instead of schedule time to sit in front of TV according to the programme, everyone now is 

able to access and even create the video or news with a simply equipped computer, smart 

phone video camera, and Internet connection. Millions of independent volunteer 

journalist have been found and supported by video sharing sites such as Y ouTube. Those 

activities are having a significant impact on the professional broadcasting industry. What 

is good for the marketers is the fact that they can create attractive content based on 

collaborative idea or encourage customers to create the content, then webcasting it 

themselves instead of paying traditional media at a ceiling figure for nothing focused. 

The case of "broadcasting and online video sharing" is only a very tiny part of the whole 

wave. Evolving technology brought the new channels to engage and communicate with 

the customers, which the marketers can remodel their branding strategies with. 
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2.3 Blogging 

"A blog is a type of website, usually maintained by an individual with regular entries of 

commentary, descriptions of events, or other material such as graphics or video. 

(Wikipeida, 2008) [lJ They are "usually displaying date-stamped entries in reverse 

chronological order." (Gill, 2004) r2J (Appendix A) 

Bloggers read and comment, cite and link to each other's work and therefore the 

blogosphere has become an influential part of the collaborative phenomenon. Video 

blogs are even catchier format to customer which became really popular these years. 

Technorati has been tracking over 50 million of blogs during 2003 to 2006 and the 

blogosphere is over 100 times bigger over 3-years period. l3l In 2008, Technorati has been 

tracking over 112.8 million biogs; however the figure may not fully including the blogs in 

other than English language. [4J For example, the China Internet Network Information 

Centre counted the existence of 72.82 million Chinese biogs by the end of 2007. (China 

Internet Network Information Centre [CINIC] 2007) [SJ 

Forrester Research put a question mark on the blogging whether is it worth doing. 

Research shows, there are only 16 percent online consumers who read company blogs that 

trust the information on the biog. (Forrester, 2009) l61 This may decrease the corporation 

credibility and their products. Rather than simply give up on this new channel, it is 

argued that the response of low credibility is usually caused by poor content. Listening to 

the customer by interacting with them is the key to building relationship on the corporate 

blogs. 
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The blogs should be designed to be helpful for people who are seeking infonnation, 

direction, recognition, and resources. The marketer could monitor the marketing 

activities by engaging in two way communication constantly through blog. It is meant to 

reassure if the customer is happy with the service or products before, during, and after the 

sale. Therefore, the blog should constantly respond to every comment, and the content of 

response should solve problem as well as lead customer's interests for more infonnation, 

which is related to company's other marketing activities. For example, when a customer 

left a comment to ask if LightinTheBox.com (LITB, an online dress shop) can produce 

customized dress styles on their official blog, the answer from the insider was "It will be a 

surprise that such a dress is not available in our existing product range, however, why not 

to try our 'Great Hunt' Champion on Facebook, by posting the dress you like, and ask your 

friend to vote 'like' to your post, the more ' like' you earn the higher possibility to win the 

dress at zero cost." That customer actually followed by the suggestion and participated in 

LITB online competition. [7J 

Direct2Dell is a classic example for blogging. Dell was once known as providing bad 

customer service after Jeff Javis started a negative blog. The company then set up 

Direct2Dell to act as one to one online customer service, the blog even put up photos of 

one of its flamed laptop. All those activities showed Dell's willingness to engage with 

customer which successfully regained the reputation and trust amongst the customers. [SJ 

In addition, since text content on biogs is optimizing web search result, add blog pages on 

to corporation website will gain huge impact on the overall website search engine rankings. 

In other words, brand has increased its chance to be found in a relevant category. 

Consistency in voice is vital to corporate blog, and therefore determination and patience 

are required. The marketers need to listen carefully to the information provided by the 
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consumers, but also generate lead content and reasonable feed back to try leading the 

conversation. Before engaging, a systematic analysis on Technographics and 

demographic of target customers are important. 

2.4 Forum 

There are two types of Forum. One is reacting style and the other one is community 

oriented. 

The reacting style forum is usually based on rating and reviews. This earlier version 

technology forum has been adopting by industries from electronic to trip advisor etc. The 

drawback of this type of forum is a slower version of conversation. (Appendix A) 

The community oriented forum may be costly but has become very popular in recent years. 

Instead of focus groups, the marketer can find answers to their research questions from a 

community oriented forum. Mystarbucksidea.com is a good example and detail is 

discussed in the case study in a later chapter. 

A majority of the cost of this type of forum is incurred from the amount of time spent on 

the ongoing maintenance of the project. An appropriate person has to be assigned for 

managing the forum. This person must have an idea on the mainstream strategy, must be 

passionate, patient and knowledgeable of the products and services. 

Traditional market research can answer research question, can map and analyze the trends, 

however, it does not provide a comprehensive description as a well organized forum does. 

For example: Feeling and thinking of consumer are not reflected from the traditional 

survey. Compare with the traditional methods, the marketers will get much more 
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spontaneous answers or suggestions through monitoring the forum. This is also because 

those precious online comments are generated when customers were facing problems. 

2.5 Social Networking Sites 

A social network is a social structure made of individuals called 'nodes,' which are 

connected by one or more specific types of interdependency, such as friendship, kinship, 

common interest, financial exchange, dislike, sexual relationships or relationship of beliefs, 

knowledge or prestige." [9l 

A social network web service essentially consists of a representation of each user (a 

profile), his/her social links. It "focuses on building online communities of people who 

share interests and/or activities. Social networking sites allow user to share ideas, activities, 

events, and interest within their individual networks." [lOJ 

According to "2008 Cone Business in Social Media Study" (Cone, 2008) 93 percent of 

social media users believe a company should have a social media presence; 85 percent 

believe a company should not only be present but also interactive with its customers via 

social media; 56 percent of users feel both a stronger connection with and better served by 

companies when they can interact with companies in social media environment. [I tJ 

According to Forrester Research Social media will be $3.1 billion industry by 2014. [I 2J 

Social networking sites are platforms that facilitate relationship with technology. It is 

about sharing profiles, meeting new people, and creating connections, through various 

types of formats including text, video, images, audio, and biogs. The most popular social 

networking sites at the moment are: Facebook, Qzone (Chinnese), Habbo (for teens), 

Windows Live Spaces, Friendster (Southeast Asia), MySpace, Bebo, Vkontakte (Russia), 
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hi5 (India, Mongolia, Thailand, Romania, Latin America), Twitter, Orkut (India and 

Brazil) and Cyworld (South Korea) etc. This study will focus on Facebook, Linkedln, 

twitter, Flickr, Y ouTube, since these sites are expanding extremely fast, they are the hottest 

topics amongst the marketers. (Appendix B) 

Facebook 

Facebook is a social networking website, which is ideal in nurturing communities and in 

generating word of mouth effect. "Since September 2006, anyone over the age of 13 with 

a valid e-mail address can become a Facebook user. Users can add friends and send 

them messages, and update their personal profiles to notify friends about themselves. " 

[I
3
l Facebook emphasis is on its networking features, such as apps, instant messaging, 

forums, photo tagging and video uploading. 

Facebook also allows users to make connections by forming or joining different groups, 

creating and joining fan page which allows peer to peer activity. The fan page is free for 

businesses and marketers to use. The registration procedure is as simple as the normal user 

registration. A free report of the fan page is automatically generated and sent to the page 

owner's email box on a weekly basis. The report includes number of active users, number 

of likes, number of wall posts and comments and number of visits. 

It is worthwhile to note that Open platform is one of the unique phases of Facebook. This 

encourages developers and partners to be collaborative while building and developing the 

site. Facebook also offers an updated and optimized user privacy and user generated 

governance, which makes better security and ensured relevance with its users. 
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As Facebook is ideal for nurturing a fan group through its personal relationship, the 

marketers can keep the brand at the top of the mind of bespoke focused group via 

Facebook. According to a survey by Chadwick Martin Bailey, a research firm, 33 percent 

of Facebook users have become fans of brands on the network by February 2010. [l4J The 

news to the fans on Facebook is becoming substitute of news letter 2.0 but target customer 

with more focus. Facebook and email have become more similar in terms of its intension 

and usage. 

It is author's opinion that the interface of the site was a little complicated. This could be 

the drawback of open platform that it does hard to organize applications from different 

developers. However, incredible improvements have been introduced by April 2010 (at 

the time of writing!) Facebook managed to tidy the uniform utilitarian interface and 

improved the site navigation. 

Twitter 

Twitter is not only a social networking platform, but also a micro-biog with more focus on 

expert advice and education. Its operating is based on an optimized follower model. 

Posting a tweet with limitation of 140 characters is a unique phase of Twitter's content, 

which was initially designed to be compatible with SMS messaging. 

The early stage of Twitter has spurred a collaborative phenomenon through using a mobile 

phone intensively. Twitter1s service has also found notable usage in legal proceedings, 

education, emergencies, survey opinion, campaigning, protest and politics, public relations, 

reporting dissent, business and fundraising, etc. [l 5l It is worthwhile to point out that 

"short form of updating status" and "status search function" has facilitated ease of access 
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to brand related information and brand followers m real time. Therefore, they are 

particularly important to online branding. 

Twitter emphasized their news and information network strategy, and in November 2009 

by changing the question it asks users for status updates from "What are you doing?" to 

"What's happening?" [l
6Jln April 2010, Twitter launched Promoted Tweets platform with a 

handful of innovative advertising partners that included Best Buy, Bravo, Red Bull, Sony 

Pictures, Starbucks, and Virgin America. The advertising partners don't pay for Promoted 

Tweets that don't get seen. The Promoted Tweets will show as regular tweets and the 

highlighted Promoted Tweets will be organically sent to the timelines of those who follow 

a brand only. These are of benefit to the marketers which they never got from traditional 

media before. (Twitter Blog, 2010) [I
7J 

Nielsen_reported that Twitter has a user's retention rate of 40 percent. Many people drop 

the service after a month and its traffic began to flatten towards the end of 2009. 

(Nielsenwire, 2009)[181 However, the Social media analytics firm Sysomos, Dynamic Logic, 

Millward Brown and eMarketer.com's report confirmed that twitter's experienced users are 

the most active members of the community and new users are continuing to tweet at a 

steady pace while the veterans are becoming more and more active. (eMarketer, 2010) [l9J 

This is also proved by Twitter's new registered users of 145 million which announced on 

Chrip conference in August 2010. During April to August 2010, Twitter earned 40 million 

new registered users. (Grove, 2010) f201 Twitter has also been considered as the top social 

tool by experienced social marketers in April 2010. (Social Media Marketing Industry 

Report, 2010) r2 1J 

It is argued that Twitter will play an important role in on social marketing stage, since its 

recipient-driven system allows right information to reach the right audience. 
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Linkedln 

Linkedln is an online networking site with a strong business - oriented focus. The 

purpose of the site is to allow registered users to maintain a list of contact details of people 

they know and trust in business. The contacts in the list are called "connections". Users 

can invite anyone to become a connection. (Wikipeida, 2010) l221 Users can build 

portfolio, find jobs, job seekers and business opportunities through the connections on the 

website. Linkedln is highly used by B2B connections is also because the site contains 

millions of professional industrial focused groups. 

According to Hubspot's report, Linkedln has been considered as the most effective lead 

generation amongst North American B2B marketers. (Hubspot, 2010) l23l The report also 

shows percentage figures that proved Linkedln is more effective for B2B businesses than 

Facebook, as follows: 

Figure 2.1: Percentages of Companies Using Specific Social Media Channels and/or 

Biogs Who Have Acquired a Customer from That Channel. 
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The information company OneSource has discovered that compames have a strong 

tendency to rely on their corporate website and social networking sites such as Linkedln, to 

help them bring in new customers and generation leads for the next stage. 

YouTube 

YouTube is the most popular destination for watching and sharing video on the Internet, 

and most of the videos on site are posted by its users (Appendix B). According to 

Nielsen, about two-thirds of all video views in the United States occur on Y ouTube. (The 

New York Times, 2009) (241 In May 2010, YouTube announced its daily page views are 

more than two billion. C25J 

You Tube also provides a special "brand channel" for the marketers to create and 

customize their official brand page. Through the brand channel, visitors will find 

marketer's public videos, favourite videos, bulletins, other subscribers and their comments. 

Customers can subscribe to the brand page if they with. Their activities may include 

sending a message, sharing the channel with friend and adding on comments to the channel. 

For example: "LightlnTheBox" brand channel on YouTube has got 48,260 times of 

channel views and 1,082,674 Comments. Obviously, LightlnTheBox has got lots ideas and 

feedbacks from customer through this brand Channel. Brand channel of NikeFootball on 

YouTube got 5781 fiiends so far, the channel views is counted over one and half million 

and followed by 15 hundreds of comments. It is not possible for the marketers to get these 

precious activities and feedbacks from traditional offline media at a very low cost. 

The future prospects for content delivery platform are expected to grow for the next few 

years. With the user generated content and interactivity, consumers will become 

comfortable with watching all type of video content. No matter if it is long or short, 
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professional or amateur, through laptops, desktops, projectors or mobile screens, 

consumers will use them to view and comment on content. 

Creating and spreading product image or videos through content based social network such 

as Y ouTube and Fliclcr could be an efficient way to enhance awareness of new products. 

Functions such as "rating" and "most viewed" on these content sharing sites are excellent 

collaboration tools, and this is how platforms pull potential viewers together. 

Flickr 

Flickr is a photo sharing social network that allows anyone to upload, share and remix 

photos with their peers, friends and family (Appendix B).Users can search photos by type 

in the keyword of product, event, news title, brands and event. Flickr website receives 

approximately 30 million unique visitors per month in average (Solis, 2010 p62). 

Sophisticated marketers have been using this channel to promote their brands and interact 

with their customers. The marketers have less control over those activates, but they might 

benefit more from free generated content to embrace their brand. Many marketers see the 

benefits and therefore, the Creative Commons Licensing is widely adopted nowadays 

instead of traditional copyright. By giving away control, the marketers expect to receive 

more benefit from prosumers' 1261 remixed content and other interactivities. 

2.6 Social Organizers and Events 

Participative online social networking does not ended at online activity. Technology 

enables the bridge between the online world and the real life. For instance: RSVP 

management system connects online participation with physical world. Sites such as 
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Facebook event (Appendix A), TweetUps are enabling people to know "what the recent 

events are" and "what events friends attend". Any registered member can set up event and 

invite people. For example: The marketers can set up a marketing event and invite 

potential or loyalty customers to attend. Through the online RSVP, the marketers can 

easily planning the event, targeting customer through certain geo base or social graph. 

Moreover, online casting has significant impact on business activities too. For example, 

Webinar can be organized at a much lower cost instead of conference in the real life. The 

businesses can also benefit from convenience due to non-travelling, ease monitoring, 

recording, and re-access of context etc. 

In addition, network architects have realized that providing sharing platforms will help to 

enhance the conversation, this will also help in building of brand stream. For instance: 

Syndicate tool allows users to have automatic repost from biog to other predefined 

networks. Thus, the marketers now can syndicate the content through almost all type of 

networks, and keep consistency when they reaching out of customer, but with simpler 

steps. 

2.7 Wikipedia 

Wikipedia provides support to multiple contributors and facilitates a collaborative, 

transparent content creation and management system. This educational and infonnative 

social network contains large amounts of reliable and freely accessible information. The 

motivations for people working on this type of social networking site are passion of 

knowledge and willingness to help others reach knowledge. (Appendix A) 
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Wikipedia' s content always appear on the top of the list from Google search result. The 

content could be very influential to potential customer and therefore, it is important to a 

brand. 

2.8 Organized Content Tag, RSS and Widgets 

Tagging allow users access actual database of overlapped interests by XML technology. 

Folksonomy started getting popular in 2004, it is a term used to describe a system of 

classification derived from the practice and method of collaboratively creating and 

managing tags to annotate and categorize content. (Wikipedia, 2009) [271 Tagging search 

produce more sophisticated result than general Google or Yahoo search. This is because 

the results are screened by people who have common interests. 

Del.icio.us is a tagging site that represents what people are looking at and what people are 

trying to remember. (Appendix A) 

Digg.com is a typical example for tagging site. Digg' s users get deep understanding and 

up-to-date pictures of what has happened and what are concerned from multiple 

perspectives. It allows people to vote stories "up" or "down" to the stories which were 

submitted by its users. Those web network activities allow people share opinions with 

others. At the same time, the expressions and attentions are recorded. (Appendix A) 

To the marketers, it is a good channel for chasing the attentions of a particular event or 

brand. It is easy to find out who tagged the brand and how the brand was tagged. The 

marketers can also find out who tagged their competitors and how the competitors were 

tagged. By engaging with this type of social networking site, the marketer could 
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constantly learn and review people's thinking and compare those feedbacks with what they 

promised to the public. 

RSS is an XML documents which facilitates content syndication and brings updates from 

required sources. RSS files, also called feeds, transmit structured data which typically 

include headlines, dates, authors, content summaries and links to the full versions (Gill, 

2005) [2SJ It plays a very imp01tant role in all kinds of website we discussed above as well 

as for rich Media. Businesses will benefit RSS' main feature that users can customized 

their subscription to a brand. (Appendix A) 

Widgets became popular with MySpace, it was used to embellish users' profiles. 

Facebook allows developers to create widgets for the members. There are also marketer 

provided widget code to be embedded in the biogs and social sites. Widgets can work 

together with RSS to bring news, conversation and brand to customer's desktop. Widgets 

are designed with intention for people to consume and organize information efficiently. 

Online measurement company ComScore has been tracking embedded content on web 

pages, according to their report in 2007, 10 percent of U.S. consumers use widget 

regularly; 21 percent online consumers have interacted with web based widget. [291 RSS 

and Widgets provide great opportunities for brand to updates consumers regularly. 

Vfrtual world Virtual worlds and second life are also popular nowadays, they represent 

another way for people to express and connect. They are another opportunity for the 

marketer. 
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2.9 Mobile/ Podcast 

Coda Research Consultancy predicted that mobile e-commerce revenues in the U.S. will 

reach $23.8 billion in 2015, representing 8.5 percent of all e-commerce revenues in the 

country. C30J 

Mobile phones are one of the most personal, immediate and direct ways for two way 

communication between marketer and consumers. Mobile devices not only extend the 

collaboration and interactivity, but also promoted a new platform of real time location 

service. For example, Four Square, an iPhone application which offers special discount 

when customers physically check in a store, it also offers customer the possibility to 

become the king of the place through checking their geo stamped presence. These 

functions allow creditability ofreview to be developed further. 

Smart phone devices also play an important role in the mobile industry. Especially, the 

"App Store' which brought new experience to the market and consumer. It encourages 

programmers to provide infinite possible functions to mobile, thus a brand oriented 

application become possible too. 

Although there are drawbacks such as: small screen, poor speed of connection etc, given 

its flexibility, it still offers great potential to drive brand awareness and develop 

relationships with consumer for the marketers. 

2.10 Conclusion 

This chapter has reviewed existing online channels and technologies. It is also introduced 

benefits of each channel to the marketers in terms of building a brand. It is recommended 
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choosing appropriate channels to cater to different objectives of the whole branding 

strategy. It is also important for a brand to keep a consistent voice over various online 

channels. 

The purpose of this chapter is to show the possibilities of the online engagement. The 

new branding strategy is not only about the channels, tools or technologies but also 

relationship and people. The key is how to engage people through the right channels. 

Tool and technologies are evolving at all the time, but the status of customer is not going 

to be replaced in this phenomenon. Instead, their bargaining power is increasing along 

with the updated online facilities and customer participation is a major part of brand 

strategy. 

It is notable that consumers trust each other more than they trust the marketers. The key 

difference between online branding and traditional branding is the perspective. Approaches 

of traditional media are missing out the consumer from relationship perspective. In the 

past, the brand was about how end user responded on advertisement. But now the brand 

is about how end users evaluate the brand collaboratively and the result is out there around 

social media. 

To humanize a brand is the only way for a marketer to build strong and a stable 

relationship with the consumers. Coalition is the purpose and it is beyond technology. 
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CHAPTER3 
The transformation just happened 

3.1 Introduction 

While everyone is facing an exciting and inspiring phenomenon, a shift in power from 

businesses, publishers, broadcasters to online collaborators has now occurred. Websites 

and the information dialogue is becoming a social switchboard, where the people can reach 

different media channels of brands. The online participative content is unfolding the new 

branding concept and the online collaborative activities are efficiently guiding the trend of 

all kinds. This chapter is to analyse the pattern of the phenomenon. 

3.2 Drivers of online collaboration 

Social Drivers: 

Collaborative working is driven by human's instinct of dependence, goodwill and curiosity. 

Everyone has desire of expression, to be creative, to share, and being acknowledged. The 

online communities provide new places for new relationships. The online collaborators 

help and entertain each other. People feel engaged or fulfilled. 

On the other side, the more people became online collaborators, the more social pressure 

will pass onto their off-line friends. This also drives offline people to online. 
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Economic Drivers: 

Lower costs in terms of content creation and consuming are essential to recession period. 

Coincidentally to Roaring Twenties, the recessions are always followed by accelerating in 

consumer demand of aspirations to have significant change in life style and stunning 

development of technology. "The spirit of Roaring Twenties was marked by a general 

feeling of discontinuity associated with modernity, a break with traditions. Everything 

seemed to be feasible through modern technology." (Wikipedia, 2009) [tJ When the digital 

transition keeps pushing the market, the online traffic is already equal to money at this 

time. It is argued that the world is expecting "Golden digital collaborative era". 

Technological Drivers: 

The evolvement of technology allows people to present their limitless creativity to the 

public. Popularity of broadband, decrease in cost and increase in quality of digital devices 

(i.e.: hard drive, digital camera and camera recorders etc), user oriented social websites and 

available applications are the technological drivers which encouraged people to create, edit, 

share their own content and interact with others . 

The whole transition kept pushing the market and the economy with a result the traffic 

online is equal to money in the new era. 

Marketing Drivers: 

Brand managers discovered that rating, voting and tagging systems provided relevant 

information of their brand and helped them to interact with their customers. These tools 

were too simple and required improvement from the interactivity side. The need for better 

interactive applications has been passed to the developers. Therefore, those pioneer 
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marketers have been accelerating the online collaboration together with the evolvement of 

technology. 

According to eMarketer, a study carried out by Chadwick Martin Bailey and iModerate in 

relation to how brand graphs (the relationships that are interwoven within social networks.) 

In the report discovered why people follow brands in social networks. The main reasons 

stated are to receive discounts and promotions for Facebook users. On the other side, 

consumers on Twitter also pointed out the importance of both real-time information and 

exclusive content. Here are the responses from the two platforms: [21 

Facebook 
49% Already a customer 
42% Show of support 
40% Discounts and promotions 
34% Fun and entertainment 

Twitter 
51 % Existing customer 
44 % Discounts 
42% Fun 

Figure 3.1: Why people follow brands in social network? 
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Source: Chadwick Martin Bailey, as cited by Solis (2010) Internet. [2] 
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Chadwick Martin Bailey's report also stated that more than 50 percent of Facebook fans 

and 67% of Twitter users reported that they are more likely to make a purchase for the 

brands they follow. These reasons contributed to promoting today's online social trend. 

The phenomenon is creating challenges for branding strategies. The online consumers 

are connected, and therefore they are able to redefine the brand on which millions was 

spent. 

3.3 Demography of participants 

There were over 1.96 billion people worldwide using the Internet by June 2010, according 

to Miniwatts Marketing Group. (Miniwatts Marketing Group, 2010) l3l As of May 2009, 

there were 1.1 billion people age 15 and older worldwide who accessed the Internet.from a 

home or work location, 734.2 million visited at least one social networking site during the 

month, representing a penetration of 65 percent of the worldwide Internet audience. 

(Sachoff, 2010) l4J According to Internet World States, there were 266,224,500 Internet 

users in North America in June 2010, which represented 77.3 percent of the population. 

Where in European Union, there were 337,779,055 Internet users in 31 May 2010, which 

represented 67.6 percent of its population. (Miniwatts Marketing Group, 2010) [5J 

"The total amount spent online globally increased by 18 percent between December 2007 

and December 2008" (Solis, 2010, p 19) l61 25 percent of online adults in North America, 

21 percent of online Europeans, and 35 percent of online South Koreans have joined social 

networks. (Li and Berno ff, 2008, p 104) [7J 

The higher percentage of participants from the global population and the increasing time 

people spent online are positive signs for building brand online. 
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According to InSites Consulting 2010, online social networks reach an estimated 940 

million people around the world. [Zl Hence, the user demographic data and social context of 

each social network platform are important guidance for brand managers. In order to 

target customer efficiently, brand managers should consider the strategy along with data 

from social graphs and demographics to choose appropriate online channels. 

For instance, age is an essential consideration to the marketers. Pingdom presented the 

"Average age distribution across social network sites" chart according to Google 

AdPlanner. (Figure 3.2) This chart represents the whole picture of engagement on Social 

Network Sites in the U.S. The data showed 35-44 years old participants dominate the 

social activities rather than the teenage. Surprisingly, participants who are aged 45+ also 

represented a significant 32 percent in the overall picture. [SJ 

Figure 3.2: Average age distribution across social network sites (U.S.) 
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Brand managers could compare the age of the target customer with the average user age of 

each platform. (Pingdom, cited by Solis, 2010) [Sl: 

Delicious - Average user age: 41.3. Over 25% of users are 35-44 years old. 

Digg - Average user age: 38.5. Over 25% of users are 35-44 years old, followed by just 

under 20% at 25-34 years old (80% of users are over 25). 

Facebook - Average user age: 38.4. About 25% of users are 45-54 with the 35-44 group 

at just 20% (61 % are 35 or older). 

Linkedln - Average user age: 44.3. Less than 30% are 35-44, 20% are 45-54 and more 

than 15% are 55-64. As mentioned earlier in this study that Linkedln was setting up with 

a strong business focus, the demographic figure confirmed that the most users are at a 

senior age. 

Twitter - Average user age: 39.1. More than 25% of users are 35-44 years old, trailed by 

the 45-54 group at less than 20% (65% of all users are over the age of 35 with less than 

20% representing the 24 and under age groups). 

Online video - Retrevo (2010) cited by emarketer (2010) stated that 18 to 34 years are the 

highest penetration online video viewing group in the US which represents 8 percent of the 

whole TV viewer group. l9l 
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Figure 3.3: Age distribution on social network sites (U.S.) 

Source: www.pingdom.com; Data source: Google Ad Planner (United States demographics data). 

Data sorted by average age per site, youngest at the top. 

3 .4 Geography of participants 

Online collaboration is not only accelerating in the developed country, but also an 

emerging phenomenon in developing countries. Some developing countries have been 

catching up in popularity in some regions which is exceeding the developed countries' 

usage. For example, Chinese QQ a leading instant messaging and social network site 

have registered user surpass 300 million. Kaixin00l.com is another fast growing 

community social network in China, which has reached a registered user base of 40 million 

by August 2009, according to SinoCast Daily Business Beat. The site continuously keeps 
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growing at a speed of over 200,000 users per day. [lOJ According to Xinhua news agency, 

there are more than 100 million blogs in China by January 2009. 

Consumers in Asian countries move more aggressively towards online social networking 

sites than consumers in the rest of the world. Cyworld has claimed more than one third of 

Korea's entire population as members, while achieving incredible penetration of Korea's 

young adult market: 90% of Koreans in their 20s are members of Cyworld. [11] 

Given the popularity of this online phenomenon, creating a global brand through boundless 

online world is now easier for the marketer. However, when the marketers are accessing 

online participants around the world, it is important to consider their online culture and 

preference. Cosenza (2010) presented a World Map of Social Networks (Figure 3.4), 

based on Alexa & Google Trends for Websites traffic data in June 2010. P2l 

Figure 3.4: World Map of Social Networks 
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Facebook continues to expand its territories and welcomes new user from all over the 

world. However, some online participants still love their local providers. For example V 

Kontakte and Odnolklassniki are the top two social network sites in Russia; Orkut is strong 

in India and Brazil; Marktoob for Arab; NK..pl in Poland etc. Therefore, even though 

online phenomenon enables the marketers to reach the audience around world, the 

marketers still need to select a channel carefully according the physical base of the target 

customer. 

3. 5 Technographics profile of participants 

Understand how customers are connecting with an online brand, equal to half of the 

success in the online branding. This study aims to explore existing theories in relation to 

this phenomenon. 

In 2007 Charlene Li and Josh Bemoff at Forrester Research released the Social 

Technographics Profile with analysis to assist marketers to achieve marketing goals. It 

adopted human oriented approach to describe and analyze customers while they are 

engaged online. 

Forrester research disagreed with those companies who think that social computing is 

about listing of technologies. Instead, Forrester research categorised social computing 

behaviours into six levels of participation and presented the the01y in a graph/ladder. 

(Figure 3.5) They named this theory "Social Technographics" as it is focus on overlapped 

technology behaviours. Forrester claimed the Social Technographics is "to describe 

analyzing a population according to its participation in these levels. Brands, Web sites, 
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and any other company pursuing social technologies should analyze their customers ' 

Social Technographics first, and then create a social strategy based on that pro.file. " 

Figure 3.5: Social Technographics Ladder 

2006 
2009 

Source: Forrester Research North American; Data based on U.S. Online Adults. 

This profile categorized online collaborators into the following six groups: 

Creators - Online participants who have experience of producing and uploading content 

to the Internet on a regular basis. According to Forrester, 18 percent of the U.S. online 

participants are creators. In Europe and South Korea, creators represent accordingly 10 and 

38 percent. Examples of their activities include: user created video on YouTube, blogging 

of original creation etc. 
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Critics - Online participants, who comment, rate, review and edit online content. 

According to Forrester, 25 percent of the U.S. online participants are creators. In Europe 

and Japan, creators represent accordingly 20 and 36 percent. Sample of this type of 

activities are everywhere, Mystarbucksidea.com is a good sample too. 

Collectors - Online participants who collect tags, use bookmark services, and get RSS 

feeds. This is a relevant small category where is about 10 percent of online population 

falling into this category in average. However, it is noticed that collecting is more 

popular in most of Asia countries, which the percentage is hit 15 percent of online 

consumers. Social bookmarking service on Google Reader and Delicious, vote service on 

Digg and Delicious are belong to this categories. 

Joiners - Online participants who has a profile with one or more social networking sites. 

The overall percentage of online population has a 19 percent participate in this category. 

There into, 25 percent in the U.S. online participants are belonged to this category and 40 

percent in South Korea accordingly. Users of the social networking sites which requires 

registration to use their service are joiners. 

Spectators - Online participants who consume content which is created by others. 

Forrester Research indicated this is one of the largest categories which contain 37 to 48 

percent of overall online population. 

Inactives_- People who have not participated yet. According to Forrester (2007) based on 

the online population, " .. .41 percent of Americans, 53 percent of Europeans, and only 37 

percent of South Koreans are untouched ... " (Li and Bemoff, 2008, p45) [?J (These figures 

does not include offline consumer) 
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Some changes hve been noticed a few years later after the first release of the Social 

Technographics in 2006. As shown in figure 3.xxx, all the rungs on the ladder have 

shown a steady growth except "Inactives". "Joiners" category is tripled in size. It is worth 

noting that there is one more rung has been added. 

Conversationalists are become popular and have been categorised as an additional rung in 

the Technographic ladder. Conversationalists contains online consumer who post 

message to update their status, such as Twitter users. It is found in every three online 

Americans is a "conversationalist" according to one of the latest Forrester survey. (13l 

Social Technographics are more related to this study as the findings are important for 

refine branding strategy. The categories are especially helpful for discovering the 

interactive points where brands can meet respective group of online collaborators. 

Solis (2010) commented "The goal of Social Technographics was not only to classify 

individual participation in social media, but also to encourage the design and segmentation 

of focused marketing, branding and engagement programs that appeal to these respective 

groups." 

Understanding of the Technographics Profile is helpful for tailoring branding strategy to 

reach the target audience. For instance: Creators and Critics are the most influential 

group; the content they generated can attract the rest of the participants. If the audience are 

majority of collectors, business should be active in social book marking and RSS feeds 

content. 

Barack Obama adopted online collaboration to attract and inform Democrats collaborators 

by setting up his own social network. He has millions of fans on Facebook. The 

"my.barackobama.com" is also embraced with participants of Critics and Joiners. Even 
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the recent slogan on the website is still encouragmg Americans to be their online 

collaborators. It says "Join Millions of Americans Calling for Change Using our Online 

Tools - when you <.,Teate an account on My.BarackObama.com, you are joining the online 

community of organizers who helped elect the President and now are working to bring real 

change on critical issues, including healthcare, education and energy reform." P4J 

A brand should also keep a good image and be active in the social network at all the time. 

This is because where there is no participant as creators, critics or collector in the target 

customer base, there could be large amount of spectators and they are observing. 

3.6 Socialgraphics 

The Altimeter Group claimed that brands miss out on the specific behaviours of consumer 

in the traditional media. Li (2010) introduced "The Engagement Pyramid" where a social 

strategy can be developed. [ t5J The Engagement Pyramid is built up by categorizing and 

ranking the social behaviours of consumer and employees, and shows how they engage 

with business and brand. The Pyramid contains five levels; each higher level represents a 

higher degree of engagement. 
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Figure 3.6: The Engagement Pyramid 

By o AI ff' w Group 

ranc1sco: ossey- ass 

Engaging Curator - This is an extremely precious consumer group to any company. 

They are foundation of earned media. They should be trusted and energized to become 

brand ambassador. The Curators are heavily engaged in online communities. Their 

motivation usually come from successful experience in investing of online activities and 

would like to contribute more or to be more recognized. 

Engaging Producer - Similar to "Creators" in the Technograpbics, "producing" is 

behaviour that showing desire to express identity and wishes to be recognized by sharing 

their own content. This is a To Engage those consumer, the marketers should provide 

platform with sponsored discussions and helpful community members. 
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Engaging Commenter - Similar to "critics" consumer group in the Technographics theory, 

this level represents those who want express their opinion and get support. Their 

activities may have certain influence to other people who around them. This group can 

be engaged by creating features of commenting, rating, and polls, developing a community 

policy, and fostering an open and friendly environment. 

Engaging Sharer - The marketers can engage with them by updating status and sharing 

information with them, in order to support others and demonstrate knowledge. Also, 

allow sharing tools and connect features on social networking sites will help. 

Engaging Watcher - This approach is suggested to attract the group which is similar to the 

"Spectators" in the Technographics theory. The marketers should create relevant content 

based on consumer's existing habits, by understanding the content they are consuming 

currently. However, there is not much engagement involved as the marketer would not 

realize there was someone interested in their products. 

Altimeter also successfully mapped the Engagement Pyramid to participants' behaviour 

pattern on Twitter. It explained the relationship between each type of activity and 

engagement level. (Appendix B) 

Curating - include # hash tag in tweet [161 

Sharing/Producing - Tweet 

Sharing - Re-tweet (RT) 

Commenting - @reply 

Watching-Read Tweets 

The Engagement Pyramid is straight forward to apply. People are engaging with each 

brand no matter the marketer want or not. The key is to find the target customer and 
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engage with them, and what lead them from one level up m the pyramid. Li (2010) 

suggested the marketers do not give up on the lowest level, but encourage them to be 

active. [l5l 

3. 7 Behaviourgrahics 

The Technographics and Socialgraphics provide better understanding of different 

engagement level of consumers by analysing their technology and social behaviour. Brian 

Solis is a digital analyst, sociologist in new media and author of the book "Engage". He 

introduced Behaviourgrahics concept in 2010. 

Figure 3.7: Behaviorgraphics 

Behaviorgraphics: 
Who is the 11Me" 

lt"s avatarsthat in Social Media? 
captu~your 

attl?ntlon, but Social media tests the Hiter that divides inner monologue 
personality wtllCh lrom dlsclosu,.. As ourthoughrs become words onllne, 

captures your they color our avatars and promos with a gUmpse of our 
heart and mind. personality- who we are online and in lhe real world. 

Over time. it is how we put our words into ac.tion thrit 
establishes our character. And, It ls our character, through 
the marriage of ournords al!d actions, that paves the way 
for relationships and oppo,tuniUes. 

ourcc: on me www . nanso is.corn 
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Solis (2010) claimed that Behaviourgrahics serve as the last mile between the medium and 

the specific person we 're hoping to reach. He also believes the marketer and brand 

professionals should also explore social psychology to create experience-driven connection 

and ultimately contextual networks. 

Behaviourgrahics concept puts emphasis on forming relationship with consumer by 

creating personality for brands. Solis (2010) explained: "Social media tests the filter that 

divides inner monologue from disclosure. As our thoughts become words online, they color 

our avatars and profiles with a glimpse of our personality - who we are online and in the 

real world. Over time, it is how we put our words into action that establishes our character. 

And, it is our character, through the marriage of our words and actions that paves the way 

for relationships and opportunities. " 

Behaviourgrahics introduced more specific roles, which include Problem Solvers, 

Commenters, Researchers, Conversationalists, Curators, Producers, Broadcasters, 

Marketers, Socialites, Self-promoters, Egocasters, Observers, Social Climbers, TMI, 

Spammers, Leachers and Complainers. The unique point of this concept is that 

Benevolence serves the central part. (Figure 3.7) This is where the motivation and purpose 

of collaboration merge. 

The "Curators" in the Behaviourgrahics is different from the "Curating" in the 

Socialgraphics theory. It is about online consumers who try to find and share what 

captivates them. It depends on what they believe will interest their followers. This 

sharing activity is not well covered in Technographics but has been well represented in 

Behaviourgrahics. 
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The "Complainers" group had also been divided from the "Critics" group of 

Technographics, as the "Complainers" reserves an important role for brands and the 

marketers. Successful dealing with the complainers could benefit the admiration of many 

people who have been around them. 

Solis also explained his understanding of what influences online social networks is not 

universally affected on groups. Instead, it is distributed across segmented personality traits 

and engagement happens when influence meet particular interests. 

3 .8 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the existing theories are discussed which offered powerful insights on the 

role of participants in the online social networking. Those theories assist in how to engage 

in the right type of conversation with the right people through the right medium. Those 

theories reinforce the point that online phenomenon empowers people and the marketers 

must construct and engage in a comprehensive people-oriented strategy. Not only for 

branding but also from bottom up within the organization and through to media selection. 
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CHAPTER4 
Blueprinting Strategy 

4.1 Introduction 

Tapscott and Williams (2008) stated that ''A power shift is underway, and a tough new 

business rule is emerging; Harness the new collaboration or perish. Those who fail to 

grasp this will find themselves ever more isolated - cut off from the networks that are 

sharing, adapting, and updating knowledge to create value." (lJ Thus, to prevent being 

isolated from their customers, competitors and popular trends, an effective online 

communication strategy needs to be carried out as part of the branding strategy. 

This chapter considers how to integrate the patterns and characteristics of online social 

channels with branding tactics and objectives, in order to develop an online branding 

strategy. It is interesting to note that increases in the volume of the conversation or reacting 

to activities in the social channel are not sufficient for the long rnn. 

4.2 New online media concepts 

Forrester Research analyst Sean Corcoran published an insightful media experience of 

online marketing, with categorizing of three media concepts which are Owned media, Paid 

media and Earned media. l2l The marketers should be able to categorize the media and 

apply the communicating pipelines based on an understanding of these concepts. 
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Table 1: Owned media, Paid media and Earned media 

Medlatype Definition Examples The role Benefits Challenges 

Owned media Channe& a •Website Build for longer-tenn •Control • No guarantees 
brand«mtrols • Mobile site relationships with •Cost •Company 

• Biog ex1stlng potential efficiency communk:atk>n 
•Twitter customer.. and •longevity not trusted 
account eammeclia • Versatility • Takes time to I 

•Niche SCillle 
audiences 

Pald medla Brand pays to • Display ads Shift from •lndemand · dutter 
leverage a • Paid search foundation to a • Immediacy •Oeclinini 
channel • Sponsorships cata1Y$1: that feeds •Scale response rates 

owned and creat s 
•Control • Poor crediblllty eamedmedia 

' 
!Earned media When customers • WOM Listen and mpond - • Most credible • No control I 

I! 
become the •Buzz eamed media Is often •Key role In • Can be negative 
channel the ~suit of well- most sales • "Viral" · Scale 

II execu1:ed and well- • Transparent • Hard to measure coordinated owned andliv on and paid media ., 

Source: Forrester Research, Inc. 

Owned media are those social channels and its content which are designed, owned and 

distributed by a brand. For example: corporate websites, official Fan Pages on Facebook, 

Y ouTube brand channels or iPhone Apps etc. Most of the social media allow brand to 

reach customer at zero cost and therefore, these are invaluable channels to a brand, 

especially during the recession. 

Corcoran suggests the marketers to create "a solar system of owned media." On the other 

side, Solis, as cited by Mashable (2010) [3l comments: "instead create a focused ecosystem 

of media that establishes presences where their communities are already active - a brand or 

organization -specific social media ecosystem." 

It is argued that "the brand focused ecosystem" is more practical for a brand which is just 

starting with online branding. This approach does require certain amount of research, for 

instance: where are the audience, what are their main activities etc. However, the time 

spent on the research will be pay back since consolidating the existing communities is 
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effortless compared with starting building a community from zero. Starbucks adopted the 

similar approach when they launched MyStarbucksldea.com. Details are discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

Paid media represents the media which purchased by a brand in order to access audience 

in an efficient manner or certain scope. Current trends for paid media are cost per action. 

Paid media is good to reinforce the predefined voice and mission of a brand. However, 

because the Paid media is gradually losing its dominance, marketers are more likely to use 

it to assist the development of Owned and Earned media. 

Earned media "Earned media" is an old PR term that essentially meant getting your 

brand into free media rather than having to pay for it through advertising." (Corcoran, 

2010) r2J It is the buzzes that reach a certain scale and became powerful enough to have an 

impact on the brand image. Tue higher the level that the consumers participate in the 

Engagement Pyramid of Socialgraphics theory, the better chance for a brand to reap the 

Earned media. It is argued that Earned media could be either profit or loss that a brand 

harvested from its paid media and owned media. The consumer's voice could be positive 

or negative and it is the marketer's responsibility to listen, respond, defend, and guide a 

profitable Earned media for the brand. 

Participatory media is introduced by Solis (2010) as an extension of earned and owned 

media. It represents a community form where a brand can be interactive with the 

participants from Owned and Earned media. The research of this study found 

"MyStarbucksldea" community project which allow the barista and customer working 

together collaboratively as a good example of participatory media. As Solis said 

"Participatory media equalises the balance of power, providing a dedicated platform the 

gives voice to the consumer and a channel for their ideas. " [3] 
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Sponsored media "Sponsored objects fuse earned, paid, and owned meida, as technically: 

1) the message are owned; 2) the voices are paid, and; 3) With more thoughtful approaches, 

the responses within targeted communities can inspire a positive wave of earned media." 

(Solis, 2010). [3l Josh Bernoff and Sean Corcoran agreed with Brian Solis that the 

sponsored media is worthy of consideration. 

IZEA, a software provider and the world leader in Social Media Sponsorship is an example 

of the Sponsored media. IZEA compensate publishers to share information about a brand 

throughout its massive distribution channel over the social web. IZEA also deliver 

measurable results to their clients in real-time. 

After reviewing the media communication concepts, the next step is to determine the 

objectives of the strategy. Marketers should consider the traits of target audience as 

discussed in chapter 3 while finding the balance between different types of media. 

4.3 Tactics and Objectives 

Online brand communication is the key and should support the whole branding strategy. 

The messages should reflect the value and personality of a brand. The content should 

serve the customer with the desired brand experience according to the brand value of the 

business. The objectives should be designed before the message and content. 

According to the "2010 Social Media Marketing Benchmark Report" from Marketing 

Sherpa in 2009, the social media marketing objective comprise: improve brand reputation, 

brand awareness, increase website traffic and lead, which are targeted and measured by 

marketers. Li and Bemoff (2008) suggested 5 main tactics of online branding: Listening, 

Talking, Energizing, Supporting, and Embracing. This part of study combines Li and 
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Bemoff's tactics with the objectives suggested by Marketing Sherpa to demonstrate a 

picture of online conversation between consumer and brand. 

Brand Observing 

This is the fundamental tactics before any online conversation can take place. The 

approach involves an understanding of the customer by ongoing monitoring and listening 

to their online collaborative activities. Instead of paying a lot of money for market research, 

the marketers should be able to answer these questions by engaging online: What are the 

target customers' interests? Which type of Technographics are the target customers? At 

which level of engagement pyramid are they? Which channels are these customers prefer? 

How they consume information? The result of monitoring and listen can be surprising as 

the online consumers behave more spontaneous than the consumer from the focus group in 

the traditional marketing research. The results will assist the marketers make decision in 

where in the online social network or what type of online activity they should interactive 

with their customer in order to map the whole strategy and build the earned media. 

For example, Mini Cooper found unique passion from the existing owners towards the 

brand through their online brand monitoring strategy in 2006. Their monitoring across 

discussion groups, forums and My Space pages etc. The marketers therefore decided to 

invest in the existing owners' passion further. The owners were encouraged to upload 

photos and videos of the event to online network. The online collaborative effects 

embraced the brand and created the online car culture, which led to the success in sales of 

Mini Cooper in that year. [4l 

Observing is not only an initial step. The monitoring process should be an ongoing tactic 

for the brand both before and after the marketing efforts. Fmthermore, the voice from 
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competitor's consumer can be monitored too. This allows the marketer to understand the 

trends in the market and probably the weakness of the competitors. Therefore, brand 

observing and monitoring could help a brand resisting competitive activity and reinforcing 

a strong brand position in the market. 

Once a brand is set up in the market place, it does not matter whether or not the marketer 

engages with the customer, the customers will have experience with the brand. Online 

brand monitoring also provides a clearer view for the marketer to address the problems. 

For instance, the marketer can avoid delay in defending action. Here is the example: 

Domino's Pizza is one of the largest pizza delivery companies around world, which 

operates through a network of 9000 franchise stores over 50 states and 60 international 

markets. This pizza giant company's sales had suffered a digital marketing crises which 

led by tiny incidents from social media in 2009. Two of their employees uploaded a 

video to YouTube with an awful idea of mess food. Some of the content in the video are 

"In about five minutes it'll be sent out on delivery where somebody will be eating these, 

yes, eating them, and little did they know that cheese was in his nose and that there was 

some lethal gas that ended up on their salami, " Kristy said. "Now that 's how we roll at 

Domino's. " Clifford, D. (2009) [5l (YouTube, 2009) [6l 

This video damaged Domino's reputation within a few days. Although those two people 

were finally charged by police, the damage of the brand and marketing was done, 

according to YouGov, as cited by Clifford (2009). "We got blindsided by two idiots with 

a video camera and an awful idea, " said a Domino's spokesman, Tim McIntyre, who 

added that the company was preparing a civil lawsuit. "Even people who've been with us 

as loyal customers for 10, 15, 20 years, people are second-guessing their relationship with 

Domino 's, and that's not fair. " [5] 
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This is a good example to show that social media is powerful enough to hinder a brand in a 

very short time of period. Domino's Pizza's tough experience should have warned all 

marketers that monitoring brand reputation through online media is an essential part of the 

overall marketing strategy. 

Furthermore, the way Domino's Pizza reacted to the public after the incident is worth 

noting. The company discovered the video next day after it has been uploaded onto 

Y ouTube. They created a Twitter account, @dpzinfo, to respond to all the comments. 

Later in the same year, Domino's Pizza created a campaign included a video part on 

YouTube, which showed Domino's listened and considered to its harshest critics and made 

their best effort for a new recipe. This effort not only earned its reputation back, but also 

gained views of 641,309 times at the time of writing. These activities are about brand 

penetration which will be discussed next. 

Brand penetration 

Following on the response made by Domino' s Pizza to the public after the incident, which 

they started a conversation. The result of the conversation improved the brand reputation 

which was damaged a few months earlier. Therefore, the on.line collaborators are there to 

help as long as the marketers start the conversation. This is also where brand awareness 

commences. 

The key to brand awareness and brand penetration is to make word of mouth happen. 

The more conversations appear on the internet, the more potential customer will be aware 

of the brand, hence the higher the possibilities of engagement in the future. The basic 

approach is distribution of content. For example: spreading an interactive video, starting 

a blog or forming a forum to cultivate the community, responding the comments, or even 
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replying an email. Not only are the customers satisfied with the feedback and attention 

from the brand, but also those people who play the role of "spectators" or "watchers" will 

be influenced while they are watching. 

Conversations with the customer are crucial to brand penetration. A brand should at least 

set up its presence in the main channels where its customers are active. For example: 

The researcher of this study was waiting for Solis' book "Engage" before it become 

available online. As a potential customer, the researcher found Solis' email address on 

his biog and emailed him to find the availability of the soft copy. The researcher got a 

helpful answer from Solis within in 10 minutes! In the email reply Solis suggested that the 

soft copy is already available on "Kindle reader". The researcher as a customer of Solis 

was expecting the book will explain how a business should engage with its customer. The 

response not only explained how to engage with customer but also proved the efficiency 

and importance. According to Socialgraphics, the researcher was only at "Watching" level 

in the Engagement Pyramid. Since she was encouraged by the conversation with Solis her 

engagement level increased to the level of "Sharer" and "Commenter". Solis's presence is 

also on Twitter, Facebook etc. 

A "Share" link on the blog is also important since it allows the online participant to share 

the brand information with their friends. The more share, link and conversation a website 

earned, the more web traffic will be. 

Another example from a Nielsen Company' analysis of the UK's X Factor, it claimed that 

guest stars tended to benefit most in terms of increases in online buzz levels (87 percent 

average increase) around their X Factor performance than their counterparts who rose to 
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fame through traditional avenues ( 45 percent). This proved that online appearance related 

to awareness directly. (Nielsenwire, 2010) [7] 

The more conversations over the social web the more buzz in the channels will be 

generated. Buzz will have certain impact on sales, the same Nielsen Company's analysis of 

the UK' s X Factor revealed the largest levels of sales and buzz. (Nielsenwire, 2010) [7l 

Therefore, increasing in positive online activities will increase sale. 

Brand stimulating 

To make the conversation between online collaborators more extensive, marketer could 

encourage some of the collaborators who are enthusiasts to the brand. These are people 

like "Creators" from the Technographics profile, "Curators" from the Socialgraphics. They 

are very self-motivated and spread their enthusiasm as a consumer to other consumers. 

For example, in order to boost the promotion, the marketers could offer priority of new 

extension products to those enthusiastic collaborators. Li and Bernoffs (2008) named this 

tactic energizing your customer. Their theory is based on political candidates "energizing 

the base" to get their supporters to spread the word. 

LightlnTheBox [LITB] is stimulating their brand by energizing their product enthusiasts. 

Customer of LITB can become fan from LITB's official Facebook Page and share there 

fan photos with others. As LITB trading wedding dresses, happy brides always upload 

their wedding dress photo to thank the service and product from LITB. For any customer 

upload fan photo, LITB energise them with encouraging comments and sometimes 

coupons. On the Facebook, family and fii.ends of these enthusiasts customer can see the 

photo and can comment. There is no doubt that a happy bride will recommend LITB for 

their friends in real life too. 
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Baidu is a Chinese and Japanese search engine, which offers 57 search and community 

services. Baidu Encyclopaedia, known as Baidu Baike, is the largest encyclopaedia with 

the highest page views and traffic in China. Baidu Knows, a community service which 

provides users with questions and answers based on searchable community. (Wikipedia, 

2006) [SJ There are a hundred thousand questions posted on the website every day, as well 

as answers. It has helped users to share knowledge and experience. The more questions 

the registered user answers the higher rank they can earn in the community. The one who 

posted the question also can evaluate the answers and score the best. Users enjoy the 

knowledge sharing, being supportive and receive appreciation from people they do not 

know. 

The same motivation can be applied to corporation website's community and same to the 

way its content is being generated. Instead of spending on a customer support team, the 

investment on online support and community is more valuable and durable. Although, 

the marketer need make huge effort to form the structure and encourage customers at the 

beginning, but in the long run, the goodwill of online customers and their content will turn 

to a great power and keep the community going. This is what earned media meaning to a 

brand. 

Brand consolidating 

A brand should have its own stage at which it is embraced by its fans and customers. The 

marketers could consider facilitating a platform for empowering community and hence 

consolidating the brand. 

NCsoft, a leading online gaming company, created a community platform for Aoin (an 

online game) [6] before its launch. They encouraged enthusiast players to build a fan-site in 
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different regions for the game through the online community. They made a promise 

through the community site that they would evaluate the submitted Fan-site and honour the 

best one to be the official fan-site in each region. Aion also allowed enthusiast players to 

make pre-orders of the game and to have priority to test the game before the game was 

released to the market. The customers who made a pre-order also got a 16 cm tall, 

hand-painted Figurine limited edition free. 

Moreover, Aion also engaged with all sorts of social media, they listened to the Fan-sites 

and twitter, Facebook and YouTube etc. They also organized a programme called "Eye 

on Community" and talked to players through weekly "news and answers". 

The game was launched in Europe in Sept 2009. It has become the hottest game in the 

past 6 months. As a result, the online collaborative community helped Aion 

consolidating its brand equity. 

In conclusion, the above section clearly shows that the actual brand strategy will need to be 

defined and re-defined on an on-going basis through the brand journey. The objectives 

should serve the brand presence through each transaction and interaction continuously. 

Moreover, the marketer and brand manager can use the following graph as a check list, to 

measure each decision when they address the consumers' concerns and identify the 

challenges. (The graph is developed and based on recommendation from Solis, 2010) 
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Figure 4.1: Participate and Engage 

The brand managers 
should act as online social 
Architect and Influencer 

Participate 
and 

Engaged 

Through 
existing online chann I 
which were discussad In Chapter 2 

In this study 
oorporatlon website 
which act as a switchboard lo 

circulate the acUvltles to reach all Iha 
channels 

selected tradltlonal media 
to coosolldale the brand perception 
between the real world and online 

Reference: Figure was developed based on recommendation from Solis, b. 2010 

4.4 Content is the king 

• Reinforcing brand perception 

• Building influence and 1Iust 

• Defining destination 

• Being educative & interactive 

Content is the king of online conversation since consumer habits became increasingly 

selective. The user generated content has taken up a great part of contemporary online 

presence. It made online content more socialized, liberated as well as democratic. 

The user generated content is "filtered information", which is blended with user's unique 

acknowledgement, innovative ideas and is ready for presentation to everyone. These 

contents are generated by any available tools, via all platforms and in all kind of formats 

which exist. Those contents are the real brand images from customers' minds, which will 

in tum impact on the other online participants in a real time. 

In compruison with traditional brand management, there is not much space that marketer 

can manipulate the brand in the online media. However, online media provides the 

marketer a short cut to success: the best on.line content is made from the people and for the 
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people. In other words, the marketer should monitor and analyse the user generated content 

about their brand, blend new voices from the brand and publish back to the public. It is 

endless participating, remixing and echo effect. 

4.5 The Opportunities and Challenges 

Opportunities always come with challenges and the same applies to online collaboration. 

Both opportunities and challenges should be identified through the strategic planning 

process. The opportunities can also become challenges depending on how the context of 

the strategy is balancing the priority. 

Opportunities 

Exposure, awareness and quality leads 

Many marketers started to leverage the brand presence and generate brand awareness by 

engaging with consumers directly through social media. These are the number one benefit 

from feedback of the marketers, according to Stelzner (2010). "A significant 85% of all 

marketers indicated that their social media efforts have generated exposure for their 

business. More than half of marketers found social media generated qualified leads. " [l l ] 

Jung (2010) explained that "Social media marketing is still new to the sector, as firms get 

more comfortable using social media, it will become much more than just a 

lead-generation tool." [IZJ 
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Cost effective 

The current marketing and economic environment requires marketers to achieve both 

efficient and cost effective and these are the advantages of engaging in online collaboration. 

For instance, Jeff, brand ambassador of Dell, spent 123 working days time to respond 

questions from Dell's customer on its forum. His activities have been estimated to 1 

million dollars of saving at Dell' s customer support cost. Besides, he is not the only one 

who is doing that. 99.9% of the participants on Dell's forum do not work for Dell but 

supporting customer efficiently. (Javis, 2009) 1131 

Moreover, the customer support call centre is much less effective than a forum. This is 

because the answers on the forum are tagged and retrievable. The marketer can gain 

efficiency by avoiding unnecessary repetitive work. As a result, Lenovo benefited from 

20% reduction in support call centre volume, as customers used their community website. 

(Petouhoff, 2010) £141 

Energized relationship and conversation 

Engaging the brand with online participants involving direct conversation and this is 

assisting humanize of a brand (See figure 4.2). The close relationship and immediate 

conversation were impossible in the traditional media. 
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Figure 4.2 Fans Generated Content 

Source: (Left) fan 's uploading on Starbucks Facebook page. Author: Andrea Jen N. F.clipse. 

{Right) Fan's uploading on Starbucks page Flickr. Author: M?d Sharty 

Hands on research 

Web technology and collaborative phenomenon brings transparent view to the marketers. 

Compare with the traditional market research agency who charges hundreds thousand for a 

survey or report, engaging online is making those small medium firms' dream come true. 

Earn a free media in the long run 

Positive earned media can be the biggest advantage of engaging online collaboration for 

marketers. It is about how online collaborative activities are translated into brand loyalty 

and where the brand equity stands. The earned media is formed by customers and it is 

powerful enough to impact on market share and sales perfo1mance. 
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Challenges 

Bushfire and fire brigade 

Online media allow a brand to spread new trend and reach their customer effectively 

regardless the boarder. The same will apply to the negative news of a brand. The 

negative news can spread as bushfire around world in less than couple days. Therefore, 

the promise from a brand to the public must be genuine and solid. However, all the good 

things come with flaws, the marketers must be ready to take the role of fire brigade to 

devise a solution and extinguish the fire in an efficient manner. Otherwise, the reputation 

of the brand will be damaged. Domino's Pizza discussed in Chapter 4.1 is a good 

example for this challenge. 

Demanding 

Huge amount of time and energy are required in order to successfully establishing an 

online brand. The more intensive awareness a brand earns, the more participates are 

waiting for interactivities. The marketers must have passionate and experienced 

colleagues to interact with those participants. To manage the challenge, the marketer 

should be passionate of the brand but start from a small scope and expand the online 

territories gradually. 

Stay abreast 

Online media is accelerating the information exchange and varying the technology 

landscape. Therefore the marketers have to be flexible and stay abreast. The marketer 

need up to the latest trends at all the time followed by learning and adapting constantly. 
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Competition became even more intense as the competitors can keep monitoring each 

other's performance in physical data. It is going to be a real time battle. 

Less control 

Earned media will bring in profit but also can put out of business. Consumers' voices are 

always louder than the marketer in that channel. This is where the challenge comes in. 

They tell the world about a brand instead the marketer. Earned media is based on the law 

of reciprocity that is if a brand does all good to the customer, consumer will honour the 

brand. 

4.6 Branding strategy is all about people and public 

A strategy should not be only built around the technologies but should be focus on people. 

All the above discussions are under one canopy which is to improve branding relationship 

and engagement with customer in the long run. 

More important, the marketers should realize that everyone in new media can be a brand 

manager. The key job specification for the marketers has been changing to co-operating 

with those "casual brand managers". The marketers should be able to transform the 

advantages of traditional media performance into online behaviour by utilizing the existing 

technologies. Proper branding attitudes that the marketers should bring to the public 

includes: 

Create a personality for the brand 

- Be ready to connect people and customers by developing friendship 
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Make sure to "listening to customer" instead "talking at customer" 

Keep up to date by engaging with online media 

Focus on niche and expand gradually step by step on each success 

Willingness of learning and adapting constantly 

Be collaborative and understand how to expand based on collaborative power 

Apply the above on both internal and external customer. 

They should consider where to direct customers. But this will be a never ending story, a 

never ending practice of interactivity. There is no existing example to copy, as every 

marketer is facing their individual consumer group and every organizational is creating 

their unique culture. 

4. 7 Brand as a result of culture 

Many people have been working with centralized organization and they always have been 

told what to do. Their initiative therefore has being ignored and probably no real 

participation in decision making is required. Today, technologies send invitation to 

everyone for participation in the information flow and power engagement, not only to the 

consumers but also to the employees. Hence, the culture of a brand is not only about its 

organization but also represent beliefs, loyalty and value of both customers and 

stakeholders. 

Attitudes of everyone in the organization are closely related to the brand, this is because 

the online consumers are expecting direct response from the brand. The employees should 
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be committed to the brand and be able to play an ''Empowering" role. However, to achieve 

this "... will require new skill sets, new levels of business alignment, and new ways of 

evaluating technology." (Andrew, C. 2010) and make this a reality, determine to introduce 

the new culture is essential from inside out of a business. 

Lenovo successfully adopted social networking strategy and it is a good sample for 

empowering employees. After identified top issues with its service, Lenovo "Jn particular, 

they determined all the stakeholders and invited them to participate in the customer service 

social media initiative." (Petouhoff, N. 2010) [l
4J Lenovo aligned most of its departments 

to share the responsibility of social media and created strong partnerships across those 

functional departments in order to achieve interdepartmental collaboration. As a result, 

"This alignment lead to a 20% decrease in laptop service call volumes, an increase in 

customer service agent productivity, ... a reduction in customer sef1Jice support costs and 

an increase in sales!" (Petouhoff, N. 2010) [J4J 

LightlnTheBox [LITB] is another positive example. The customers can communicate 

directly with LITB' s employee via LITB's Facebook Fan page. "Gael in the box" and 

"Grace in the box" are dedicating to customer support which extends to give news, offer 

coupons, answer questions and solve complains. Each of these unique personnel account is 

reinforcing the personality of the brand and consolidating the relationship with customer. 

Therefore, empowering people plays a significant role while engaging online 

collaboration. 

Everyone within the organization should be able to contribute their willingness and talent 

to the brand. As Solis suggested "Because influence is surmounting, it is now a 

requirement to foster a culture within that becomes the essence that cultivates 
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collaboration inside and out, serving as the catalyst for inspired activity in our 

communities of interest and beyond.. "(Solis, 201 OB) 
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CHAPTERS 
Methodology 

5.1 Introduction 

This thesis provides an overview of online collaborative activities and explores how these 

activities impact on branding. The key research questions are: how important is on1ine 

collaboration in transforming brand strategy; how powerful is the online community's 

activity in order to promote or hinder a brand; how do brand managers and consumers get 

involved in online collaborative work to develop and drive a successful branding strategy. 

5.2 Method selection 

An analysis of online social media involves Information Technology and marketing but 

with more important emphasis on the organisation. For the purpose of the current research, 

the case study method has been selected as the methodology for exploring online 

collaborative activity in a particular company. The case study selected for this study is 

Starbucks. As Myers claimed "The case study is the most c01mnon qualitative method 

used in information system." (Myers, 2003) 

The research approach adopted in this study involves a detailed analysis of online 

observations of online behaviour patterns for particular brand. Due to the nature of the 

topic and research objective, the case study method is considered to be the most 

appropriate approach in this thesis. 
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The online activities analysed in this research have a strong social aspect and involves the 

collaborative workings of consumers on a global scale. In most cases, participants of 

online communities which react to particular activity of a brand, represent vast range of 

demographics (in terms of interests, ages, beliefs, views, attitudes, income, race, gender, 

education etc.) regardless of the brand they interact with. This allows generalizing from 

case studies and furthermore, it is argued in this research, while exploratory in nature, the 

case study produces very rich infonnation and research findings . 

5.3 Case study subject 

Prior to investigating and researching a detailed exploratory case study, it was necessary to 

explore the online activity of a few brands. Amongst others, these brands were: Dell, Light 

in the Box, Starbucks, Coca-Cola, Nike and Apple. After a basic analysis of available data 

about particular brands, Starbucks was selected as a case study for the research. However, 

the activities of other brands have been explored and referred to during the literature 

review section in the thesis to support the findings. 

5.4 Research design 

The research was performed using the following framework: 

The first section of the research involved a review of current relevant international 

literature on online collaboration and branding. A preliminary search was undertaken on 

existing research of online activity and data availability for selected brands. The purpose 

of this step was to estimate the complexity, quality and quantity of the data available 

online. This step also influenced the way in which further steps were performed. This 
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research was performed between January through April 2010 and some relevant themes 

were identified and explored in relation to branding and online activity. 

Work commenced, on researching for the case study, from April 2010. The shape and 

structure of this step involved analysing the themes emerging from the literature review in 

step 1. Due to its transparency and broad data availability, Starbucks was selected as the 

subject for the case study and further steps were designed: 

1. Data collection. 

a. Researching the background information about the company and brand 

condition prior to its involvement in online social activity. 

b. Collecting descriptive information about brand's online and offline activity 

from the available online sources like the company' s website, online press 

and other media (like published webinars, video interviews etc.) The 

purpose was to create overall picture of the company' s brand strategy and 

its correlation to digital/online activity. 

c. Collecting quantitative data about Starbucks' online activity in social 

networks. The purpose of this step was to: analyse the trends and anomalies 

in the company's online activity and online community' s response; 

correlate it with the branding strategy, campaigns and events; find to what 

extend brand was involved in particular online social network. 

d. Collecting available reports and data about the company's commercial, 

financial, branding and marketing performance and its relation to activity in 

online social activity. These include collection of data from the company' s 

financial statements, performance statements presented to press or on 
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seminars, third party reports about online presence and engagement and 

third party statistical reports and reviews which included Starbucks. 

2. Data analysis. 

Some of the collected data and information (like third party reports and reviews) 

were analysed in real-time to perform further adjustments to the research design 

while other information (like numerical data, the company's public statements and 

reports) were used for analysis and application on later stages. 

Quantitative data was used to create different types of charts and analyse its 

statistical meaning. 

Data analysis involved creating time table in which several types of information 

(campaigns' and events' periods, quantitative data, reports etc.) were placed 

together to find correlation between them. 

Further analysis was performed to formulate a draft for the case study and articulate 

conclusions, using the issues emerging from the review of literature and case study 

findings. 

5.5 Data collection 

Data collected for the case study included: 

Press releases from starbucks.com 

News coverage from websites like: hoovers.com, mashable.corn 

Articles from Wikipedia.org 
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Video content from websites like: digitalbuzzblog.com, 

socialmediaegzaminer.com, youtube.com 

Statistical reports and reviews from authorities like: Altimeter Group, Nielsen, 

Harris Interactive (available on their websites) 

Financial reports provided by Starbucks on their website (covering years 

2008-2010) 

Cumulative and daily activity of Starbucks and online community members on 

websites like 

o www.mystarbucksidea.com 

o www .facebook.com/Starbucks 

o www.twitter.com/starbucks 

o www.youtube.com/starbucks 

o www.flickr.com/groups/starbuckscoffeecompany 

5.6. Data validity and reliability 

Information collected for case study in this research is publicly available online. Sources of 

the data are provided in references and in a bibliography. Information provided from 

starbucks.com is first-hand and thus considered highly reliable. Data from video content is 

spoken or presented by Starbucks directors and thus is considered highly reliable. 

Altimeter Group, Nielsen and Harris Interactive are very popular and acclaimed reliable 
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report and statistical reviews providers. Thus, data sourced from them is considered highly 

reliable. 

Quantitative data from online social networks (like the number of new members who joined 

fan page on particular day, number of messages posted on Twitter on particular day etc.) 

in most cases it is nearly absolute (doesn 't change over time) and can be verified any time. 

"Nearly" absolute means that some of the content can be moderated over time (for example 

some wall posts on the Facebook wall can be removed) but it doesn't change overall 

picture presented in this research. 

Whenever possible, third party public tools were used for additional verification of 

collected quantitative data. These include: insidefacebook.com, tweetstats.com, 

twittercounter .com. 

5.7. Conclusion 

The methodology used for this case study involved: 

a. A review of the international literature to identify current issues around on line 

branding and on line collaborative communities associated with the branding 

process. 

b. A case study method was selected to explore and analyse the case of Starbucks, 

which is informed by the key themes emerging from the literature review. 
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CHAPTER6 
Case Study - Starbucks 

6.1 Background 

Starbucks is the largest coffee and coffeehouse companyl1] based in Seattle, Washington, 

United States. Starbucks' chain consists of well over 18 thousands coffee shops in over 50 

countries [2]. 

Company has been established in 1971 in Seattle. Starbucks' name has been derived from 

first mate in Herman Melville's "Moby Dick". The company's mission is to "inspire and 

nurture the human spirit- one person, one cup, and one neighbourhood at a time." [3l 

Starbucks offers more than 30 blends of coffee and in addition single-origin premium 

"Arabica" coffees. On top of that, Starbucks' products include handmade beverages (like 

fresh-brewed coffee, hot and iced espresso, smoothies, teas), fresh food Qike baked 

pastries sandwiches, salads, fruits), merchandises (like espresso machines, brewers, 

grinders, mugs, tumblers etc.) and consumer products (like bottled beverages, canned 

coffee drinks, ice creams etc.) 131 . 

Brief history 

After being purchased by entrepreneur Howard Schultz in 1987 the company began to 

grow. In 1992 Starbucks entered the stock market with 165 outlets. Four years later the 

company started worldwide expansion. By opening new locations and acquiring smaller 

coffee shop networks Starbucks operated over 6400 stores in April 2003. In 2006 
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Starbucks purchased most retail stores from its rival network Diedrich Coffee. Starbucks' 

rapid expansion continued until 2008. Even they were still expanding on international 

markets, company announced closure of 800 stores in United States and 100 stores abroad. 

Starbucks challenges economic worry 

European and U.S. stocks were seen falling in November 2007 due to economic worries 

over the global economy. Also prices in Starbucks locations have risen by 2 percent. As a 

result Starbucks were hit by a significant slowdown in sales during last quarter of 2007 and 

the company had to rethink its strategy. In January 2008, after eight years break, Chairman 

Howard Shultz resumed his role as CEO. Shultz announced several changes to the 

company's future plans. Schultz aimed to bring back - as he calls it - "distinctive Starbucks 

experience". l4J 

This case study will focus on Starbucks' online activity since 2008 and the aim of the case 

study is to explore how online engagement helped the Starbucks brand develop a unique 

identity and niche. 

The case study will use a variety of methods and approaches to carry out this exploration 

of brand identity and on line development, including: on line traffic analysis, user activity 

analysis etc. 

6.2 Starbucks transformation 

Starbucks calls its employees "partners" to emphasis company close connection with 

everyone on every level of company's structure. As of January 2008, company had got 

170,000 partners. 
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Ideas 

After taking back his role as a CEO, Howard Shultz started to send "Transformation 

Agenda" letters to all his partners starting from i 11 January 2008[5J. In those letters Shultz 

detailed company's short and long term plans. Starbucks' transformation agenda included: 

improving the current state of the U.S. business, 

re-igniting company's emotional attachment with its customers by restoring the 

connection our customers have with partners, Starbucks coffee, brand, and stores, 

building for the long term. This includes: re-aligning Starbucks organization and 

streamlining the management of the organization to better support 

customer-focused initiatives 

expanding company's presence around the world, 

Almost one month after his first letter Shultz received over 2000 e-mails from his partners 

[61. This clearly has shown employees' devotion to company's transformation plan and 

their wish that their voice will be heard. In further letters Shultz encouraged his employees 

to continue sending their ideas and suggestions. 

A significant development introduced by Shultz in his transformation agenda included the 

launch of free Wi-Fi for Starbucks partners and customers in spring 2008. 

Global brainstorming 

Overwhelmed by his employees' responses, it didn't take Shultz long to realize the 

creative power of community. In March 2008 at its Annual Meeting of Shareholders 

Starbucks, amongst many initiatives, announced the launch of Online Starbucks 
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Community Network at MyStarbucksldea.com. "The Starbucks Experience grows, in part, 

from the unique combination of a shared passion for coffee and the exchange of great ideas. 

For years, Starbucks stores have served as the centre of vibrant communities, welcoming 

customers and encouraging creativity and dialogue. Starbucks today announced the 

extension of that community beyond the doors of its stores( ... )" Starbucks press release[71• 

It is the first Starbucks online community which enabled customers to "share their ideas, 

engage in conversations and play a role in shaping Starbucks future." [7l The purpose 

behind this web portal is to strengthen Starbucks connection with customers by: 

Establishing a meaningful dialogue between and among community members 

and Starbucks, extending the coffeehouse experience outside store walls; 

Creating a new space for customers to share ideas and be part of shaping 

Starbucks in the future; and, 

Building an open forum to share the Starbucks story in a way that fosters 

authenticity, transparency and leadership in conversations about Starbucks [7l_ 

The website features an "Ideas in Action" section which makes it possible to track the 

progress of ideas that Starbucks considers to bring to life. Similar website has been 

launched for Starbucks partners to share their ideas and engage in conversations. 
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6.3 Analysis of online developments 

MyStarbucksldea.com 

MyStarbucksidea.com is a typical example of community oriented forum (2.1.2). The site 

serves as a forum with suggestion box where customer could see ideas posted by others, 

but with added function for community to rate and comment on the posted ideas. The site 

also provides pre-set categories for customer to tag their ideas. Those categories are: 

Coffee & Espresso Drinks; Tea & Coffee Drinks; Food; Merchandise & Music; Starbucks 

Card; Other Product Ideas; Ordering, Payment and Pick-Up; Abnosphere & Locations; 

Our Partners (Employees); Other Experience Ideas; Building Community; Social 

Responsibility; Other Involvement Ideas. (Appendix C) 

MyStarbucksldea.com is not left alone. Every department has got a representative who is 

responsible for being the liaison. For example, Chuck Davidson on the Starbucks Card 

team took care of the idea of offering a mini-Starbucks card that was suggested by a 

customer in August 2008. As the person in charge of innovation in that department, 

Davidson tracked the comments, developed the product, and launched it following by a 

post on company's biog [121 • 

Today, two years after the forum has launched, it generated over 95 thousand ideas. Nearly 

100 of them have been launched so far and 500 are in the queue, review process or in the 

pipeline. "Lots of products in our stores or pieces of the experience like music, came from 

our partners or customers. So, we actually have history of co-creating the experience with 

our customers" said Alex Wheeler Director of Digital Strategy at Starbucks (9J_ 
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Analysis 

From these figures, the following points are worth noting: 

a. Starbucks learnt from their customers directly. 

b. They would not have so many ideas if they did not launch the site for cultivating 

the social engagement. 

c. Even though there are some ideas which have not been accepted after internal 

decision, but if the site is not there, customer will have no way to speak up directly 

to the brand. 

d. The transparency of social media approach is making people feel that they are 

designing the way they would like to consume their drinks. 

Alexandra Wheeler - Director of Digital Strategy at Starbucks - explains that launching 

and taking care of MyStarbuckldea.com required significant commitment from the 

organisation. It is not just building and launching the forum but "all of the backup house, 

training and resource allocation. Because the way we structured this. .. we wanted those 

people who are in charge of espresso beverage to be reading, moderating and engaging on 

espresso beverages; and those who are responsible for bakery to the same; and for card and 

so on. So we have anywhere between, at any given time, 30-50 idea partners who are 

engaging on the site around ideas." On top of that there is one community manager who is 

looking after the whole community and is engaging with the customers on a daily basis [9J. 

The following section of this chapter sets out and analysis the various online tools which 

Starbucks has utilised for the purpose of building and developing customer loyalty and 
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building customer relationships - locally and globally. The following is a sample of tools 

used by Starbucks: 

Starbucks and iTunes - continuous innovation 

From April 2008 Starbucks teamed up with iTunes to provide Pick of the Week programme. 

It was the continuation of Song of the Day event from October 2007 which offered 

opportunity to pick up a new complimentary download hand-picked by Starbucks and 

iTunes each day for a month 81. 

There was an unprecedented response to Song of the Day which resulted in 6 million songs 

downloaded from iTunes. This encouraged Starbucks to launch similar event on a long 

term basis. Everyone could get Pick of the Week voucher with a code on it, which allowed 

free download of one song from iTunes picked by Starbucks. Again this is further evidence 

of the innovative approach developed by Starbucks, through cultivating their customer 

feedback, meeting their needs as well as staff input. 

For few months Starbucks was promoting selected artists by putting them to the Pick of the 

Week basket. In many cases free download of one song lead to purchase of a whole album. 

This was win-win cooperation between Starbuck, Apple and customers. Starbucks 

motivated customers to visit their shops more often. Apple motivated customers to use 

iTunes and related services. Customers got free item with every visit to Starbucks. On top 

of that Starbucks, by observing customers' response to particular "Pick of the Week" event 

could learn more about its community's likes and dislikes in terms of music and 

entertainment. This information is invaluable to a company and extremely expense to 

research. Starbucks were able to acquire this information on a cost neutral basis, while at 
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the same time, developing their community of users through their online presence and 

innovative approaches. 

Facebook 

Starbucks started to look for Facebook activity in late 2008. By that time there were 

several Starbucks communities on Facebook created by third persons. This has shown the 

need of immediate connection with community on Facebook. Starbucks' started the 

process of integrating these unofficial fan pages into one official Starbucks fan page on 

Facebook !9J_ At that time, the page had about 200,000 fans. Starbucks started intensive 

Facebook activity in early 2009. At July 2009 Starbucks' fan page on Facebook got 

thrilling 3.5 million members !13J_ Today, in 2010, Starbucks fan page has got nearly 13 

million fans and it is adding 20-100 thousand members each day. (Appendix C) 

Figure 6.1 Number of daily new fans on Starbucks fan page on Facebook (2010) 
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- New fans 

Cluiss Bruzzo (VP, Brand, Content and Online at Starbucks) explains the source of such 

rapid growth: "Recently, we found that for every four people that interacted with a 
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particular news item, another three people are added virally as friends of those people. " 

Altimeter Report (2009) [J3J 

It is worth noting that customer relationship building is a very important word in 

Starbucks' online strategy. Starbucks wants to honour all the dimensions of relationship 

with their customers. Thus, on Facebook fan page, company publishes not only special 

offers but also brand stories, photo albums and videos from specific events, advertisements. 

In a way it gives the consumer a sense of identity and family and a sense of belonging to a 

wider/global community. 

Starbucks also encourages their fans to publish their own pictures, videos and present their 

experience with Starbucks. Thanks to that company is constantly connected with their 

customers. Facebook fans, in average, post 15 pictures a day on Starbucks wall which is 

currently totalling in over 5 thousand user pictures. (Appendix C) 

Figure 6.2 Number of new daily pictures added on Starbucks fans on Flickr (2010) 
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As stated in chapter two, Facebook is a social network which is perfect in nurturing 

communities and generating word of mouth. Starbucks uses its Facebook page to exactly 

encourage these behaviours. The company publishes new posts at least twice a week and 
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moderators engage with customers in discussions. The results are incredible. Currently 

Facebook fans publish over 500 posts/comments on Starbucks wall each day. Each 

Starbucks' post placed on its Facebook wall results in over 1000 customers' comments and 

over 5,000 ' likes', in average. Some more significant events announced on the Facebook 

wall can easily multiply these numbers. This Starbucks' and its customers' activity has got 

huge networking effect. Each post, comment and 'like' published by a fan page member on 

Starbucks wall is visible by his/her friends. At a current rate of daily activity of Starbucks' 

fan page members; this adds potential of tens and very often hundreds of thousand people 

who can notice Starbucks on their friends' wall. And it happens each single day. 

At the end of 2009, Starbucks launched "Around the World" feature on a Facebook. These 

are simply localised Starbucks fan pages for countries where company is present the most. 

So far there are 20 countries included in "Starbucks Around the World" programme, 

including Ireland. This allows tightening customers' online connections on local markets. 

(Appendix C) 

Starbucks also utilises Facebook event management as a promotion tool. It is mentioned in 

chapter two that Facebook provides event management system. Starbucks does not miss 

this feature and uses Facebook's event organiser to spread the word and invite customers 

to every event whether local or global. This tightens the connection with customers and 

gives them feeling that the company cares about their presence. 

Tw itter 

Starbucks' account on Twitter is a quick response channel. It matches exactly the model of 

expert advice source as it is described in chapter two. Starbucks administrator responds to 

inquires about their products, questions from baristas etc. With over million followers this 
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channel is used as "in the moment" channel to deliver timely customer support and spread 

the word about the latest events or news [13l. Below Starbucks activity on Tweeter is 

analysed. 

Figure 6.3 Number of Starbucks monthly "tweets" 
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Pace of Starbucks activity on Twitter was constantly growing to the end of 2009. Since 

then, the slowdown in tweets publishing is noticed. However, social activity is greatly 

impacted by campaign launches and special events like VIA™ launch (March 2009), Free 

Pastry Day (July 2009, March 2010), Starbucks Sing-Along (December 2009) etc. 

Chart below shows the density of tweets according to time during the day. It easily can be 

noticed that Starbucks tweets the most in early morning hours and after lunch. Further 

analyse discovers that in the morning Starbucks usually responds to users requests while 

most of the announcements are published in afternoon hours. 
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Figure 6.4 Density of Starbucks activity on Twitter by hours of a day 
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Twitter allows adding hash tags to the tweets. Hash tag is a word preceded by hash symbol 

(#), it allows Tweeter users to add metadata to the message. Hash tags allow users to easily 

find post related to a particular topic (marked by a given hash tag). 

Starbucks uses hash tags in their messages as well. The most often used tags by Starbucks 

are #via, #starbucksvia, #bold, #sharedplanet, #treatreceipt, #freepastryday. This obviously 

discovers that Starbucks is putting emphasis to promote their VIA products and recent 

events. 

Interesting is the fact that most frequent words in Starbucks tweets are: starbucks, coffee, 

card, yes and surprisingly sorry. 

YouTube 

On its Y ouTube channel Starbucks publishes its advertisements, content from its 

campaigns/events and videos about their products. Except publishing videos company 

doesn't perform extensive social activity on this platform. Its function is to easily 

catalogue the videos and let people rate, comment or share these with friends. 
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Flicker 

Starbucks does have its official presence on Flickr. Company encourages users to share 

pictures of their Starbucks Experience or write stories in the discussion area. However, this 

part of online social activity is not broadly exposed because there is lack of consistency in 

company's policy; whether it is allowed or not to make pictures in stores. (Appendix C) 

Blogging 

Starbucks does two types of blogging: My Starbuck Idea blog and Starbucks Newsroom. 

(Appendix C) 

Biog on My Starbucks Idea is a place where the company publishes new stories, mostly 

related to ideas and suggestions from MyStarbucksldea.com platform. Here Starbucks 

informs its customers about new products, special offers or things to come. Customers can 

comment on each post and engage in a discussion with other users. [3ZJ 

On the other side in Starbucks Newsroom the company publishes content and press 

releases which are more formal and targeted to corporate and media visitors. There are few 

sections including, amongst others, news releases and multimedia. Here visitors cannot 

comment on the content but each article exposes contact details of a person and department 

which are responsible for particular content. [33l 

Both blogs are structured in a way that provides easy access to desired information. Posts 

and releases are categorised and visitors can use reliable search option to quickly find 

information they are looking for. In addition to that, content on biogs is accompanied with 

syndicate links which allow visitors to share it in social networks like Del.icio.us, Digg, 

Facebook, Newsvine, Reddit, StumbleUpon, Technorati, MySpace, and Twitter. 
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Starbucks releases new posts and articles relatively often; at least once a week on both 

biogs. Thanks to that, information is always cwTent and customers are always informed 

about latest activity of the company. Intense news providing, develops habit in customers' 

behaviour, to frequently check "what is going on" on Starbucks. 

Consistent operation of Starbucks biogs created great connection with press and other 

media which very often use these (biogs) to pick up material for publishing. Thanks to that 

Starbucks indirectly manages what other media speak or write about them. 

The above examples of Starbucks' use of on line product and services shows this has been 

a very innovative and productive approach to developing a brand and increasing and 

expanding their customer base. The next section of this chapter provides an analysis of 

Starbucks' product campaigns. 

6.4 Online campaigns 

Frappuccino 

Frappuccino is part of Starbucks product series for 15 years. It is a blended ice beverage 

with several tastes. It is also sold in the form of a bottled coffee beverage in stores across 

the U.S., UK, Canada, Mexico and South Korea [21 J. 

Frappucino is an extremely popular in Starbucks stores. Customers are very passionate 

about the product and the Frappucino experience. Over the years, through customers ' 

requests, company kept adding new tastes and add-ons to the series what created large 

portfolio of available Frappucino products. Yet, there are things which customers want to 

add or change in the product. 
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Starbucks, in order to reinvent the Frappuccino brand, created, in U.S. stores, a platform 

called However-you-want-it Frappuccino. Now customers are able to customise their 

products like they did before with hot beverages. It is possible to adjust the amount and 

type of milk, soya, coffee, sugar add-ons etc. (9l 

The key question, Starbucks had to ask, is how to re-engage a new audience of young 

people between 18-25 years old. Company's core audience was slightly older than that and 

Starbucks wanted to make sure that they will be a part of new Frappuccino experience but 

they (Starbucks) also wanted to be relevant to a new audience set. [9l 

The strategic move of this campaign was to go into online social media. Interesting part of 

this is that Frappuccino fan page on Facebook wasn't launched by Starbucks. Someone 

else did it already months ago to connect together people who were passionate about 

Frappuccino beverage. By the time Starbucks looked into a Facebook campaign, this 

Frappuccino fan page got 1.2 million members already. Amazed by the numbers and 

impressed by the way people were expressing their adoration to the beverage (videos, 

pictures, creative emoticons, poems etc.), Starbucks created new ad with tag line "Express 

your love". The ad itself included personal, emotional and exciting aspect of connection 

between Frappuccino and young people [9l[
221

. This time, collaborative power of online 

community gave Starbucks' answers before they even asked the question. Today, in 2010, 

there are over 2.5 million fans on Frappuccino fan page on Facebook. 
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Source: http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/Frappuccino?reFts and http://www.frappuccino.com/ 

Starbucks innovation did not stop here. Starbucks looked further and they noticed the need 

of additional online channels to connect with theirs customers. Successful ad campaign and 

platform launch was followed by separate Twitter account for Frappuccino experience and 

new Frappuccino.com website. On the Frappuccino.com website customers can connect 

with their Facebook account, create their own favourite Frappuccino mix and share it with 

others. It is also possible to rate other people's creations, or customise them to one' s liking. 

Each creation can be also customized with pictures from one' s Facebook account. (9l 

Through their innovative approach to building a brand and expanding their customer base, 

Starbucks acquired significant research on their produce and their customers' attitude to 

their product. The Collaborative power of the Frappuccino experience is undeniable. 

Starbucks can easily see what people like the most and which aspects of the series require 

improvement or to be changed. Customers on the other side have strong motivation to try 

product in different and unique way and share the results with friends. Alex Wheeler 

explains: "What happens is that you actually increase the number of points of connections. 

We not only educated customers on a product but we've given them experience; something 
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that is personal and something they can share. Now there are tens of thousands of these 

creations. People really like to connect with the brand." l9J 

The research base Starbucks has acquired and built is very valuable. For example, 

Starbucks also uses this user generated content in online advertising. For example, many 

celebrities have their favourite Frappuccino mix submitted on the website. This has 

developed and expanded additional attention of regular customers. 

Happy Hours Campaign: 

It is worth noting that with the launch of the new Frappuccino, Starbucks launched Happy 

Hours campaign. For ten days from 7 through 16 May, 2010, between 3 and 5 pm 

Frappuccino was available for half price. Starbucks updated their mobile applications and 

added information about the Frappuccino and Happy Hours campaign. Customers were 

also able to set up an SMS remainders to their mobiles. Alexandra Wheeler said that they 

had over 100 thousand customers subscribing to the text remainder. l9l On top of that there 

were waves of thousands of reminders send by customers on Twitter and Facebook 

networks. 

Starbucks VIA™ 

In September 2009 Starbucks launched new coffee in selected stores. Starbucks VIA is an 

instant coffee which company claims to taste 100% same as the fresh brewed one. 

Starbucks used social media predominantly to listen to communities and what they were 

thinking about the idea of instant coffee in Starbucks and to determine how they 

[Starbucks] can help promote and connect people who thought that it was great idea to 

share stories about how they were using this new product. These observations and 
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customers' collaborative feedback were used later when product was launched in U.S.A. 

and abroad l9l. 

VIA has been launched nationally in fall 2009 and Starbucks looked at VIA' s social media 

strategy in much bigger way. For this purpose company created dedicated website 

starbucksvia.com. Together with the launch of the VIA coffee, Starbucks opened a contest 

for customers to share how they were using this product. The contest was divided into 6 

periods during which contestants were able to submit their VIA coffee experience in 

different categories: First Taste, Try It At Home, Try It At Work, Try It On The Go, Try It 

Far Out, Try It In Recipes[I IJ. (Appendix C) 

Customers could submit links to their video on YouTube, links to image on Flicker, or a 

written essay. Each accepted submission was then published on the Starbucks VIA.corn 

website and visitors could rate whether they liked or didn' t like the presented idea. 

The contest offered rewards for each period, totalling in nearly 20 thousand dollars in 

value. The contest was launched on Facebook and Twitter and word of mouth did the rest. 

Thousands of comments, likes, follow ups and tweets encouraged hundreds of customers 

to take part in the contest. Terms of the contest allowed only 3 types of submission to 

specific platforms: links to videos posted on Y ouTube, links to pictures placed on Flicker 

or written essay. As a result hundreds of videos and pictures about Starbucks VIA were 

placed in the most popular social media networks by their loyal customers. Furthermore, 

the contest created unique culture and prompted other people to further investigate the 

product. 
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Starbucks Free Pastry Day 

Starbucks Free Pastry Day is a unique event. Chris Bruzzo comments on this occasion on 

MashableTV: "Until that moment we 've been just talking to our communities, not really 

pushing any offers. We were at sizeable community at that point, 3.3 million people on 

Facebook, 300 thousandfollowers on Twitter". On 16 July, 2009 Starbucks announced a 

special offer "Free Pastry Day" to be launched on July 21 5
\ 2009 in participating U.S. 

stores. Everyone, who that day, between store's opening and 10:30 a.m. (4 hour window) 

bought handcrafted beverage and did have printed invitation from e-mail or Facebook, 

could taste, for free, new healthier pastries. Offer was published primarily by e-mail, on 

Facebook and Twitter without traditional advertising. [231 

Analysis 

The results of the campaign were beyond any expectations. Starbucks.corn experienced 

largest number of visits in its history; 750 thousand people responded (RSVPs) to the event 

invitation on Facebook; emails had more opens than total sent; event and Starbucks 

trended #1 on Twitter and appeared in top 100 Google searches. [231 

That was to the social result of the campaign. But Chris Bruzzo, said on MashableTV that 

this social phenomenon turned into behaviour in physical world, into transactions. As 

Chris Bruzzo reveals, with all the constrains this offer did have - four hour window, 

limited number of participating stores, printed invitation and purchase of beverage required 

- over 1 million customers appeared in stores and participated in that offer. [231 

"This was social media experiment that succeeded in delivering a commercial value to a 

brand" said Chriss Bruzzo in final comments to the story. 
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6.5 Customer engagement 

Part of Starbucks online strategy is engage with their customers and encourage them to 

engage with Starbucks. The purpose behind it is, as stated earlier is to build relationship on 

every level and leverage customers' commitment to the brand. This strengthens customers' 

will to spread the word about the Starbucks. To achieve this, Starbucks created several 

events and contests. This case study analyses a sample of the most notable of these events. 

Starbucks Plug & Pour 

The opening message on Starbucks' Twitter account was an introduction of 

Plug & Pour USB stick. It was company's invention which allowed 

pouring coffee through USB port from one's computer. Tweet created lots 

of fuss in on1ine press and press biogs and has driven people's attention 

towards Starbucks on Twitter. If we use one's head then such complex 

technology seems very surprising and almost impossible, but everything becomes 

understandable if we realise that message was published on 1 April (2009) which is 

commonly known as April's Fool [t4J_ 

Sustainability Design Contest 

In April 2010 Starbucks sponsored The Betacup Challenge, a design contest held to help 

reduce the overwhelming amount of coffee cup waste. According to Betacup 58 thousand 

million cups are thrown away every year; 20 million trees are cut down and approximately 

12 thousand million gallons of water are used in the process of manufacturing paper cups. 
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Starbucks sponsored the competition as part of its target goal to serve 25% of beverages 

made in stores in reusable serveware or tumblers by 2015 and to develop recyclable cup 

solution by 2012 [l5J_ 

Anyone could submit as many ideas as they wanted. Each submission had to describe how 

it reduces waste, what resources are required to implement it etc. Contest offered two types 

of prizes: Jury Prize of $10.000 cash prize for submission selected by a panel of 

independent experts; Community Price of $10.000 to be divided among the top 5 ideas as 

determined by the community [161• 

The contest was broadly promoted on Facebook, Twitter and company' s website. 

Furthermore it was picked up by press and business related blogs. 

Results 

430 entries were submitted and thousands voters selected and commented on their 

favourite ideas. "We were blown away by how far people ... went to elevate [their designs} 

once they got f eedback" said Shaun Abrahamson of Colaboratorie Mutopo, the social 

production consultancy that organized the challenge r111• 
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Figure: 6.5 The Betacup Challenge winning entry 
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An independent Jury selected a surprisingly simple solution: chalkboard. Customers who 

bring their reusable mug or tumbler put mark on the board and every tenth customer 

receives a free beverage. "There are plenty of great reusable mugs out there, " creator of a 

winning entry says. "But what people really need is an incentive to make the behaviour 

change - a free cup of coffee and a bit of peer pressure. " 

Concluding remark 

It is not certain if company will use the winning idea in their green strategy. One thing 

emerging from this process is the collaborative power of Starbucks' online community 

helped the company to look for green solutions which they might have never considered 

without the contest. Other than that the contest helped to spread the word about Starbucks 

Shared Planet programme. 
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The Big Picture 

As part of their Shared Planet programme Starbucks launched The Big Picture campaign. 

On 15th April 2010 every customer who brought their own reusable mug received free 

coffee (9J. As part of the campaign launch, Starbucks released short movie showing 

thousands of New York citizens trading their paper cups for reusable travel mugs. 

Thousands of full coffee cups added to the sidewalk started to create amazing shape of a 

large sequoia tree shaded by colours of coffee [I
9

J_ 

The interesting part is that Starbucks did a little to push the campaign into the traditional 

media. All the major work was done in social media channels like Facebook, Twitter and 

in stores. (231 

Beside the ethic development the marketing aim was to build the awareness of The Big 

Picture, permanent offer which is 10% discount of purchase for everyone who buy coffee 

with his/her own reusable mug or tumbler. 

Initial results and indications 

The campaign launch was a great success. 5 hits in national morning shows; over 275 local 

broadcast hits in top DMAs (Designated Market Area); 1,100 global media placements; 

250 million global PR media impressions; 487 million global Facebook impressions; 

Facebook fan number outside of the U.S. increased by 20% and globally by 6%; traffic on 

starbucks.com has been quadrupled [9l . 

After that event Starbucks noticed change and significant uptake in customers' behaviour; 

people built a habit of bringing their own tumblers. 1231 
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Build a coalition 

Another philosophy which is very important for Starbucks is an idea of building a coalition 

with their partners on every level of company's structure. Everyone has to understand why 

this is important to be part of a digital strategy and why engaging with customers, is 

meaningful exercise not only for the brand, the business but for them (partners) as well. 

This can allow company to do very special things. 

As an example let's recall the Haitian crisis after terrible earthquake in January 2010. 

Starbucks in 24-48 hours was able to rollout a donation campaign across its stores. 

Everyone who was willing to help Haitian people could donate at the point of sale. 

Starbucks used their digital and PR channels and to expose the messages and video about 

the campaign. 

Therefore, building coalition is important. If Starbucks hasn't built the coalition base or 

hasn't got the experience with the regular people before, the programme wouldn't be 

possible to deploy for organisation such big like Starbucks. 

The Red Idea 

(RED) is an initiative begun by U2 frontman Bono and Bobby Shriver of DATA to raise 

money for the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria [ I9l_ (RED) works 

with several brands to make unique (RED) products, giving up to 50% of their profits to 

the Global Fund. 

Starbucks joined the (RED) during their 2008 holiday promotion. For every 

(STARBUCKSlED ordered, 5 cents went to the Global Fund. Starbucks also offers the 
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(ST ARBUCKS)RED Card and donates five cents every time the card 1s used in a 

transaction. 

Results and indications 

To drive awareness to the campaign Starbucks launched the Love Project a global 

sing-along event. On December 7'1\ 2009 at 1 :30 GMT people in 156 countries joined 

together to sing "All You Need is Love" at exactly the same time [201 • The event has caused 

over 2 million visits on designated YouTube channel and website. Furthermore it set a 

World Guinness Record in largest online signing along [9l_ Later on, Starbucks created 

compilation of all contributions and posted it on Facebook. 

Event like this surely leveraged digital brand experience. To date Starbucks generated 

contributions equalling more than 14,000,000 days of medicine [35l_ 

6.6 Let people go online 

Starbucks calls itself a social brand. As it was analysed above Starbucks has done a major 

work of brand establishment in online social network. To improve in store experience and 

to get more from its customers', Starbucks obviously is looking forward to move online 

activity into their stores. 

Not every company can do this. Fortunate for itself, Starbucks is a network of retail stores 

where customers also spend time and consume their products. Considering the fact that 

Starbucks' customers like socialising, and very often they do it online, it feels natural that 

company keeps encouraging their customers to connect with the brand and spend online 

time in their stores and on the go. 
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For Starbucks it is a new field to explore but benefits seem obvious. The examples below 

are one of the most important Starbucks' moves in this regard. 

Free Wi-Fi 

It started with Spring 2008 when company announced two hours of free Wi-Fi for 

Starbucks Card cardholders in U.S. and Canada. [7l 

Two years later in July 2010 Starbucks launched unlimited free Wi-Fi access for its 

customers in U.S. and Canada. 

By giving free access to the internet in its stores, Starbucks opened possibilities for other 

programmes which encouraged customers not only to spend more time in stores but 

perform online activity and engage with the brand. 

Starbucks and Foursquare 

Foursquare is a mobile application which helps its users to explore and rate real life places. 

Each user can check-in to the place they currently visit. Check-in means tell the application 

where you currently are. By check-in at specific locations (like restaurants, bars, museums 

etc.) users let their friends where they are and earn points from given location. l27
l 

Users can rate or comment on each visited location what can help other customers to 

decide whether or not a given place is worth visiting. r27l 

Foursquare is also a social game. Frequent check-in in particular venues or networks leads 

to earning a badge. Eaming badges helps to leverage user's prestige in Foursquare 

community. l27l Person who visited particular venue more times than anyone else becomes 

a mayor of a given place. 
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In March 2010 Starbucks teamed up with Foursquare and included its stores in the 

platform. Every customer who check-in into 5 different stores will also earn a unique 

Barista Badge. [281 

Becoming part of the FourSquare community helps Starbucks to understand its customers 

likes, habits and their opinion about the shops. 

Starbucks went even further and from May through June 2010 rewarded its mayors with $1 

discount for Frappuccino beverage. r29l This event was also part of a However-you-want-it 

Frappuccino launch. 

Starbucks Digital Network - current developments 

In August 2010 Starbucks announced to launch of its Digital Network in fall of this year. 

Starbucks Digital Network will debut in U.S. stores. Company in partnership with Yahoo 

"will give Starbucks customers free access to a collection of premium digital content 

accessed through free, one-click Wi-Fi in Starbucks stores". Providers like iTunes, The 

New York Times, Patch, USA Today, The Wall Street Journal, Yahoo! and Zagat will 

allow Starbucks Wi-Fi users to access their premium only content. More providers are 

going to be added in near future. [30J 
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Figure 6.6 Demo of Starbucks Digital Network's front page 

ln a press release company states that its "Digital Network is inspired by Starbucks 

passion for elevating the third place experience to create a unique coffeehouse 

environment, its heritage of recommending music, books, films and other culturally 

relevant works to its customers, and a growing worldwide interest in engaging with the 

brand digitally. Illustrating this last point are more than 12 million Facebook fans, nearly 

a million Twitter followers and the growth of mystarbucksidea.com, where customers 

share, vote on and discuss ideas for Starbucks. " fJOJ 

It clearly exposes the dual nature of this strategic move: bringing online users into the 

stores and encouraging in store customers to become part of an online community. 
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Mobile Applications 

Since launch of first iPhone, purchases of smartphones have grown rapidly. Today's 

mobiles offer access to broadband through Wi-Fi adapters or 3G networks. In recent years 

we observe change in customers' behaviour. With every day people more often use their 

mobiles to perform online activity. They check e-mails, browse websites, watch or listen to 

streamed content. Social aspect of mobile devices is not left behind. Today, most of the 

GSM carriers offer mobiles with designated functions which allow access to social 

networks like Facebook or Twitter. On top of that mobile users can customise their devices 

by downloading mobile applications which serve additional functionality. 

Today people are visible on the street listening to the music through their mobiles. Very 

often we can notice people staring at large screens of their mobiles and performing online 

tasks or using applications. This is a normal behaviour of the digital generation. 

Starbucks couldn't leave this channel of communication behind. The opportunity to reach 

new customers or to engage with existing ones speaks for itself. Moreover, it was the 

MyStarbucksidea.com community who encouraged Starbucks to look into mobile 

application opportunity. [JIJ 
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In earlier paragraphs it was shown that Starbucks is part of the FourSquare platform. But 

Starbucks' mobile activity doesn't end here. In September 2009 Starbucks launched two 

mobile applications: myStarbucks and Starbucks Card Mobile. These free tools allow user 

to design a beverage, top-up a Starbucks card and/or check balance, track rewards 

collected on the card, check nutritional information on food or beverages, locate nearest 

Starbucks stores etc. In addition to this, in selected stores, it is possible to pay for orders 

using previously charged Starbucks Card Mobile. 

6.7 Results 

Starbucks digital strategy has brought the company unprecedented results. With over 13 

million fans on Facebook (August, 2010) Starbucks is the most networked brand on the 

world, with Coca-Cola being 2 million fans behind. Starbuck was also the first brand to 

reach 10 million fans in July, 2010 [32l . 

According to Altimeter Report of Engagement from July 2009, Starbucks is the most 

engaged brand in social media activity (Appendix F). 
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Figure: 6.7 Engagement Scores of Top 100 Global Brands 
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This Report places Starbucks into Mavens category of brands. Mavens are brands which 

deeply engage in social activity on many channels (more than 7). Starbucks is engaged in 

eleven channels [llJ. According to the report social engagement strongly correlates to 

financial performance: 
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Figure 6.8: Social Engagement correlates to financial performance 
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It is important that Starbucks is not only the most socially engaged brand but it 

outperfonns multiple times its competitors in the related industry. The engagement score 

of Starbucks is over 3 times higher than company' s next to it: 

Figure 6.9: Starbucks Social Engagement performance 

industry Company Channel core Industry rank Overall Rank Engagement Profile 

Food & B.iverage ellogg's 4 6 8 89 Wallflower 

Food & Bl'Ver aq D,mo 2 5 9 92 Wattflower 

Food & Beverage Hennessy 4 10 94 Selective 

Food & B "Jer gt"' Wr I 2 3 II 97 Walfllower 

1.e,sure Starbucks 11 127 Maven 

Le,su~ M;imott 5 38 ') 37 Selec1111e 

Leisure KFC 6 32 3 42 Selective 

leisure PiaaHut 5 29 4 44 Selective 

Leisure McDonalds 6 12 5 76 Wallflower 

Manu cturing s,einens 5 27 48 Selective 

Manufacturing Caterpillar 6 22 2 56 Wallflower 

ource: lltp: www.engagemenl 
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Impact on commercial performance and brand awareness 

Success of Starbuck's online strategy renders great successes in its commercial 

performance and public campaigns. 

VIA Ready Brew coffee hit $100 million sales on August 2010, ten months since its 

launch, doubling the "mega-hit" benchmark set by SymphonylRI Group. Such a big 

number gave VIA a 30% share in the single serve/pod market segment. To compare it with 

other Starbucks product, it took three years to reach this level of Frappucino beverage sales 

[33) 

Starbucks, for two years in a row (2009, 2010) has been awarded No. 1 place for Best 

Coffee in the Fast Food and Quick Refreshment categories by Zagat Survey. Starbucks 

was also voted the Most Popular in Quick Refreshment category, beating its competitors 

like Dunkin' Donuts or Culver's. 

In July 20 I O Starbucks reported record third quarter earnings. "Starbucks third quarter 

results reflect a continuation of the strong performance and momentum we have been 

driving across our businesses around the world." - said Howard Schultz (Press Release, 

July 2010) l34J - "The significant Q3 increases in store traffic occun-ed at the same time as 

we posted the highest levels of customer satisfaction in Starbucks history and despite the 

challenging global economic environment. ". It speaks for itself. 

Commercial and social effects of campaigns like The Big Picture and Free Pastry Day 

have been already described above and add to the overall picture of Starbucks brand 

success; success, which is beyond expectations. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusion 

The aim of this research was to explore and critically review and analyse the phenomenon 

of collaboration in online social networks, using a case study to support key themes 

emerging in the review of international literature and the case study findings. Specifically, 

this study is focused on the relationship between this type of online collaboration and 

brand development and identity. This study also intended to interpret the importance of 

online collaboration to brand managers in today's market. 

This study carried out a careful analysis of past and current trends in the online and offline 

technologies, as well as marketing and branding trends, behaviour and social trends. The 

case study of Starbucks digital strategy was explored to answer the research questions to 

achieve the research objectives. 

The research examined whether online collaborative activities and the empowerment of 

online consumers are powerful enough to promote or hinder a brand. This research also 

explored the future of online and community oriented branding strategy. 

The findings from this research will help organisations to understand the challenges 

presented from online collaboration. It is envisaged that the research findings will assist 

brand managers to embrace this new form of enhancing the brand amongst consumers. 
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7. 1 Online participants and potential customer base 

There are nearly 2 billion people using the Internet today. 65 percent of the worldwide 

internet audience participated in at least one social networking site during the month. The 

total time, which internet users spend in social networks, is growing rapidly every year. 

So, customers are there, and they are eager to connect with the brands also. The question is 

how to reach them and which tools will fit best this task? 

Demographics 

Today's state of technology has facilitated the creation of powerful online platforms where 

all types of users can perform their favourite types of social activities. Even though almost 

every social network is built on the same principles of connect-share-integrate, each of 

them provides different services to its users. Because of that, different networks attract a 

different segment of customers. For example Bebo and Myspace are most popular amongst 

youngsters while Classmates.corn and Linkedln attract middle age and elder people (ref. 

chapter 3 .1 ). Organisations need to recognise demographics of their potential customer 

base and use appropriate tools to connect with them [customers]. 

As an example from case study, Starbucks' target demographics are young people, yuppies 

and general consumers. Thus, the company's deep engagement on Facebook and Twitter is 

considerably great choice. 

Technographics, Socialgraphics, Behaviourgrahics 

In 2007 Forrester research categorised social network users and their collaborative 

behaviour into six categories (ref. chapter 3.3): 
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Creators - regularly produce and upload content to the internet 

Critics - comment, rate, review and edit online content 

Collectors - collect tagged content, use bookmarking services and subscribe to 

different types of feeds (i.e. RSS, Atom) 

Joiners - join to one or more social networking sites 

Spectators - consume content created by others (mostly creators and critics) 

Inactives - online users not touched by the online social networking 

phenomenon. 

It is important to note that this is a social division, thus, segments from given categories 

can blend with each other. For example creators can be critics as well. Segments of 

particular category of user behaviours heavily depend on demographics. For example 

segments of creators and joiners in age group of 18-34 is much higher than in age group 

of 34 and older; or inactives in Europe have much higher share than in U.S. 

If an organisation knows the social technographics profile of their customer base then 

marketing and branding strategy can be adjusted accordingly, depending on the goals. For 

example Starbucks campaigns like However-You-Want-It Frappucino, The Big Picture 

and Sign Along were targeted to attract younger customers, thus, the company has shaped 

those events to focus on creators and joiners. 

Socialgraphics introduced by Altimeter Group and behaviourgrahics introduced by Brian 

Solis in 2010 are another concepts of categorising users, online involvement and social 

behaviours. These theories help to understand the environment surrounding organisations 
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which decide to get involved in online activity. If used properly, these tools can offer 

powerful insights on the role of participants who are going to get involved with the brand. 

7 .2 Technology and online channels 

Traditionally, having a fancy, brochure-like website became a limitation and not sufficient 

for promoting a brand in the online world. Adding interactivity to the website was a 

temporruy cure for, rapidly growing, customers' need to get engaged with the brand. 

Wide availability of the internet, high broadband speed and sophisticated software 

engineering allowed creating extremely powerful new social platforms which are reachable 

globally. There are several types of platforms, and organisations can choose the best 

suitable ones for their branding strategy. 

Blogging 

Blogging is one of the oldest forms of online social activity. Originated from online diaries 

of individuals, biogs today can be extremely powerful tools for organisations wanting to 

engage with their customers. In most cases, companies use blogs to inform audience about 

recent activity. Organisations can choose from many available blogging solutions or create 

their own one. 

Web application engines like Word.Press allow for easy set-up of customised biog on a 

company' s online domain; but this requires a little IT knowledge and further maintenance 

of the created website. 

On the other side there are blogging communities like blogger.com ( one of the biggest 

blogging society on the world) where creating blog is as easy as sign-up. Being part of a 
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blogging community makes it easier to gather followers and doesn't require web hosting or 

special IT maintenance for a blog. 

Large company will most likely create its own blogging site and tailor its features to meet 

the brand's vision. This requires lots of effort and in most cases will involve separate IT 

department to maintain the whole project. This route has been selected by Starbucks. The 

company's blog is an integrated part of MyStarbuckidea.com forum. Starbucks, on 

MyStarbuckside.com biog, publishes frequent updates about developments and changes in 

offers or products. In return, customers comment on published ideas giving the company a 

valuable feedback. 

Forum 

The Internet forum is a modem version of, now ancient, electronic mailing list. Forums 

cumulate customers interested in a topic to which particular forum is designated. Thus, 

forums are best places for internet users to find opinion about service, product or brand, to 

ask for advice or express own stand. 

Organisation can maintain its own forum or be actively involved in well-established forum 

related to their brand or product. For example Starbucks is focused on its own forum at 

MyStarbucksidea.com while NCSoft (creators of Aion and other popular games) maintain 

their own forums but are also deeply engaged in conversations in most popular third party 

forums related to their games. 
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Social Networking 

Online networking exists for many years. However its popularity has grown rapidly in 

recent years thanks to class mate finding platforms. Social networks can be focused on 

particular purpose (like dating or interest groups) or can be targeted to general audience. 

Demand for online social networking is so huge that many single-feature websites became 

social networks. For example YouTube when launched was just a simple video sharing 

portal while now it's a huge social network with focus on sharing videos. 

Social networking has got huge base of participants. Only 4 biggest networks, Facebook, 

Qzone (Chinese alternative for Facebook), Habbo and Myspace, have over billion 

registered users, altogether. But there are dozens of other networks which significantly 

increase the social participants' base. Facebook with half a billion registered users has got 

the biggest share so far. 

Organisations can benefit greatly when participating in online social networks. Nurturing 

communities, creating word-of-mouth effect or integrating brand customers are the most 

powerful effects of deep engagement in social networking websites. However, it is 

important to recognise and select proper networks for online social activity because not 

everyone will benefit from everything. 

In the case study used in the present research, it is shown how Starbucks realises its 

strategy of getting engaged with their customers and online participants. Brave, 

experimental decisions and online campaigns, deep engagement in social networks like 

Facebook, Twitter, Youtube or Flickr, shifting resources from traditional media to social 

networks, made Starbucks the most popular brand in online social networks. That's true; 

Coca-Cola and McDonalds are a way behind. 
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Content linking 

Web syndicating is extremely popular form of promoting published content like blog posts 

or news/article releases. Website administrators can create feed channels (like RSS, Atom) 

so visitors can subscribe to frequently published articles. 

Alternatively {or in addition) it is advised to make it easy for visitors to refer to particular 

content on their social networking profiles. It can be done by adding simple syndication 

button to each of the published article. Most of the social networks allow their members to 

share, rate and comment links to syndicated content. 

Starbucks allows easy content syndicating to networks like Del.icio.us, Digg, Facebook, 

Newsvine, Reddit, StumbleUpon, Technorati, MySpace, and Twitter. Syndication 

accelerates content spreading amongst internet users. 

Mobile 

Mobiles become the most popular way of communication on the world. But 

communicating by voice or text was not enough for cell users. They wanted their online 

social networks to go mobile. Today, smartphones gain bigger share of the mobile market 

with every month. Popularity of Apple's iPhone or Android based mobiles speaks for itself. 

Thus, investing in mobile version of the website or creating specific web or mobile 

applications can be a field where a brand can fight for additional attention from potential 

customers. 
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7 .3 Building strategy 

Technology is out there, most of the required tools and platforms have been created, and 

the necessary theories are emerging and evolving thanks to hard work of online 

collaboration pioneers. The question, most organisations will ask themselves, is what and 

how to use this new and rich source of information? 

Using innovative tools was always a challenging task and cannot be performed without 

proper planning and preparation. 

From Starbucks case study one very important lesson can be extracted: online 

communication strategy cannot be separated and must be an integrated part of the branding 

plan. 

Available media 

Prior to planning a strategy organisation should recognise available media channels and get 

familiar with benefits and challenges introduced by each type of media. For example 

owned media like website or Facebook fan page are cost efficient and provide full control 

over published contend but must challenge the time required to scale up and lack of initial 

trust from customers. 

Tactics and objectives 

Li and Bemoff (2008) suggested 5 main tactics of online branding: Listening, Talking, 

Energizing, Supporting, and Embracing. 
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Observing customers is fundamental and should be done before the organisation will get 

engaged in any type of conversation. The branding research should answer several 

questions like; what are the target customers' interests, demographics, technographics, 

level of engagement, preferred channels and how they consume information? Observation 

should be also performed on a long term basis to recognise community's reaction to 

company's key decisions and strategic moves. 

The easiest and cheapest way to perform this step is to observe existing third party forums 

and networking groups related to company's products, brand or similar solutions. It is 

important to perform this tactics as long as company have full understanding of its 

customers' behaviours and trends they are most likely to follow. If customer generated 

content is not there, then organisation can perform research by triggering related 

discussions and igniting new threads. The very last resort is to order the insights from 

research companies; this can be costly and over the budget for many small and mid-size 

businesses. 

The very next step is to engage in discussions with customers, to provide additional 

information, spread content, provide feedback etc. This can be achieved by being active on 

forums, maintaining company's blog, replying to e-mails, and "tweeting" about the recent 

activity. Customers will be pleased with the active feedback and attention turned towards 

them. 

When online activity of the organisation encouraged significant share of customers to 

listen, then company can make the conversations more extensive and awake collaborative 

power sleeping in their customers. This will help to stimulate the brand. Energising brand 

enthusiasts can be done by performing contests or competitions. This will encourage 
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"creators" and "curators", while "spectators" and "critics" will be pleased to watch or 

comment on such events. 

Before any tactics are performed, the company must set the objectives; it must understand 

what is needed to be accomplished and what's brand share it is aiming for in the overall 

market. 

Focus on the customer# 

Online strategies should focus on the customer. It is important to understand that 

technology should be only a tool used to support the strategy of improving the relationship 

between the brand and customers. Just because particular platform is available doesn' t 

mean that every company has to use it. Once customers are in the centre of the brand 

strategy, the organisation can decide which tools are best to make branding plan alive. 

Properly guided and encouraged customers will start to generate invaluable content (for 

free) which in long term will sharpen brand awareness in online media. 

Opportunities and challenges 

Online collaboration is a field that has been extensively explored in recent years. However, 

it is still considered new and mysterious for many brands. As with everything new and not 

fully explored engaging with online collaboration is risky. But, as everyone knows, the 

rule of hazard is that "the higher risk the higher reward". 

The obvious benefits of online collaboration are: cost effectiveness, increased exposure for 

the business, almost free source of customer base research, and earned media. 
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On the other side there is a lack of absolute control over user generated content. Bad news 

spread even quicker than the good ones ( e.g. the case of the Domino Pizza referred to in 

Chapter 4.) Companies must plan ahead to avoid situation where great objectives are 

turned into never ending process of patching brand's reputation. 

Once an online relationship with customers has been established it must be maintained 

permanently and should be an integrated part of the marketing strategy. Over time it can be 

more demanding because customers will expect more and there will be more participants 

to those expectations. However, online communities cannot be left alone. Customers 

confused by a lack of appropriate feedback can make wrong assumptions and tum their 

backs on the brand or even take revenge by spreading bad opinions. 

Once aware of existing opportunities and threats, organisation can plan ahead and create 

good strategy to utilise the opportunities and avoid exhausting challenges. 

7 .4 Return on Investment 

Return on Investment has being considered as an important measurement to success of a 

business. ROI is always the issue between marketing department and finance department 

in all the businesses. This is because the marketing department see building relationship in 

the long run where finance department has to see the positive figure on their report and are 

more concerned with the short term relationship. 

According to Marketing Sherpa study, as cited by Solis (2010) social media has been 

found 30 percent very effective and 53 percent somewhat effective to influence of brand 

reputation. In terms of brand awareness, the study showed 3 7 percent of researched 
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companies believed social media to be very effective and 54 companies proved it was 

somewhat effective. (Solis, 2010) 

The return on investment of online media is trickier to measure, especially when it comes 

to the value of relationship built between the customers and the brand. Increased site 

traffic and improved frequency of Google search results still cannot be used as evidence in 

the balance sheet. 

Wetpaint and Altimeter (2009) confirmed in the study that the more companies engaged in 

social media the more profits and revenues they got in compare with their peers. That 

study also found the company sales with the highest level of social media activity grew on 

average by 18 percent, while those companies active the least in online social activity 

result decline in sales of 6 percent. [&4J 

Engaging in online collaboration is not advertising; therefore, the cost incurred cannot be 

written as marketing expense. The engagement touches every facet of business as well as 

its ethic. How much is a good business ethic worth? How much is the customers' 

attention cost? The more experiences which users have with a brand through online 

community, the more valuable every minute that the marketers spent on social media will 

be. When looking at ROI on social media marketing, profit is not the only factor of 

success. Thus, non-financial ROI must be considered as well. Increasing in site traffic, 

obtaining lead generation and customers' satisfaction are all the factors which should be 

considered when calculating the ROI. One answer is certain, if a brand is not engaging in 

social media, it will disappear in few years. Hence, no investment and no return need to be 

calculated. 
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7 .5 Experimenting and exploring new opportunities 

In the case study it is discussed how online collaboration became part of the Starbucks 

branding strategy. In few words, the company just applied most of the aspects discussed 

above. Starbucks is extensively active on several social networks like Facebook, Twitter, 

Y ouTube, and has got its presence on Flickr and Linkedln. The company maintains two 

types of blogs: for regular visitor on MyStabucksldea.com and News Room for corporate 

and media visitors. Starbucks invested also in creating mobile and Facebook applications 

to further integrate with every day's tasks of its customers. 

However, Starbucks goes beyond the accepted standards and continuously tries new things, 

explore the unknown. For example Free Pastry Day event in 2009 was targeted to test the 

power of social networking and word of mouth effect. The results were beyond 

expectations and have proven the significant impact of online collaboration to commercial 

performance of the brand. Involvement with Foursquare or campaigns like 

However-you-want-it Frappucino, Starbucks VIA, The Red Idea, Starbucks Digital 

Network, Sign Along are just few examples of the company's innovative and experimental 

moves which allowed Starbucks to explore fields were no one was before. 

Companies like Starbucks prove that not everything has been explored and there are 

significant rewards waiting for those brave enough to step ahead. 

7 .6 Conclusion 

This research examined the phenomenon of online collaboration, its opportunities and 

challenges. 
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Through an exploration of the case study of Starbucks and examples of other companies 

this research has revealed the significance of online collaboration and online engagement 

in branding. 

As stated earlier, technology is out there and most required tools and platforms have been 

developed and are available to everyone. Organisations should adapt to newly emerging 

standards in marketing and branding. Avoiding online activity and lack of online 

engagement with customers will result in customers leaving or damaging the brand. 
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Pictures on Starbucks fan page on Facebook 
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Hi there, Sign tn to make a comment. 
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Q 

25 Ordering e, F'a;ment &. PidAJp 
34 Atmosphcre II& Location~ 
7 OurPartni:rs F lo e 
57 Othe, Expen-.!nce Ideas 

39 Bu,td~\Q ...:omm11mties 
58 Soaal RespoMIOll~y 
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Most Recent Most popular Most commented 

Most Recent 
ffl Rss I ;t ;[ ~ §. ,27 Nexh ... 

Pumpkin Spice Haiku ·winners 

September 15, 2010 
by sb~bean 

Thank you all for participating in the Pumpkin Spice Latte haiku contest . 
Here are our four favorites: Cool fall breezes blow Pumpkin Spice Latte in 
tow Now warm hands and soul by Lunaria42 Farewell cozy bed Woof cap, 
gloves, and scarf - perhaps? Pumpkin Spice beckons by Oebbysue Pumpkin 
Spice Latte The force is strong with this drink Order one I will by 
JohnwongOl charlie's wait. over. The Great Pumpkin has arrived In my 
Starbucks cup by alisongriz Congratulations to the winners. Come back next 

Monday for some more Pumpkin Spice fun . 

Cc,ff~e & Espre•~o Dnnks 

Bold Coffee Calendai· 

September 14, 2010 
by sbx_bean 

Hi Bold Coffee Fans, We got some great bold coffees brewing. Here's the 
featured bold coffee calendar for the next few weeks ... 
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Sun 
Mon 
Tue 
Wed 
Thu 
Fri 
Sat 

5 p,m, 
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0.5415 
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S 12 
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4.5645 
1,5465 
3.5295 
2.4705 
2.4705 
4.7595 
2.2335 

7 p,m. 8 p,m. 9 p,m. 
15 1.305 7.8255 

0.387 0.929 1.314 
0.963 2.327 0.4005 
2.118 1.41 2 0.7065 
1.677 0.707 0.264 
0.866 0.578 2.4525 
2.234 4,149 2.553 

10 p.m.11 P.m. 12 a.m. 1 a.m 2a.m. 3 a.m 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0.639 0 0 0 0 0.32 
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I STARB'tfCKS 

Starbucks Reports Record Third Quarter Earnings 

Comparable Store Sales Up 9%; Global Traffic Up 6% 
EPS Up 35% to $0.27; Non-GAAP EPS Up 21% to $0.29 

U.S. Operating Margin Improves to 15.6%; International Operating Margin Improves to 10.3% 
Provides FYU Outlook 

SEATTLE, Jui 21, 2010 (BUSINESS WIRE) - -

Starbucks Corporation (NASDAQ: SBUX) today reported financial resu lts for its fiscal third quarter ended June 27, 
2010, updated FY10 targets, and introduced FYl 1 targets. 

Fiscal Third Quarter 2010 Highlights: 

• Comparable store sales increased 9%, driven by a 6% increase in traffic and a 3% increase in average ticket 
o U.S. comparable store sales increased 9%, driven by a 6% increase in traffic and a 3% increase in average ticket 

o International comparable store sales increased 6%, driven by a 4% increase in traffic and a 2% increase in average ticket 

• Consolidated operating margin improved 400 basis points to 12.5% from 8.5% in Q3 FY09; Non-GAAP operating margin increased 
270 basis points to 13.3% 

o U.S. operating margin significantly improl.ed to 15.6% from 10.8% in 03 FY09; U.S. Non-GAAP operating margin 
increased to 16.5% from 13.0% in the prior-year period 

o International operating margin improved to 10.3% from 7.2% in 03 FY09; International Non-GAAP operating margin 
increased to 10.9% from 8.1% in the prior-year period 

• EPS increased to $0.27 compared to $0.20 in 03 FY09; Non-GAAP EPS was $0.29 compared to $0.24 in 03 FY09 

• Starbucks VIA(R) Ready Brew reached 37,000 points of distribution in North America, U.K. and Japan. 

"Starbucks third quarter results reflect a continuation of the strong performance and momentum we have been 
driving across our businesses around the world," said Howard Schultz, chairman, president and ceo. "I'm 
particularly pleased to report that the significant Q3 increases in store traffic occurred at the same time as we 
posted the highest levels of customer satisfaction in Starbucks history and despite the challenging global economic 
environment. Strong performance is enabling us to deliver record results and increase the dividend to shareholders 
while continuing to innovate and invest in our businesses." 

"Supported by the most significant marketing investment in the company's h istory, in Q3 we successfully launched 
Starbucks VIA(R) into the grocery channel in the U.S., announced upcoming launches in the grocery channel in 
Japan and the U.K., brought innovation to the blended beverage category and reenerglzed our $2 billion 
Frappuccino(R) beverage platform by creating real consumer and retailer excitement in this important growth 
category . Our Q3 investments provide us with a very solid foundation for growth in fiscal 2011 and beyond," added 
Schultz. 

Third Quarter Fiscal 2010 Summary 

GAAP EPS 

Adjustments 1 

Non-GAAP EPS 

13 Weeks Ended 
27-Jun-10 28-Jun-09 Change 

$0.27 $0.20 35% 

$0.02 
$0.29 

$0.04 
$0.24 

-50% 
21% 

1 See the Reconciliation of Selected GAAP Measures to Non-GAAP Measures at the end of this document for further 
detail. 

13 Weeks Ended 
($ in millions) 27-Jun-10 29-Jun-09 Change ---Revenues $2,612.0 $2,403.9 9% 
GAAP Operating Income $327.7 $204.0 61% 
GAAP Operating Margin 12.5% 8.5% 400bps 
Non-GAAP Operating Income $348.1 $255.6 36% 
Non-GAAP Operating Margin 13.3% 10.6% 270bps 
Comparable Store Sales Growth 9% -5% 

Consolidated net revenues for Q3 FYl0 were $2.6 billion, compared to $2.4 billion in Q3 FY09. The higher revenues 



were primarily driven by a 9% Increase in global comparable stores sales. 

Non-GAAP operating income for Q3 FYl0 totaled $348.1 million, representing a non-GAAP operating margin 
expansion of 270 basis points to 13.3%. This Improvement was primarily due to increased sales leverage and 
continued benefits from operational efficiencies. These improvements were partially offset by higher marketing 
expenses for Starbucks VIA(R) and the new customizable Frappuccino(R) blended beverages. 

Restructuring Charges 

Restructuring charges of $20.4 million for the quarter were primarily related to continued soltness in the 
commercial real estate market, whlch impacted the expense recognition for stores that were previously closed in the 
U.S., but for which the company has remaining lease obligations. 

Q3 U.S. Segment Results 

13 Weeks Ended 
($ in millions) 27-Jun-10 28-Jun-09 Change 

Revenues $1 ,863.0 $1,743.7 ~ 
GAAP Operating Income $290.8 $188.1 55% 
GAAP Operating Margin 15.6% 10.8% 480bps 
Non-GAAP Operating Income $307.8 $226.5 36% 
Non-GAAP q:,erating Margin 16.5% 13.0% 350bps 
Comparable Store Sales Growth 9% -6% 

U.S. net revenues were $1.9 billion in Q3 FYlO, an increase of 7% over Q3 FY09. The increase was due to a 9% 
Increase In comparable store sales, comprised of a 6% increase in the number of transactions and a 3% Increase in 
the average value per transaction, partially offset by the net closure of 144 underperforming company-operated 
stores over the last 12 months . 

U.S. non-GAAP operating income for Q3 FYlO was $307.8 million compared to $226.5 million for the same period a 
year ago. Non-GAAP operating margin expanded to 16.5% in Q3 FYl0 compared to 13.0% in the corresponding 
period of fiscal 2009. The margin expansion was primarily due to comparable store sales growth creating increased 
sales leverage, combined with ongoing supply chain efficiencies. 

Q3 International Segment Results 

13 Weeks Ended 
($ in millions) 27-Jun-10 28-Jun-09 Change 

Revenues $551.1 $477.4 15% 
GAAP Operating Income $56.8 $34.4 65% 
GAAP Operating Margin 10.3% 7.2% 310bps 
Non-GAAP Operating Income $60.2 $38.9 55% 
Non·GAAP Q)erating Margin 10.9% 8.1% 280bps 
Comparable Store Sales Growth 6% -2% 

International net revenues were $551. 1 million in Q3 FYlO compared to $477.4 million in Q3 FY09, with the 
increase driven by a 6% increase in comparable store sales, the effect of consolidating the company's previous joint 
venture operations in France, and the impact of foreign currency translation related to a stronger Canadian dollar. 
The increase in comparable store sales consisted of a 4% increase in the number of transactions and a 2% increase 
in the average value per t ransaction. 

International non-GAAP operating income increased to $60.2 million in Q3 FYl0, compared to $38.9 million for the 
same period a year ago, with the related non-GAAP operating margin expanding 280 basis points to 10.9% from 
8.1 % in Q3 FY09 . The margin increase was primarily driven by sales leverage on occupancy costs and supply chain 
efficiencies. 

Q3 Global Consumer Products Group Segment Results 

($ in m/1/ions) 
Revenues 
GAAP Operaling Income 
GAAP Operating Margin 

13 Weeks Ended 
27-Jun-10 28-Jun-09 Change ---$197.9 $182.8 8% 

$60.1 $65. 7 -9% 
30.4% 35.9% ~bps 

Net revenues were $197.9 m illion in Q3 FYl0 compared to $1 82.8 million in Q3 FY09. This increase was due to the 
launch of Starbucks VIA(R) Ready Brew, Increased sales into the packaged coffee channel, and sales of Seattle's 
Best Coffee(R) in the foodservice channel. Operating income for the CPG segment was $60.1 mill ion in Q3 FYl0 
compared to $65.7 million in Q3 FY09, while the operating margin decreased to 30.4% of net revenues from 35.9% 
in the prior-year period, primarily due to increased marketing expenses related to the launch of Starbucks VIA(R) 
Ready Brew in the grocery channel. 



YTO Financial Results 

39 Weeks Ended 
($ in millions, except per share amounts) 27.Jun-10 28-Jun-09 Change 

Net New Stores 102 49 53 
Revenues $7,869.4 $7,352.4 7% 
GAAP Operating Income $1,020.1 $362.6 181% 
GAAP Operating Margin 13.0% 4.9% 810bps 
GAAP EPS (diluted) $0.87 $0.32 172% 
Non-GAAP Operating Income $1,066.7 $641.8 66% 
Non-GAAP Q:)erating Margin 13.6% 8.7% 490bps 
Non-GMP EPS (diluted) $0.91 $0.56 63% 
Comparable Store Sales Growth 7% -7% 

Fiscal 2010 Targets 

Starbucks has updated the following fi sca l 2010 targets : 

• Starbucks is now targeting approximately 250 net new stores globally. Both the U.S. and International net new additions are 
expected to be primarily licensed stores. 

• Due to strong year-to-date performance, the company is now targeting full-year non-GA.AP operating margin (excluding 
restructuring charges) at the high end of the previously-stated ranges of 15% to 17% for the U.S. segrnen~ and 8% to 10% for the 
International segment. Starbucks continues to expect CPG segment margin of approximately 35% for FY10. Consondated 
non-GAAP operating margin is expected to be at the high end of the previously-stated range of 12% to 13%. 

• The company now expects non-GAAP EPS of $1 . 22 to $1 .23, excluding approximately $0. 04 of expected restructuring charges 
and including approximately $0.05 from the extra week in the fiscal fourth quarter, as fiscal 2010 is a 53-week year for Starbucks. 

• Capital expenditures are now expected to be approximately $450 miffion for the full year. 

Fiscal 2011 Targets 

Starbucks has announced its fiscal 2011 targets as follows: 

• Starbucks plans to open approximately 500 net new stores globally; approximately 100 in the U.S. and approximately 400 
internationally. the majority of which are expected to be licensed stores. 

• The company is targeting mid- to high-single-digit revenue growth, driven by low- to mid-single-digit comparable store sales growth. 

• Starbucks ls targeting full-year non-GAAP operating margin improvement {excluding restructuring charges) of 100 to 150 basis 
points for the U.S. segment, and 100 to 200 basis points for the International segment. The company expects CPG segment margin 
of approximately 30% to 35%. Consolidated non-GA.AP operating margin improvement Is expected to be approximately 50 to 100 
basis points compared to FY10 non-GAAP operating margin. 

• The company expects EPS of $1 .36 to $1.41, reflecting 15% to 20% growth over fiscal 2010 non-GAAP EPS on a 52-week basis. 
No restructuring charges are anticipated in fiscal 2011. 

• Capital expenditures are expected to be approximately $500 million to $550 million for the fuH year. 

• Commodity costs are expected to have an unfavorable impact on EPS of approximately $0.04, attributable primarily to higher 
coffee costs. 

Conference Call 

Starbucks will be holding a conference call today at 2 :00 p.m . Pacific Time, which wi ll be hosted by Howard Schultz, 
chairman, president and ceo and Troy Alstead, executive vice president and cfo. The call will be broadcast live over 
the Internet and can be accessed at the company's web site address of http://investor.starbucks.com. A replay of 
the call will be available via telephone through 9:00 p.rn. Pacific Time on Friday, July 23, 2010, by calling 
1-800-642-1687, reservation number 49543146. A replay of the call wlll also be available via the Investor Relations 
page on Starbucks.corn through approximately 5:00 p .m . Pacific Time on Friday, August 20, 2010, at the following 
URL: http://investor.starbucks.com. 

The company's consolidated statements of earnings, operating segment results, and other additional information 
have been provided on the following pages in accordance with current year classifications . This information should 
be reviewed in conjunction with this press release. Please refer to the company's Annual Report on Form 10-K for 
the fiscal year ended September 27, 2009 for additional information. 

About Starbucks 

Since 1971, Starbucks Coffee Company has been committed to ethically sourcing and roasting the highest quality 
arabica coffee in the world. Today, with stores around the globe, the company is the premier roaster and retailer of 
Specialty coffee in t he world. Through our unwavering commitment to excellence and our guiding principles, we 
bring the unique Starbucks Experience to life for every customer through every cup. To share in the experience, 
please visit us in our stores or online at www.starbucks.com . 



Forward-Looking Statements 

This release contains forward-looking statements relating to certain company initiatives and plans, as well as trends 
Jn or expectations regarding, earnings per share, revenues, operating margins, comparable store sales, store 
openings and closings, restructuring charges, cash flow from operations, capital expenditures, free cash flow, and 
commodity costs. These forward-looking statements are based on currently available operating, financial and 
competitive information and are subject to a number of significant risks and uncertainties. Actual future results may 
differ materially depending on a variety of factors including, but not limited to, coffee, dairy and other raw material 
prices and avai lability, successful execution of the company's initiatives, fluctuations in U.S. and international 
economies and currencies, the Impact of competition, the effect of legal proceedings, and other risks detailed In the 
company filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including the "Risk Factors" section of Starbucks 
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended September 27, 2009. Toe company assumes no obligation to 
update any of these forward-looking statements. 

STARBUCKS CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF EARNINGS 

(unaudited, in millions, except per share data) 

Net re1.enues: 
Company-operated retail 
Specially: 
Licensing 
Foodser.;ce and other 

Total specially 
Total net revenues 
Cost of sales including occupancy costs 
Store operating expenses 
Other operating expenses 
Depreciation and amortization expenses 
General and administratiw e)f)enses 
Restructuring charges 

Total operating ellf)enses 

Income from equity inwstees 
Operating income 

Interest income and other, net 
Interest expense 

Earnings before income taxes 

Income taxes 
Net earnings including noncontrolling interest 

Ne! earnings (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest 
Net earnings attributable to Starbucks 

Net earnings per common share - diluted 

Weighted avg. shares outstanding - diluted 

Cash dividends declared per share 

Supplemental Ratios: 
Store operating expenses as a percentage of Company-operated retail 
re'.Amues 
Other operating ellf)enses as a percentage of specially rewnues 
Effectiw tax rate including noncontroffing interest 

13 Weeks Ended 

Jun 27, Jun 28, % 
2010 2009 Change 

$2,186.7 $2,013.8 

330.6 
94.7 

425.3 

2,612.0 

1,076.2 
888.9 
77.2 

125.2 
132.7 

301.0 
89.1 

390.1 

2,403.9 

1,043.4 
821.4 

69.2 
133.7 
110.3 

20.4 51 .6 

2,320.6 2,229.6 

36.3 29.7 
327.7 204.0 

(1.4) 18.6 

~~ 
318.4 214.0 

109.9 65.8 
208,5 148.2 

~ ~ 
$ 207.9 $ 151.5 

8.6 % 

9.8 
6.3 

9.0 
8.7 

3.1 
8.2 

11.6 
(6.4) 

20.3 
(60.5) 

4.1 

22.2 

60.6 

nm 
(8.1) 

48.8 

67.0 
40.7 

nm 
37.2 % 

$ 0.27 $ 0.20 35.0 % 

766.7 746.7 

$ 0.13 $ 

STARBUCKS CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF EARNINGS 

(unaudited, in millions, except per share data) 

Net re1.enues: 
Company-operated retail 
Specialty: 
Licensing 

39 Weeks Ended 
Jun 27, Jun 28, % 
2010 2009 Change 

$6,608.5 $6,151.8 7.4 % 

967.1 918.1 5.3 

13 Weeks Ended 
Jun 27, 

2010 
Jun 28, 

2009 

As a % of total net rewnues 

83.7 % 

12.7 
3.6 

16.3 

100.0 

41 .2 
34.0 

3.0 
4.8 
5.1 
0.8 

88.8 

1.4 
12.5 
(0.1) 
(0.3) 

12.2 

4.2 

8.0 

0.0 

8.0 % 

40.7 % 

18.2 % 
34.5 % 

83.8 % 

12.5 
3.7 

16.2 

100.0 

43.4 
34.2 

2.9 
5.6 
4.6 
2.1 

92.7 

1.2 

8.5 
0.8 

(0.4) 

8.9 

2.7 

6.2 

(0.1) 

6.3 % 

40.8 % 
17.7 % 
30.7 % 

39 Weeks Ended 
Jun 27, 

2010 
Jun 28, 

2009 
As a % of total net re1.enues 

84.0 % 83.7 % 

12.3 12.5 



Foodserliice and other 293.8 282.5 4.0 3.7 3.8 
Total specially 1,260.9 1,200.6 5.0 16.0 16.3 

Total net revenues 7,869.4 7,3524 7.0 100.0 100.0 

Cost of sales including occupancy costs 3,286.0 3,283.7 0.1 41 .8 44.7 
Store operating elq)enses 2,613.0 2,577.6 1.4 33.2 35.1 
O!her operating e)q:)enses 210.9 205.8 2.5 2.7 2.8 
Depreciation and amortization eJ<penses 384.3 402.1 (4.4) 4.9 5.5 
General and adminislrati..e elq)enses 408.6 319.8 27.8 5.2 4.3 
Restructuring charges 46.6 279.2 (83.3) 0.6 3.8 

Total operating elq)enses 6,949.4 7,068.2 (1.7) 88.3 96.1 

Income from equity im,estees 100.1 78.4 27.7 1.3 1.1 
Operating income 1,020.1 362.6 181 .3 13.0 4.9 

Interest income and other, net 28.4 15.6 82.1 0.4 0.2 
Interest eJcPense (24.1) (30.5) (21 .0) (0.3) (0.4) 

Earnings before income taxes 1,024.4 347.7 194.6 13.0 4.7 

Income taxes 354.6 109.7 223.2 4.5 1.5 

Net earnings including noncontrolling Interest 669.8 238.0 181.4 8.5 3.2 

Net earnings (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest ~ ~ nm 0.0 (0.0) 

Net earnings attributable to Starbucks $ 666. 7 $ 240.8 176.9 % 8.5 % 3.3 % 
= = 

Net earnings per common share - diluted $ 0.87 $ 0.32 171.9 % 
= 

Weighted a\g. shares outstanding - diluted 765.5 741.9 

Cash dividends declared per share $ 0.23 $ 

Supplemental Ratios: 
Store operating elq)enses as a percentage of Company-operated retail 
re\enues 39.5 % 41.9 % 
O!her operating elq)enses as a percentage of specially re..enues 16.7 % 17.1 % 
Effectile tax rate including noncontrolling interest 34.6 % 31.6 % 

Segment Results 

The tables below present reportable segment results net of intersegment eliminat ions (in millions) : 

United States Jun 27, Jun 28. % Jun 27, Jun 28, 
2010 2009 Change 2010 2009 

13 Weeks Ended k> a % of US total net re1.enues 

Net revenues: 
Company-operated retail $1 ,726.7$1 ,613.2 7.0 % 92.7% 92.5% 
Specially: 
Licensing 135.5 129.4 4.7 7.3 7.4 
Other 0.8 1.1 (27.3) 0.0 0.1 - - - -Total Specialty 136.3 130.5 4.4 7.3 7.5 

Total net revenues 1,863.0 1,743.7 6.8 100.0 100.0 

Cost of sales including occupancy costs 710.6 709.7 0.1 38.1 40.7 
Store operafing eJcPenses 712.3 674.2 5.7 38.2 38.7 
Other operating elq)enses 17.5 19.3 (9.3) 0.9 1.1 
Depreciation and amortization elq)enses 86.1 94.2 (8.6) 4.6 5.4 
General and administrative elq)enses 28.7 19.8 44.9 1.5 1.1 
Restructuring charges 17.0 38.4 (55.7) 0.9 2.2 - ---Total operating expenses 1,572.2 1,555.6 1.1 84.4 89.2 

Income from equity in1iestees 
Operating Income $ 290.8$~ 54.6% 15.6% 10.8% 

Supplemental Ratios: 
Store operating eJ<penses as a percentage of Company-operated retail 
rewnues 41 .3% 41 .8% 
O!her operating expenses as a percentage of specialty revenues 12.8% 14.8% 

39 Weeks Ended 
Net revenues: 
Company-operated retail $5, 195.0$4,977.2 4.4 % 92.5% 92.4% 
Specialty: 
Licensing 418.5 404.2 3.5 7.4 7.5 
other 4.5 2.8 60.7 0.1 0.1 

Total specially 423.0 407.0 3.9 7.5 7.6 



Total net revenues 
Cost of sales including occupancy costs 
Store operating e>q:Jenses 
Other operating expenses 
Depreciation and amortization e>q:Jenses 
General and adminlstrati-.e e>q:Jenses 
Restructuring charges 

Total operafing e>q:Jenses 

Income from equity investees 
Operating income 

5,618.0 5,384.2 4.3 
2,174.5 2,275.9 (4.5) 
2,078.2 2,124.6 (2.2) 

50.7 62.4 (18.8) 
264.4 285.8 (7.5) 
76.9 64.6 19.0 
~~ (86.9) 
4,670.8 5,012.9 (6.8) 

-~(100.0) 
$ 947.2$ 371.8 154.8 % 

100.0 
38.7 
37.0 
0.9 
4.7 
1.4 
0.5 

83.1 

16.9% 

100.0 
42.3 
39.5 

1.2 
5.3 
1.2 
3.7 

93.1 
0.0 
6.9% 

===== 
Supplemental Ratios: 
Store operating expenses as a percentage of Company-operated retail 
revenues 
Other operating e>q:Jenses as a percentage of specially revenues 

International 

13 Weeks Ended 
Net re-...enues: 
Company-operated retail 
Specially: 
Licensing 
Foodse™ce and other 

Total Specialty 
Total net revenues 
Cost of sales including occupancy costs 
Store operating e>q:Jenses 
Other operating expenses 
Depreciation and amortizafion expenses 
General and administratii.e e><penses 
Restructuring charges 

Total operating e>q:Jenses 

Income from equity investees 
Operating income 

Supplemental Ratios: 
Store operating expenses as a percentage of Company-operated retail revenues 
Other operating expenses as a percentage of specially revenues 

39 Weeks Ended 
Net rewnues: 
Company-operated retail 
Specialty: 
Licensing 
Foodse™ce and other 

Total specially 
Total net revenues 
Cost of sales including occupancy costs 
Store operating e>q:Jenses 
Other operating expenses 
Depreciation and amortization e>q:Jenses 
General and administraU..e expenses 
Restructuring charges 

Total operating e'<POOses 

Income from equity inwstees 
Operating income 

Supplemental Ratios: 
Store operating e>q:Jenses as a percentage of Company-operated retail rewnues 
Other operating expenses as a percentage of specially revenues 

GlobalCPG Jun 27. Jun 28, % 

~~ Change 
Jun 27, 

2010 

Jun 27, Jun 28, % 

~ 2009 Change 

$ 460.0$ 400.6 14.8 % 

78.0 65.3 19.4 
13.1 11 .5 13.9 ---91.1 76.8 18.6 ----551.1 477.4 15.4 

258.0 236.7 9.0 
176.6 147.2 20.0 
16.9 20.3 (16. 7) 
26.3 26.3 
32.1 23.5 36.6 
3.4 4.5 (24.4) ----513.3 458.5 12.0 

19.0 15.5 22.6 ----$ 56.8$ 34.4 65.1 % 
~= 

$1,413.5$1,174.6 20.3 % 

222.4 198.5 12.0 
40.4 33.7 19.9 

262.8 232.2 13.2 ----1,676.3 1,406.8 19.2 
797.4 708.8 12.5 
534.8 
63.3 
81.9 
94.1 

453.0 
56.8 
75.6 
76.4 

20.5 21.4 ----

18.1 
11.4 
8.3 

23.2 
(4.2) 

1,592.0 1,392.0 14.4 

56.9 38.5 47.8 
$141.2$ 53.3 164.9 % 

Jun 28, 
2009 

Asa% ofCPG 

40.0% 
12.0% 

Jun 27, 
2010 

Jun 28, 
2009 

42.7% 
15.3% 

As a % of International 
total net rewnues 

83.5% 83.9% 

14.2 13.7 
2.4 2.4 

16.5 16.1 
100.0 100.0 

46.8 49.6 
32.0 30.8 
3.1 4.3 
4.8 5.5 
5.8 4.9 
0.6 0.9 

93.1 96.0 

3.4 3.2 
10.3% 7.2% 

38.4% 36.7% 
18.6% 26.4% 

84.3% 83.5% 

13.3 14.1 
2.4 2.4 

15.7 16.5 
100.0 100.0 

47.6 50.4 
31.9 32.2 
3.8 4.0 
4.9 5.4 
5.6 5.4 
1.2 1.5 

95.0 98.9 

3.4 2.7 
8.4% 3.8% 

37.8% 38.6% 
24.1% 24.5% 



13 Weeks Ended total net revenues 
Licensing re-.enues $ 117.1 $ 106.3 10.2 % 59.2 % 58.2 % 
Foodser;ncere.enues 80.8 76.5 5.6 40.8 41.8 
Total specialty revenues 197.9 182.B 8.3 100.0 100.0 

Cost of sales 107.6 97.0 10.9 54.4 53.1 
Other operating expenses 42.8 29.6 44.6 21.6 16.2 
Depreciation and amortization expenses 1.2 1.4 (14.3) 0.6 0.8 
General and administratiw expenses 3.5 2.5 40.0 1.6 1.4 
Restructuring charges 0.8 (100.0) 0.4 
Total operating el<J)E!nses 155.1 131.3 18.1 78.4 71.8 

Income from equlty in.estees 17.3 14.2 21.8 8.7 7.8 -- --Operating income $ 60.1 $ 65.7 (8.5)% 30.4 % 35.9 % 
== = 

39 Weeks Ended 

Licensing re..enues $ 326.2 $ 315.4 3.4 % 56.7 % 56.2 % 
Foodser;ncere-..enues 248,9 246.0 1.2 43.3 43.8 
Total Specialty revenues 575.1 561.4 2.4 100.0 100.0 

Cost of sales 314.1 299.0 5.1 54.6 53.3 
Other operating expenses 96.9 86.6 11.9 16.8 15.4 
Depreciation and amortization expenses 3.6 4.4 (18.2) 0.6 0.8 
General and administrative expenses 8.6 6.4 34.4 1.5 1.1 
Restructuring charges 1.0 (100.0) 0.2 
Total operating e.iq:ienses 423.2 397.4 6.5 73.6 70.8 

Income from equity investees 43.2 39.4 9.6 7.5 7.0 
Operating income $ 195.1 $ 203.4 (4.1)% 33.9 % 36.2 % 

== = 
Unallocated Corporate Jun 27, Jun 28, % Jun 27, Jun 28, 

2010 2009 Change 2010 2009 -------- As a % of total net re-enues 
13 Weeks Ended 
Depreciation and amortization expenses $ 11 .6 $ 11.8 (1. 7)% 0.4 % 0.5 % 
General and administrative expenses 68.4 64.5 6.0 2.6 2.7 
Restructuring charges 7.9 (100.0) 0.3 
Operating loss $ (80.0) $ (84.2) (5.0)% (3.1) % (3.5) % = 

39 Weeks Endecf 
Depreciation and amortizaUon expenses $ 34.4 $ 36.3 (5.2)% 0.4 % 0.5 % 
General and administrati1.e e.iq:ienses 229.0 172.4 32.8 2.9 2.3 
Restructuring charges -- ~ (100.0) 0.8 
Operating loss $(263.4) $(265.9) (0.9)% (3.3) % (3.6) % 

== 

Fiscal Third Quarter 2010 Store Data 

The company's store data for the periods presented are as follows: 

Net stores opened/(closed) during the period 
13 Weeks Ended 39 Weeks Ended Stores open as of 

Jun 27, Jun 28, Jun 27, Jun 28, Jun 27, Jun 28, 
2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 

United States: 
Company-operated Stores (9) (164) (37) (367) 6,727 6,871 
Licensed Stores 19 (16) 40 66 4,404 4,395 

10 (180) 3 (301) 11,131 11,266 
International: 

Company-operated Stores <1l 6 (6) (36) 86 2,082 2,111 

Licensed Stores <1> 57 53 135 264 3,524 3,352 
63 47 99 350 5,606 5,463 

Total 73 (133) 102 49 16,737 16,729 

(1) International store data has been adjusted for the acquisition of retail store locations in France from licensees Sigla S.A. (Grupo Vips) 
of Spain, by reclassifying historical information from Licensed Stores to Company-operated Stores. 

Non-GAAP Disclosure 

In addition to the GAAP results provided in this release, the company provides non-GAAP operating income, 



non-GAAP operating margin, non-GAAP net earnings, non-GAAP earnings per share (non-GAAP EPS), as well as free 
cash flow. These non- GAAP financial measures are not in accordance with, or an alternative for, generally accepted 
accounting principles in the United States . The GAAP measure most directly comparable to non-GAAP operating 
income, non- GAAP operating margin, non-GAAP net earnings, and non-GAAP earnings per share (non-GAAP EPS) 
are operating income, operating margin, net earnings, and diluted net earnings per share, respectively. The GAAP 
measure most directly comparable to free cash flow is cash Flow from operations (or net cash provided by operating 
activities). 

The non-GAAP financial measures provided in this release, other than free cash flow, exclude restructuring charges, 
primari ly related to company-operated store closures and, with respect to non-GAAP financial measures for fiscal 
2009, the impacts of workforce reductions. Free cash flow Is defined as cash flow from operations less capital 
expenditures (or net additions to property, plant and equipment). The company's management believes that 
providing these non-GAAP financial measures better enables investors to understand and evaluate the company's 
historical and prospective operating performance. More specifically, for historical non-GAAP financial measures other 
than free cash flow, management excludes each of those items mentioned above because It believes that these 
costs do not reflect expect ed future operating expenses and do not contribute to a meaningful evaluation of the 
company's future operating performance or comparisons to the company's past operating performance. 

These non-GAAP financial measures may have limitations as analytical tools, and these measures should not be 
considered in isolation or as a substitute for analysis of the company's results as reported under GAAP. Other 
companies may calculate these non-GAAP financial measures differently than the company does, limiting the 
usefulness of those measures for comparative purposes. 

STARBUCKS CORPORATION 
RECONCILIATION OF SELECTED GAAP MEASURES TO NON-GAAP MEASURES 

(unaudited) 

(in millions, except per share data) 

13 Weeks Ended 39 Weeks Ended 
Jun 27, Jun 28, Jun 27, Jun 28, 

2010 2009 2010 2009 

Consolidated 
Operating income, as reported (GA.AP) $ 327.7 $ 204.0 $1 ,020.1 $ 362.6 
Restructuring charges 20.4 51.6 46.6 279.2 

Non•Gt\AP operating income $ 348.1 $ 255.6 $1,066.7 $ 641.8 
= = = 

Operating margin, as reported (GAAP) 12.5% 8.5% 13.0% 4.9% 
Restructuring charges 0.8 2.1 0.6 3.8 

Non-GI\AP operating margin 13.3% 10.6% 13.6% 8.7% --
Net earnings attributable to Starbucks, as reported (GA.AP) $ 207.9 $ 151.5 $ 666.7 $ 240.8 
Restrucb.lring charges, net of tax 13.8 28.4 32.5 173.3 

Non-GAAP net earnings attributable to Starbucks $ 221.7 $~ $ 699.2 $ 414.1 
= 

Diluted EPS, as reported (GA.AP) $ 0.27 $ 0.20 $ 0.87 $ 0.32 
Restructuring charges, net of tax 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.24 --
Non-G.AAP diluted EPS $ 0.29 $ 0.24 $ 0.91 $ 0.56 

= = = 
Projected FY 2010 Earnings Per Share 
EPS (GI\AP) $1.18 - 1.19 
Restructuring Charges 0.04 
Non-GAAP EPS 1.22 • 1.23 

United States 
Operating income, as reported (GAAP) $ 290.8 $ 188.1 $ 947.2 $ 371 .8 
Restructuring charges 17.0 38.4 26.1 199.6 

Non-Gl\AP operating income $ 307.8 $ 226.5 $ 973.3 $ 571.4 
= --

Operating margin, as reported (GAAP) 15.6% 10.8% 16.9% 6.9% 
Restructuring charges 0.9 2.2 0.5 3.7 

Non-GAAP operating margin 16.5% 13.0% 17.3% 10.6% 
--

International 
Operating income, as reported (GI\AP) $ 56.8 $ 34.4 $ 141.2 $ 53.3 
Restructuring charges 3.4 4.5 20.5 21.4 

Non-GAAP operating income $ 60.2 $ 38.9 $ 161.7 $ 74.7 

Operating margin, as reported (GAAP) 10.3% 7.2% 8.4% 3.8% 
Restructuring charges 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 

Non-GI\AP operating margin 10.9% 8.1% 9.6% 5.3% 
= 

© 2010 Starbucks Coffee Company. All rights reserved . 
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INTRODUCTION 
H~tcdcal~,'. er:onomic ha;dsh1p motiVc'tes companies tv take a gc-ocl, ha:-c J:-.,ak attt:--eir marketii19 
budg(~l:'S and try to cornpute ei·J..:-.h lrw1::f>tm•.-~nt1

:,; fir,:mt:i:ll w1lu1:?. Th1:; rec•~ssicn is n<i cHfft~ren1, 1.Nith 

one excei:,tion: !social me.-Ji~ h:1s. ~1oc1..-:.n~e perc:efved a:; an il1d~r,er..;:hle mai1<.1:Tir,g re-QI-one 9ettmg 
incftdSed investmei:t -d~s:,itc a hi:-,to; ,t:a! lr'labililV to qu,Kitify 1ts 1..vo1th. 

·rh~r t:1 i-s little 1-:!ft todeb1.•rr. ab,:.,u·: wh-?ther or 11ot 01u:: shmild parlK.i:'.\-·,1.:-~ tn $l'.,-ci:1I ,r,-.!<h,, - v1rtu3.Jlv itll 
c:ornpar1ies, 019 (ir,d '>mall, h,;tve ~c~r;owle·dged vJr.ial rr,(:(i1,3's: l)!t;~ern:~. -~mrf firm!; wh<'l do not have a 

biog, Facebook pagt-, or Tw'irti:r .,cc0unt na--Nfind ,herr,selvE-is: 111 the sco!ce mbo1ity. Mar,y, hc1Nt1V~r. 

appe,.\, to be blindly hopr.1ir,9 1}111t,1.:.• tHnd\.vagon·-· pe<irA~: art: cr•:atir1g c,~rnp'1ny prof-ii~ ~-11JE.1.s Qnd 

sending upciates without kn<:::,••ii~~\f h-YN much tl"!e"/ should inves1 i1, t~:e di51f!butKm channels or 1."if~t 
$Ucc~ss even k;0L-; lil-'e. Th~ b<ic"'irJt- u~ hack t◊ E<onom1~ 101· ht:.w ,·dn a r-cn-1i)dr,y effective~{ ;,,fL.."W:ate 
limited mark!~ling n:so1.1rces i"f1hE":y !".'.a,1nc'.ll ::fofine 1he in'.'€S1mbit·.s v~lli~ 1 

F,,rthe fin;t ,;irne evi~r. W~lp\unt/ 1\ ltt;ncler Grnup h;we gcme t,~,yo;-l(j !(u!'Tih:..::' ca!i~ st1id1es to rw~i)~iur~ 
d,e true finartdal vak1e of social :,:crli::J. V✓e .:oMucted ,-,ur ... e5cor&, .,,..,r jl1st on u small scale. but ba:.~ 
on the work.I\; !00 ;w·:;st valuable b;(Jnd~ ... these a;e brand: thot .. 1r<~ vvid~!ly ,Kknowlc~dged !·or sernng 
th~ 'S't~mdarJ~ 1n miu~etir:g ~i:; rne;1:>~1rc::d by Busint>~sVv'<?el,., I lntert,,an-:l "B~st t;iloha! Brands 2•')08 .. 

(i1nL1ngs. :\nd nciw. '"'-le e..,,:;h,,..,1r_e: ho..,." ~ve.1U they aIt• ~ng,19ing ~hci1 c:.,,1')11St tm~11; using sl"Jc~I ,y,e{)i;,) and. 

<~i.en rrhfff~ import.ar.ny_ howi:h.at c-~n9.::1gemz.m <:mreI~t~s with 1h(-:ir mos.t importan1 finandal m,~t•i<:s: 

revenue a,1{1 p•otit. 

A surpnsing :-r;nd ustcv-·, Vv~"'lat :>1l!,·h ha:; heen -.-vritten qrn:stiori,r":\J I h"! "aJut- et ~,xi.~1 medi.>, thi, 

l;::tndm.ark study h(-1s !·ou11d th,:-;1 ti1e mo:stvahJabfe br,,nd:; in the W,irki •l!-? ex;.:i,2rien<:ing a l'.faeu 
c:orrefation ~ 1Wt:-:f.lf! top fin-Jm:ial p1;,1rt·o:1~1anc:e clnd d~p o;odar media er:9(\9ernent:. The rel..~tio:~sh!p b 

apparent anJ )igmflc3nt so.:14il1y ,\!'aj.3:f3(•<➔ companie~ .;i:;.i m fa...::l mere financially \'UCC<:~sful. 

So riow we know)t pays 10 ~'l '~o..::idl. bul j·1 i~ im~")rt,mt l~• i"K)tE 1h.!:'t ii'.' Hs~i-~1," we·r~ talkhg about 

1jet:p rmg.::tgement. r.01 merelv h,:r.;1ng a pre~erv:e. ,~\r).:i v,rh,lt •::Xi◄< dy do \,•1/'7 rne,:;;n by deep sod a! 
enqdgem-ent? R~;1~'l'\bfo,.J ~r~yi~·rscn t!;(d1cmge, soc.ah~,•~j rer;._m,..:. rn1.1r1~ than !USl L~-,._ir-,:-.J ~t-.~r<' 

-you h;;we to irrI0rric::: witli otlH~i •,.;, m:,ti9,1tf: di!:cu:;si()f\5 .. -md r<~1:w..ind cwr:n9 corwl'.'rsatiorv,;. Ow 

stcdr imclie-s valut 1n so-~1-JI er,g.7,gefr1er11 on top nf s.-:>dal Of€$ence - it pays to actt\.--e~;r and conllrnJ;;ll--l 
p~iticipate and !:west !a your r:t!tworrs. 

This r~poi t ~lso '..'.O'"tt«irt~ af•~ st1;d,'1"2s hiy hJ1ghtin9 0u1 mt~1v1ev-·'.i 1J.,•ith IY.r...l• unique compa~~s 
- Starbucks, Toyota, SAP. tmd Dc:r! - all of whk:h st:o!ecf top m1.;nilc~ e11ga9emtm1 riinhngs. By g oing 

bey ... ~ juSc't th€' statistfcs. we 1ntrodu~e a ptaybcck fot r....-N.· tht' best ,31e, s;;cct-eding in social me<l;a so 
that ;t'OU., too. ~<m e,~9c.1g1~ d!"!d suc{;.~t~<l. 

Ow h,:,me :s 1.h.:~t 1he data .)1)d bcs:i pi'rlcti,::e.', ir1 the F.NG!..,Gf. 1'.,1HJTah Rt:1pmt prc:>.~de .? nev"· w~1y to think 
about hov•: to u5:e theSct.' pcweriv! tcok .anJ hcrw cornpai'-ic-s shculd !11"est their rw.u!...cting resouri:e:1. 
The right lc~.tel rJf s.oci.:11 !HCC.H.:i cnga9C::mt:r,t could he lhE: k(~Y tu pwµeiling you into comorrnw's 1 ank1ng 
0t the top 100 glob~I br,,nds. 

Ben Elowitz 
CEO, Wetpmnt 

Charlene Li 
Pa,1ne1: Altlineter Group 



KEY FINDINGS 

There exist thousands of social rnedia charinels, ea(h with a slightly 
diHer,:n't value proposition . It \5 therefore a dz1u nti ng t ask to figure 

how to objectively evi:lluate vanous marketing dfort,; across all social 

meli iums. The Wetp1:1int/;\lt irnete1· Group f:)\JC,AGUvlENTdb R.eport 

introd•1ces a single critenon: 1;n,_pgernent. 

Th>? goals of the study were to measure 
how deer,l_v engaged the top 100 
qid,;,I brands are in a varie ty ot social 
media channels and. more imp')rtantly. 

urnfor, ta nd if h!qh er en9agc, rnenl. is 

correlatEd with Tina ncial perfonnam::e. 
V:Jp~ found th<.it nnt only o)uld vve 
quantikibly measure engagement, 
vw, (Du!d also uncler,ti,nd how more 
'-.'!ngJg~~d c.orr~panies tap an e11gagement 
m:nd:;et w pe1forn1 bel.t.er. Below are 
scn,c, of our key fi r~dings. 

Depth of engagement can be 
mea~ured. 

\f-.J":J cv~lu.:itE..-d ~iid sc.x ed each br:3nd·~ 

en~J ,~gernent in variou:. chcin11el$ 
•.:s,ng criteria customized for that 
part icu lar type, d St,cial media. We also 
examined how deeply mvolved diHererit 

departments and executives were in 
these -:har:nr::ls. ·nus. \·V~ looked at not 
M ly at the breadth. but al~o the ,:fop th 
of engagement. 

Adding all char.r,d sub-:;c<,res to9e1.her 
give5 the brand'~ ,m~rall enga9emfmt 

score. Understattdably. the rnvrt> 

channels a brand ieverages. the higher 

its overall eng,)gernent <;cor,: w1!I be. 

All of the ~ngagernent ~cor<?.'.i for the 

brc-~ nds arc~ listed in r'.;ppen-:ix A. ThE:· top 
en9agement score of 127 ~-;"' earned 
by S:·a:-bucks, vi.1h1ch hJ, p:'f,,ence in 11 

c.hann1::ls. 

Charting the \:ornp3nles' engagen1ent 
scores ayJinst the num!.J,,r or channels 
they are in yield, another insiqht-·-· the 
average rlepth vt engagr;ment as 
represented by two r29res,;ion lines (see 

Fj,Jure 1). 

ft I ~ 
-,,, (,:. 

fi9ure 1: Engagement Scores ot Top 100 Global B1·ands 

Dell 
JS1arbu,;::ks 

♦eBay 

• • • • 

• • • 

• • 
• = • • 

M~Yt"i Chan;,;~ts 
[> 
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l<EY FJNOINGS. 

Twc, re9r<~ssion lines are USE!d- Dn!? for 
braods engaged in six or fewer channels 
and one for brands engaged in seven 
c-r rnvre charinel5.1 Brands that ,1ppear 
abcive the Hne an~ more en•;1 ~gr2d on 
al'erage than other brands engaged 
in the: sarne nunitit;r ()f c:hanneh. ,rnd 
these appearing below the lint<s an~ on 

averdgB k;i;s eng,JcJ ed ;iO'oss all of the;ir 
channels. We al~o found that' 

· As the number of channels inae 3Se, 
overi'/!l engagement inueases .it a 
faster rate. There's a rf:.:1son why v.e 
,J,~cided to use two regression line; 1.0 

shov.; the trend - brands thd1 wE-r~ 

tn ,;;,-ven or rnore <:hanneb engc1ged 
deeply across all ch~nnels l:vher~ they 
\ME: tt:- pr1;:1sent, ;;1s con1p..::1red t<• brands 
that vvere; present in fevi1er d"ldnn,zi l>. 
Thfir<e is ,;n ;;xµot1entia ! 9fLlW!h in tli•2 

Ao1ai (B) 

C0<1$Ufflef 
P-,,,ducl$ j12) 

depth of engagement as !'hs: brand 
extends itself in to more and more 
channels. SornE>tirnes thi; is due to 
brands learniny from tr,eir experiences 
in other chanrv.:lsl !Th,king it easier to 
engag;; deeply m new channels like 

Twitter. This effect is al;o a refle\:tior, 
of the brands' commitment t c social 
n·,edia-once 1.hey are invested in 

multiple ch.:1nnels, they are n~1ore likely 
to engage de:eply in each O'f them. 

• Engagement dlffers hy industry. 

It's no surprise that enga9,m1ent 
tends to differ by ,ndustry (see Figure 
2). Not only ;;re some indo.w,es on 
average present in rnore ch.;,nnels, they 
.'llso engage,Wh them rnore deeply. 
For exarnple, rnedia .,nd technology 
co:T1pan1es tend tc, be in rnor~ chan nels 
Mtd engage deeply wittjn ttle!n. Ill 

• Modia I•) 

T,chnolo9Y (1 2) 

food &.'.~,Y (11) •• 11t li1aoulacturlog-(4}-
App•«l (7) 

Fin""'iall1~l• 
'I' 

1 

contrast. apparel, conswner products, 
food & beverage, and finand;,I brands 
in general don't engage as rnuch 
- v.;hkh is to be e;,<;pected given that 
cornpan1e; in these industries are just 
beginning to expenment with social 
tned:a. 

Bur. <~vt:n \N1t.h1n !ndustrir.:·~s, th~·~r~·t i~ 
a wide spectrum of engageme, t. 
lt1 the l:iuto sector, sorrn,: brands likr= 
T oyot;.1 are higHy ,;>ngaged in many 

channels, especiaily c1round the Pr:us. 
In contrast, luxury brands Mercc-des-
80n2 (,nd Porsche .~re in just tvvo 
ch.3nnels each. In other \Nord;,, dist!tict 

t ~rget audiences can influence the 
appmpriat<? l~vel of !.;onal media 
engagemen'l even within specified 
indusmes. Appendix 8 provides 
additional d~ta}; on select industne,. 

Brands fail into one offout 
engagement profiles. 

Depending on tr1e number of channels 
afld how deeply they are ernpged 
in thi?n\ brands took on ont of f'our 
specific: profiles (see Figure 3) 

· Mavens. 'These brands ar" eng<tged 
tn seven or more d1<1nnels ,)ml h;,we 
an above-a\.1erage engagernent score. 

Brands like StarblKb and Delli.He able 
to sustain a high level of engagement 
across multiple social media channels. 
Mavens not only have a robust strategy 
and dedirnted te<1rns focused on social 
media. but ,,!so make it a core part of 

KEY FINDING~ 

i'f1fiir go-to-market strategy. Companies 
like these could not imagine operating 
without a stron9 presence in ,odal 
media. 

· Sutterflies. These brands are engaged 

in seven or rnore channels but have 
lower than average engagement 
~n)r~s- 8.utterf!i !'~~ like Arne rican 
fypre5s and Hyundai haw irfrtiat\res in 
many different d1,,nnel5, but tend to 
;,pread themselves too thin, irwe,vng 
in a few chJnnels while kitting others 
lan9uish. Their ambition is to be a 
Maven and they n-\ay get there -but 
they still struggle with gettin9 the 
fu ll buy-in frcrn their orgoruz;,rions 
10 embrace the hill multi-way 
conversation that deep engagernent 
entails. 

- Selei::tives. These brands are engagc-'<:I 

in six er fowN channels arid have 
h!gher tf.<\n avera9e engcgern~~r,1 
score~. 5electives like H&M Jr'id Phlips 
have a very strong f.,res€t1Cf~ Jn ju~:t 
a few diannels where they foci is OP 

enga91ng ru51 orr1ers deepty 1,.·vh~~n 

and vvlH:•re It matters rnos'L The social 
media in•ria tives at these tiran.js tend 
to t.J<2 lightly st«fled - ,t they are at 
,111, rneanrng that by def,wlt. they 

ha''<' to focus their ef-fcr1.S. These arc 
beachheads. stane-d by an irnpassione-.J 
evangelist with a shoestring budget. 

· Wallflowers. The~e brands are 
engaged in six or fewer channel, and 
have beb,.v-,,verage eng.~gernent 
scores. i,Vallfiower., like McDonald, 

2 

3 
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:<tY f!NOINGS 

and BP are slow to or are just getting 

st,Hted, dipping their toes into social 

me(fa waters. They are stll trying to 

-figure out social media by testing just a 

fev-.; channels. They are abo c,1ut.[ous about 
the risks, uncertain about thf~ benefit.~, 

,.ind ths>refore engage only lightly in the 

channels where th1::y .:ire pre:;ent. 

fH)t.Fe 3: Brands Fall Into One of Rmr Engagement Profiles 

finandal performance 
corn~lates with engagement. 

B.;1c:k io ihE:· rnillk~n--cJoll;~r question: VVhy 
do 5oc.iat media? VVe finalty have a g(;l)d 
ans"ver- BfiGiuse it. p;;,ys off. While r:o 
one:: yet has the data to deterrnine dire:.:t 

cause and effect, what we do find is 
<:J fi11;3ncial correlation betwe~n those 

who are deeply engaged and those who 
outperfornl their p€ers (see Ffgure 4 ). 
rvloreover, this correl;ition reflects more 

than just the state of v;.;;ious industries 

given the current economic conditions 

- industr1t~s are \.-Veli repre~enhfd across 
the '}pt-ctrurn :.)f engagc~rnt•r1t profJ.:~s 
{see ,.'.J,p~;endix C}. 

To bt:.' specifK, companies that are bott) 
deeply and vvidely enqa:9ed in social 
rnt:d!i:l sur~°JC)SS tht:~ir pel;;rs m H::nns of 

bo1.h revenue and profit p,;rformanc.e 

by a significant difference. In fact, 

these tv1avens have sustained strong 
revenue and rnargin gro·wth In spite o·f 
the current econorr,y. Coincidenc,}? 

Perhaps, but we're looking ,;t staiistical 
s!gnificanc~'!' amot,g the world's rnost. 
valuablE~ br;.,nds. 

We also found that social media reach 
,:1lone rnoy have a positive impact. 

Butter-flies enjoyed ,ignifa:antly stronger 

revenue returns than Selective, or 
Wallflowers. Why is this so? Our 
hypothesis centers around touch 
points: fvlor<;? touch poirns can present 
a 1·ipple efft•c.( indur-.ing viral rnarketing, 

boostin9 brand recognit)on and driving 
sales ,;olurn<". 

Gn the other hand. !t is inte,esting 
to note that compared to Butterf!it?S, 
Selectives cleliv;,red higher gross and 
net margins, su~nesrin(J that deep 

!::ngafJl.:~rnen t 1r1 a f r:vv ch:1nn~~1s c.an bf:~ 

a revvardin9 .:ind ~'::tfective social rnedia 
sr.rate~w. Focusin;J on depth over 
breachh pre,sent :.;n opportunity to bet t'2r 

uncbrst,;nd th0 cust-::irner, react quickly 

to C..Jstcmer den1and, and ;rnprove 
satisfaction - vvhich in !urn 9€nerates 

pricing po"N(~r and drives business 

KEY! INDINGS 

stu.::ces.~. This insight rei2f:Wi back t() our 
industry-specific findirirJs, the optimal 

level of presence and engagement 

depends <>11 a variety of factors. It's not 
about doing it all, but doing it right. 

While t!,ese findings do not necess«rily 

imply a G)\JSal relationship, th<"y still 

hc,ld pm,verfui irnplica,ions, Social 

rnedia ,~n9agernent and financial 

,uG.:e,, Wi.ll"k t.oge !"her 10 perpetuate 

a health'{ busin1,:1:.;s cycle: a custorner
oriented m,ndset sternming from df~ep 

soc.ial inter.:ict!on ~llovvs a c.ornpany to 

identify and meet custorner needs in 
the rnarkf~t.pl<,ce, 9t·~nera"tinq :·~uperior 
profit5. The iinancial success of the 
cornpany, in turn, albvvs further 

!rwestin,:nt in engagernent to build even 

bette,r customer knowledge, th€·teby 
creating even rn•.>re p1(1fii:s •-· and thE.: 
cycle continue,. 

~e11ent1e Growth¼ (la5t twelve month~) Gron Margin Gruwtt-. % (l;i~t 1Welve months) Ne1: Margiln Cirowtt, '% (Lc11ttwelY!!: monthJl 

20% - 20%- 20% -

'"" J 10% .. ·~j 10%• 
ii:r,.. 

.. ~, ,,, 
~ :J a•,:, .... ""· .. J ..... .. .,, 

.,,..; 
-10'% -10%.; : -1'!1%- ,,,. 

Wall~ Se-lect- Buttff- Maver.s warr- Seier.I- a-- Mavens Wall- St11led- EwtlllSr• Mavens lowen, ives fll-e1 flowers ives ~iH ....... Nes flies 
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BEST PRACTICES 

In ;,,dditlon t1) the natis·tical data. we disc qualitatively examined how 

four brarid,, rnan!.H:] 2 to engage broadly and deeply-in some cases, 

with very lirrntHi dedicated Stafi . One recurri n~J therne throughout thc:;e 

case stud,es ;s that en::.iagement cc1nr.,1t r~main the ')de province ot a 

few soc i<1! media experts, but instec1d must be ernbr aced by the entire 

or9ani2atk'Jn . VVe now take ,1 deeper look a"l tht strategies, proce$5f:'., . 
and tc'chno!oq,r::f, that allow Starbucb. Toyota, SAP, and Dell to ~nqaqe 
both brnad!v anr1 deeply, w,th the gml o: ilh,;m1natinq what has f ueled 

their succ,:,;•; ,:1i',d to pro,1,rk~ insight; ;,v1d b<cS"l practices to nelp any 
businE:'iS r-nove tovv,:Hds dei~p r.:noi~qe1TiE! r1t. 

Starbucks Sc.; 1~.11 t"1 r>ir!1,, T,t;t,= 1 

!', f.~Hr-J i,• 

Starbock5 has a srnall social media team with only six people, ,md yet 

Starbucks ubta:ned thE: hlg.he:;t er1gagernent ~core - 127 in H channels 

- ilrnong 1he top 100 brJnd;;. This is all the more impressive because as 

il bncks-a11d-m0rtar store with thousands of physical outlets, Starbucks 

beat out advilncecl me:lia and technology brands. We spGke whh Cnns 

Bruao, VP ,:,f Brand. ContE11t anJ Online, and J\lexil11dra Wheeler, Direcr.m 

of Oigir,d Strat,,gy, at Starbuck, to llNlersrand how Starbucks en9a9es 

rn su c.cessfully. \/vheeler explained, "We live 1n the phy,ical ·,vorkl 1,,Jith 

thousands of n,1tural touch points, so when we laid out tile vision for our 

social suategy, i t felt likr, home for the brand. It's about the relationships we 

form with our cu,torners. nnt. marketing. " 

a:le 
,f!~, 

/ Kl 
,:: ,;;! 

\!\iheelH ,icknowk•dges thil t the physical, distributed nature tif St~rl, uc ks is also 
their biggest challenge, wrth people changing all the time whiie others ilre eager to 
engage directly through channels iike Tw,Her. "We need to be rn.:.i rch1n9 tr1rough 
thi5 in 1he ilght way," stated Whed t'c'r. "We nec-d r.o build our soci;,il strategy up with 
integrity so u·,at We are notcornpron,isinq ·the relationships wi th cus torners." Here 
are ,o,ne of the Wi';.YS they bala nce dlstr ib:Jt1on and cemral!zed contrnl: 

Deputize people thmughc ut the organization. 

The fast chann<!I S,arbucks launched w,;s 
\\:~/:,, ... F'J .. • ... l..':.! r-i,,.,..1. :::.~· , ,Nher~~ peopit:~ 
subrn!t, r.orrirnern. on, and vote for the,r 
favonte ideas. But rather than just put 
up the technology, Starbucks set out to 
ensure the departments •mpacted by 
th" site (which inc!urJes pract.1cally every 
depart1nent) had a representati-.;r, who 
was responsible for being the liai5on. 

For example, Chuck Davidson on the 
Starbucks Card team championed the 
idea O'f offering a mini-Starbucks card 

------- - - -----
that ·was -iU~1gestEd hy a cu-storner ln 
/\t,gu::.1. 2008. As the per;on :n ch,:urJe of 
innovafr:in 1n thai. dep,H1.rnent, Davidson 

tracked tht:> comment\ developed the 
pr,xiuct, and launched it with a biog 
post on the site. ' 

It may appear easy and obvious now, 
but Wheeler said ihat the days prior 
to the launch of ;vkSk~1 Li.iv:,!.",!'::,). 
,_:,_:;, :, were the harde~t. "Getting the 

operational readiness in place, getting 

9 
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pe,.,ple onboard was tou9h. We had 
to t.ike a leap of faith together. " 

The key was making the c.ise to the 

50 representatives from all arour,d 
Starbucks th,it engaging with people 

on the new site would eventu;.illy come 

naturally, beouse they would be 
operating in areas where they already 
had responsibility and knowledge. 

U nc.forstand how ,e,ach charme! provide, a dlfferem dimer;sion 
of engagement, 

As Starbucks becarne n1ore c,)rnfc~rtable 
with soc;al technologies. they r;;a lized 
that each channef ls different and 

reqLiired developin~J d!ffr:!'(,:nt faci::'~ts of 
the relat.ionship vvith their audie:=:nce. 

For exarnple, '..J\/hen Starbu(ks -start~·d 
t~ngogin9 on Facebook in October 
2t)Q8 at .f·,d •· '.(•~;_- ~ .. ( '·l·; : ,<' ;:,t~ ;,_- , __ 

th~::-y approached .and took over the 
ownership of \,ser-created rnTT,rnunit.ies 
(with the blessinq Gf thi oriqin;il pagr 

adrninistrators), At that tirne-~ the 
p.::,ge hdd 1~bout 200,0QO fans. bui. a 

cornbin:1tion of Starbucl,..s generating 

content ar.d custon10r~; sharing their 

enthusias;n for the br;u1d hzis bwlt tht:tt 
fan l"J<"{Se t.o ne~~dy 3.5 rndlion rnernbers 
-rr:pH·:sentin9 one or trit":~ lan_Jf:'st groups 

on Facebook. 

Bn.1zzo explained the ,;ource o/ the 
g:-owth: "Recently, we found that for 
every four people that inter acted with 

a particuiar news item, another three 

people are added virally a<; friends 
of those- p,?ople." Just to put it in 
r)erspf~<".twe, l'ht'. announc.ernent ot the 

rninl-StarbtK.ks Ctffd on Fa.cebo,)k dre•N 

1,405 cornfftt::nts and 12,:382 pe~)ple 
!'!it<in~f the pc~t so that it ~;hcn.-ved up 

in their nevvs fi212d. Facebook !snot only 

fans. but al,<, allow1nq th•~ fans to ta lk 

vvith each othi:~r about thEt!r love 'for the 
product and ~-~xperir:nce. 

\NhE-2r~: on':'~ person rf:!Sponds to inquirie.s, 
such as repla,:en1(~nt bladt:"S fc-r cof-fee 

grinders( er ev0n questions from baristas 

about ch.rnges 1n the menu. With 

2:°;Q_tlO(l--;- fo!lov-ver~. St.clrb!Jcks uses 
Tvvirt,~r ;;1s 3n ··,.n thE~ rnornent" channe1 

t.o deliver timely <:usr.on-1er suppon. ancl 

,pread word ab\',ut the latest breaking 
news and corrte~ts. 

Centraltze <::oordiriation. 

While StarblJCks encourages designated 
employees to have a sense of ownership 

in custorner engagement as experts on 

spectflc topics, trie cornpany is not yet 
,,,ndorsw,g a widespread enga9er,1e;nt 
in social channels. This cDn sorneti rnes 
b(.'.! dJ!ic.u1t ~s rnany of the ernployeE-s -

e,pecially those who work in stores and 
are avid users of social me(fo., ch2innels 
like Facebook and Twitt,)r .... ~homp at 
the bit to engage. Wheeler ;,rJmitted. 
r•For every 5triftl~? piece of contt"?.r:t that 

V·lf.' put online ~~nd do right, "'ve r.'llso r.Jo 
r) lot (>f shutting dO\Nn." The: rr~r)son · 

Starbucks VJan ts to rnake surf2 that thi.~n.~ 
is c:.nsistency in the approach ~rid tn 

the experience ·for custorners. 11 \Ne ;..tre 

protective of these channel, and want 

to 1nake sure that v,1;2 are using thern 

in the rightvvay. " E:xplamed \/\/heeler. 

Therie ;;;re plans tc. engJge rnare broadty, 
b\lt again, coordination will be ce;1tra!ly 

managed. 

fvioreover, the inter;JcTive t(::Jm is 

fu lly integrated into oveiall marketing 

und;;r the 8:-uzzo's oversight so that 

aU trad!t:onal forrns of rnarkeling are 

int.e~1rated vvtth e1nJ1l, pad s.earch, ~1nd 

sod?.! channels to t"naxirnize irnpactj 
rende1·in9 centralize{.! consisti;nc.y and 

l"oordlnation all the rnore irnportant. 

Fincl champions who t,m explain and mitigate risk. 

Starbucks h0d one rnajor adva:'\tage !n 
ir-s entry into social media -CEO Hn'vv,::ird 

5chu!tz personally introduced ...:-.:nd 
c\a .·npi\)ncd ::..:1 _<··:.fr: ; 1 :~ K~ -1• 1': ·., _.- ·, t·rorn 

the ::tan. r~ c:ore b1::fief m the- irnportarc; 

o f custorner E'ngagr~rnent alk.:v--1t~d the 

cornpany to tak!~ ri~ks i~nd try new things 

as a rnatter of"f"ad1. Bruzzo emphasized, 
1''vVe had to accept that there \;\/ere 
some unknovms. 1f you try ,o rnitigate 

-::very piece of risk1 you 1::vilt be l:!:ither 
inautr;entic or fatl. ., 

--- ------
In additon to CEO Schuh.z, there VV35 

also an •;everycby" ch,::tir,p1cn. B1uzzo 

added, '1TherE needs to be Scineone 

v11ho not cnly 9ets :·::c;;c.,:al mec"lia but can 
.1t~,=::J trn.nslah'~ it "for thft organization. 
Alex (\Nhe(~ler) is a kf.!\J part of 1.hat.n 

Having \r'Vhe!.!k~r vv.:!s c'Ss(-=;nr.iat ~:is sh~: 

vv~s thr: [Jerson vvho ca.jc.:10.d, prodded, 
and convinced everyone to take that first 
step into social rnedia. 

11 
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Toyota 

Toyota is relatively new to the social media arena, having starr.ed in earnest 

just t,vo years ago- Toyota launched its You Tube channel in March 2008 

~nd established a Twit:l'er profile in April 2008, Yet with a team of just 1.hree 

people, Toyota vvas cible to .. :Khieve ::in enga~Jernent score of 54 across 

7 ch<:H1nets. V·ie sr,ok~ \Vtth Scott DeYa9er, Sodal Media Supervisor, <i.nd 

Denise tvki;rissey, Online Community fv1anager, about how they eng.;1ge 

with Toyota custorners. 

Be in it for the long ha ut 

!'v1ornc;.:·:<:ty stressed that,:' key to 

succ(:5,sful t1rvJagE'rnent is to cornrn!t to 

a rel;,rtio-nsh1p vtith custorners. in n e\;V 

channels and con-./nce your customE~rs 

that y;-,u will be 1ht·re for ·:·hcrn. "If yoti 

are going to engag,?, you have to have' 

Pkk channels carefully. 

te,,rn r.:-,;lize.'d th.,t there wmdd be" 
lot Qf resist;,nce to having a Toyota 

biog , •tvve had to c:hao~e the path o-f 
least resistance," shared De Yager. 
So ·they stane-d vvith a YouTube 

a plan and 1T1ake ~:ure that resource~ are 

available, 8ecausr~ you can't ;~rac.(~fully 

exit - once yuu'r~~ !n, you;rE+ in. The days 

crf vva!ldng avvay frorn a carnp~19n are 

over-oncev-1e en~v:i.ge, vvi;: hav;.2 ·10 

commit to it.'~ 

channel (y 1 ·;._/· ;t:;•2 ~.: .. ,· .... ,.:) 

that 5h:."Jv-.:cased video ccntf~nl tht1t 

Toyota already had handy- it \.\:as 

simply a matter d uploading the 

content to YouTube. T\:'Vitter carne 
next c·, w:,.iJ, _. ,.·,_,, ,,,-,_,.,,,, .,;), pri1n,1rily 

,,,~ 
---✓ ~ 

because ,i- leveraged r.h,i corporate 

cornrnunications work that DeYager 's 

tearn vvas already doin9. They reasoned 
that it wou ld b<' hard to get in trcuble 

with 140-charactei- postings and b?y 
stakeholders viewed channels like 

Twitter and You Tube as less threatening. 

The tearn \Norks c.Josely \JVith (1u tskk: 
b!cfJS like ?· '~>:~~~r.;:!r.~· -\. :~ -v,.;hich ls not 

aff:liat("d with Toyota - by providin9 
access, inforrnation. Jnd support. Rut 

thr~y have no plans !n thr-? near terrn to 
launch a biog - their limited re•source, 

and org<1nization barriers make bbgging 

difficult. To extend their reach funher, 

they recently launched Facebook p,,qes 

for the P:ius (.L;~--~·,:;J·~-':·t~~<-.r: •;/T=/--::· · ··; j 

and Lexus (f'cin·,,:, ,)u:,:,r.·,, !u;:;',\ in 

conjunction with their outside agency ... ~ 

Spread e11gagemet1t to employees beyond the soda! mer.:Ha team. 

As they \pvere only thrf20 peopk~, DeYagf~r 
and his tearn fr0rn the start re~ched 

~)U t to people an.;t.lnd r.he company to 

provide thr~ cont0nt to fill the ch.annefs 

\/ihe-rt~ thf~:; eng,:tge vvith cu5h;rn;;~rs. 

Taki::.~ a loc;k at the Tvvir.tt~i' accourrt and 
you'll ,E,e th,lt in addition,,_) o,~Yager, 

tive••" public relations speclabt; from 
sak:,s, env:ronment/safoty, ,1nd pubk 

afh1irs/cornrnunitv outr•:!t1Ch contribute 

posts. The Toyor.z1 T\.vittt~r tearn usei; 

rnon!tQrinf1 so"ft,,vart': t(J idern!fy i.\.'Veets 

rnerrtiontn9 Rf'oyotr\ thE:n rr;_~sponds -fh)!YI 

J rt?spective arE-a of <:!Xr1~~rtb~.= using 

lcchnology from Cc Tweet to manage 
multiple aufriors on the single Tvvitte-r 
ctcc.ount. -'i This sarne n1ode is utilized on 
Toyota's Facebook pages - response 

r(:~quest:i are sent cut. and c:orne ba<:k 

f:nrn aro1.1r1d the company 1 dz:~pending 

ontht!"'toµk. 

Not only does this put the real experts 

front and center, but the socia l 11iedia 
team couldn't manage the ro'fforts 
any other way. "There aren't enough 

bodies here tC> e:ng,:;ge 24/7,'' expbnd 
iv1ornssey. "Toge-ther vvith our af;ency; 
\ 'VS- put r.o•Jether guideHnes and b,~st 

p:ac11ces on cust~)fYH::r en9.:19err,2n1. 

then cornrnunic,:ited and shared i"he 

responsibilities vvil'.1'\ tht functional 

groups vvho C')u ld respond to, -for 

t:?xarnple, environmental news.'1 

The team also pulls content such as 

video frorn <.ffOUtKi t! H;: ur9an!1..:1ti0tL 

t;-·1Grnss{;:y cornmented, ··1t ·vvas nE-ver an 

;;u9urnerrt in~ick~ t ht~ org,3niz.at!on tr.:, 9f.:!. 
content - people are fIXcit.ed Ic- gi:.rE·· us 

;.:ontt:;nt, such as dt~aler- train!n:➔ vide;."J-;t 

bt~cau~r-: it sen;\~s the pubiic as vvelL A 
lot o'f' the departinents are corning to iJS 

\rVth content.·1 Ch~Y&ger's tearn creJted 

a sodai n;edta ~iovernonc.e board to 
develop loose guid~.:,lines on hovv {:on tent 

would be shared between the Toyota, 
Lexus, and Scion divisions, rnaking it 

n\uch easier for the social media team to 

go freely around the organization and 
request content . 
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BEST f'MCr!CES 

SAP h~dw:1:try ·r,,,, mu R,mk 
T ..... : ... , .. !...~~! 

As one of the largest technology companies in the world, SAP has the 

daunting challenge of eng,3gi119 its extended developer community. The 

S/~P Cornrnunity Ni~t\:vork {SCN) is tv)·N six years old. 1.7 ;nifiion users. strong, 

and run by 35 people. The socul 1rn,diJ t•)am manages the web site as well 

as multiple in-person events arnund the world, each with attendance well 

into the thousands. " Mark Yelton, Senior VP of SCN, remarked that while 

SCN has a relatively large team cornp~red to other cornp~nies. "TIH,re·, 

score of 86 .;;cross 10 channels (ranked 9th out of the top 100 brands). Here 

Open the platform to anyone and everyone. 

;:;nyone can contribute to the blo9s, 
discussion fe;run"ts, and ':..'Vik!s on the SCN 
sit{:< - and 5:000 btoggers do . Tvvo~tt ,i rd~; 

crf ::-ontrib utors represent custo in(;rs. 
thought leaclt:rs, ;_H-;alysts, and partnt? rs 
frGffi the broader SAP ec.osystern. Yo!ton 
explained, '' Ftve:~ r.hous,:1nd people have 
t~w: k<::is to th{~ blr.:.:g,:Jing systen1 on SCN. 
That1s one way to scale-by involving 
the communi ty very actively." 

l (; t:'n(:t)urage i).ctivity and e-ngcg~~rnent: 
SAP has a re\lva:rd point Contributor 

Reo.:=gnition Pri.;grarn th~H a\.·vards point) 

f-or sp•?cific activit,~.s. such as rnaintaining 
a blo9, respondinq to 'fcrurn questions. 

f\f addin9 to a vviki page.e VVhy :..:vouki 
anyone c,:H'H about i"hf~ point~·;? B~cause 

i.O t.hf.: systern cnrninuniG:rtes i.he 
reputation of each developer, vr-:ndor, 

partner, or thought leader i'ls an expert 

···· and can help secure a job. contract, 
and sale. 

BE51 l'RACT!CES 

Encourage employees to tap into sod al media to get work done. 

With 1500 e;npbyee bloggers and 400 

employees actively publishing content in 

other forms, SAP clearly has -few control 

issues about allowing employees to 
~\ngc:{ge. That 1s b(~cause the r.:orrpany 
realizes that. reai vvork ;;ets done in these 
social channels. It 9oes ,J il the way to the 
t.op-CTO Vishai Sikka rec(mtly blogg(,d 

about concept~ like "open cloud 

computing" and "timeless ,oftware" 

in order to float the idea and get 

f.:ediHck. Yo ltcn >explained, "Product 
tnJnage-rs dre using the ~o-:ial tools to 

cornrnunicate irrfonnatior. ,:ibou t the~r 

nev.; pr()ducr.s a.nd to get feedback

eve n dcvvn t·o product dccurnenr.at.ion.t: 

Engage in new channels where people a lre;,cly are. 

SCN started ;.vith biogs, VJikis. and partners l,k,, mentors, ;_ind analysts/ 
discussion forurns, but recently branched blogger!,. ~-Y::.dton support•?d the roh::: 
out lo nevv channel~\ iike- Tvvitter as \-Veil. crf individua ls on Tvvitter, s.~yirvJ, ;,i-\ 

"\;Ve !t"iink about the e<.:o:·;ystem rnore 

broadly than jiJSt nt~torner rnanagen·ient 
- it's a syrnbiotic rdaticnsh ip 

betvveen the member, of our broader 

ecosystem." So while there Me roughly 
eight "official'' Tv11t1Er acc)unts 1 there 

are many rnore 1'personal" Recounts 
n--,an.:11]ed by SAP en-;ployees, re!at.ed 

cortAxar.e presence do.'::!sn · t spea.k ,Nell 
;n "]\vfttt:r. If:; bt::t.l'(~f r.o havi: ir,dividuat 

voices in Tv-.!\tter vvhere they can engage 

as peopiE>." So vvhl le tlv.:re is at best a 

light ne be tvveen the SCN site actrvities 
and Tv,.iittE-r. :he ph.i]osophyof deep and 

¼\nde enJ::=~Jt?!TH?nt carries throu9h even 
!)n no1·1-S/\P SCN 5lti:::5. 

Support engagement as an extension of th~ company w lture. 

One of the newest ch.:,nnels SAP is 

using is T~vtrtf;:1.r·i~n-/!;/q"".fr<\J+.\ a 
channel vvhere s.c.r· invites consurners 

to "Talk with us. We want to learn.'' 

Yolton empr:,,sized th,,t this refl,xts the 

overall cult1;re of the company, one that 
values the ability to listen wel l. While 

Yolr.on can't yet prove a rneasurable 
causal relationship between cu,"tomer 
engagement and the comr.>any's 

!inandal p2rfr~nnance, he bE:-lieve~ i·here 
is a cont:'.laton. ''lt 1s rnore like branding 
- our activities reflect an attitude o-r 

the ccrnp-:10.y that }s rncire engaged, a 
cornp,,ny that vafue~ the o pinions and 
viewpoints of the rn,,ny different vo1c.es 
of cui;torners and suppliers. If we can 

rnake o;..Jr custorners rnort1 suc.cessrul, 
then they will buy more products and 

serVlCP.S. 
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BEST flAAOlCES 

Dell 
lr.-tkl.$-trt l 'i>Ji 1-0U Ril1'1i< 

i i:•:i.,i"1..~b~·r 

Dell's social media engagement was initially forged by crisis - from the ''Dell 

Hell" surnrner d 2005 to the fl.,m1ng laptops tn 2006. But fmrn these t rials, 

Dell emerged as one of the most engaged and ac:ti,e wmpanies in social 

rned1a. with an engagement smre of 123 in i1 channels. Their best practices 

pertain pl'irn~rHy 10 how to extend ;,, nd su;ta in s,ngagement across the 

organ)z,3 tion. 

Be ,conversational from t he start . 
.................................. ............................................................. ·-- - - - --··· .. ·- ·· .. ······•· .. ·••··•··•····· .. ·· 

When Dell startt•d engagin9 ;n so.;1~! 

r,1<1d1a. they st.:1rted srna ll w:th a bl()9ger 
rela ticin;, program desig ne,i to rea r.h 
QU' ! <) blogger~ vvr itin') .. ~bc,ul Dell. This 
sirnple start - fOctJS<~d on a dialogue 
with biogg,, rs - , N th ,? tone for a ll 
flrlun_: engag•:m~:nt !lO':.v ranging frorn 
a biog (Idea S torrn. an :de,, genera lion 

hub t hat was the insp:rntion for 

G:'iJ:·-:,.1..•ct ;:,;J:. ~1l.• H--.-~,.i >¥•), to nwlt1ple 

Twitter acc,amt,. Rid1,3rd Binharnrner, 
a senior Tn11nagt:r ffl corp< rate affairs. at 
Dell, obser,,ed. -wher, w e rnow,ci into 

,rth€.•r ch,1nnel:.,. v,.:e l~arned our lessr)n 
and adopted a convesatiorial apprc~arh 
c:ultur ally.· 

BEST PRAC!lctS 

Make soda I media part of the job, just like email. 

There areseverc1I e)(amples of how Dell times a week and also has a personal 

ernployees are leveraging social media to biog on which he engages fellO\N Linux 

get their jobs cfone, engaging for 15-20 enthusiasts! Binharnine1 explains, "Max 

1ninutes a d,iy as part of their routine. 

Fer example. Max W ,~~ton, ;in educa!ion 

ma ,egist at Gell, tweets re;;ub rly, 

sharing his thought, on edlJC,lt.inn and 

t12chnolog\l with 3,000+ followers.' 
Matt Domsch, a technob9y str,Heght in 

the offie<: of th,, CTO , t, il Ur:ux <:'Xpert 

V-Jho pops 1n and oui of Tvvitter several 

doesn't have to get on a plane ,md go to 
a Linux conference tu unng that outside 
perspective :nto his jot, evt• :y day. For 
people lik., ~hx, th is i, ;usLrn,>ther 
channel ior communicating. It's an add
on, ;wt a replacr:ment. and i, like using 
your phone or email." 

Modularize and sym:hronize content across channels 

While Dell recognizes that each channel 
1~ uniqu(::, ii. ah~o understand~; that 
engagement frequently jumps be tween 

r:nanneb. Dd l rer:ently facilita led cross

channel engagement ;.•,ith a post on t h,e 
Direct2 Dell bl,)g <1sking for feeclb,,ck on 
the fim 1re of Dell Mini ,~etbooks wh1 ie 

directing pe0p!e to sh«re their thoughts 

on ktt:1aS r.-."> rrn as vvi::I!. iP D~?li also used 
th E• oppon.unity to launch;; Twitter 
account at . _,,,· ·r• 11~~:_ ,..,.. . The 

,mgagemc~nt across all of these channels 
·1s being driven by three member, of 

the Dell Mini development team who 

respond to the Netb,)c,k ;de;, threads 

dirHtly. 

In the future, Deil COl)ld rrea le w hat 

Lionel Me-nchaGi. Cliief BloggN .; t Dell, 
ca lls "activity streair1s" to incorp,:,rat(• 

not only DelJ...;:irnerated ,:ont0nt. but 

ai~t': Dell cornrnunity ;in~ mdustry nev\!s 
CHOUnd i'-Jetbt)GkS tCJr f\.~p·)l GVVnt:r.s.· 1 Th~H 

infonnarion could b"' pushed into biog,, 

i .. vveets, video, photos. d e. ~othat Mini 

o;:vners can consurne content in the 
channel of their cho,ci!c. 
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KEY TAKEAWAYS 

Engagement via soda! media I$ important - and we CAN 
quantify it. 

Many drfferent socal m,:dla channels ex,st, each w1th a slightly 

di1''fc:rent value pmpositbn. H2tth(•r than try ·u.) understand just th0' 

individual value of e,:ic:h c:hJnnd, the Ei'Ki1\GEMENTdb !noks across 

main channels and -:;crt 0:9orizes not only bredrJth but also depth of 
brand enqaqernent ir1 social ryiedie1. 

What's in it-for me? 

The ENG/•.CiFVFr~Tdb qu<'Htri t,.,tivdy dernon5tr atr-c:,;, stafr,tically 
'~ignihcc:1rrt correlation br;T\~vi::~f:~n snci(:11 rncdia engagernent and the t\t✓O 

rnost rneaningful financial pedcrmance rr1etric~~ ·-· revenue and profit. 

Money talks, and It's declM1n9 that it pays to engaqt', iw,,;ningfully in 
scci::il rnedia. 

Emphasize quality, not just quantity. 

S(:!tt1ng up a biog and k-tt.inq vievvers post c.orrn1ents~ ifs rnore than 

ju5i: having a Faceb(1ok profile and he1v1ng (.:thers vvn-tr on your vvalL 

Hather, ifs keeping your blo~J (Ontent fresh and r-;::plyinq to cornnH::nts, 

it's bui[dlii9 you, friends n0tvvork and u0datin9 your profile status. 

Don
1

t just check the box; engage vvith you!· custorner audience. 

To scafe engagement, make sor.ia! media part of everyone's job. 

The best practice intervievvs have a corr1rnon therne-social rnedla is no 

longer the responsibility of;~ "fevv pecple in the organization. Instead. 

it\~ :rnportc:1nt fer everyone across the CJr't}Jnizrrhori to enga9e vv!th 

custorners in the channc~ls th2t rnab.: \e:nse---a h:vv n-1inutes each day 

spent by f~Vf:ry ernpioye:.:~ adds up to(! vve21lth of custo1Y1t.~r touch points. 

Doing it all may not be for you - but you must do something. 

The optimal sorn,! ,nedia rmi,'ketlnq st clh,gy will dq:,cnd 0;1 a vari"iY 

of factor1;. !ndudinq your industry. Ii y•)ur rnost v.~luabl0 custorrH:r~,;: do 

not depend on or trust social rnedid ,,t; a cornrrnnication medium, or 
it your organization is rcs1st<3nt to (:~n9,:~9ern~;nt in s:orne channels, you 

vvm hEive to 1.;tatt 5tTialler and sloVVf•r. But stJrt you rnust, or nsK f::1ll 1nq 

far behind other br and.s, not only iri your industry~ but 2ncss yc•uj 

custo:1)ers' ~1ene1al onbnt~ expe!·:(~nce. 

Find your sweet spot. 

EnsF:t;ir;rnent c~~r<t be skirH:it?ep, nc,r 1s it a c::Hnpai~F'I that can be turned 

on drH.i off. True !;:nq~qetnE-:nt rriedn) full 1::~i·,]aq~•n1cnt in th1;;.• channt::b 

-...vhere you chc~ose ro invt~st. Thus, choose care'ftJiv and advoc.=rt't= 

stroncJly to acqtfr'e the rescources arni support you will neec:i to succeed. 

If you an-: n=source-,:onst.rainE-:d. it is better to be consistent. and 

p~1r-ticipati::2 in fr:;vver channels than to spread yourself too thin, 



M ETHODOLOGY 

J.\11 oata is bast~d on avaHabriity durinq thf tirr~e that this study ~N,)s 

<:onducted (\,1arch - !v1~1y; 2009). 

What we looked at 

The Tt".-:p ·;oo brands based on 

8ushess\l\if,ek / lnterbrand '' Best. Gld.l,11 
8r ands 2008'' publicdt!on. 

What soda! media channels 
did we examine? 

\/·/~ rt•coqnize that each soda! rnedi-3 
tool is uniq,;;i and iuncfons difforently 
t°C"1 d<::(;!Pf!n tht?. consumer relationship. 
1..\pplyin9 eaur industry :.~Xpf1rtise in t.ht: 

rnost ;:;revalent social rnedfa netwvd:-s, 
'-.iVE narrovved the szope of c•ur study to 

rhe fotlmNm~, social media channels: 

, Biogs 

· Branded social net\vork/co,nmun!ty 

· Content d!strit,ution to otht?r sn.,~s ((~.~l. 
Facebook Ccmnec.t, Shar<e This, etcl 

· Di~.<.:u%!on forums 

· Externcil social network presence 

(e.g. Facebock, MySpa::e) 

· Flickr / Photobucket 

· lnnovaton hubs (e.g. Ct?ntr,~lizr::d 
custorrn:;-r CC',rnrnunity tc) n~:at~: 
innovation) 

· V\llki5 

· Ratings and r<:?vievvs 

· T\.-Vittfg 

· YcuTube 

Noti?: C1xporate/Execut ivt:1 irivolvenient 

vvas also W'Ei~1hterJ on r!<ir vv1th 1)th<:1 

channels ratiH~r than ~:s ~ln ('?VJaq<:~r'f'd:lnt 

sub-score -..vilhin each d1a nneL \:Vhy ? 
A :.-:ornpanv that ma Ye~; sCJr.:1al rn0dia 

tools such J priority that thf1 t'.X1::..,n.1tivE• 

leadership tl?arn regularly pan[cip,it0s 
r~prt:'~eni~ a rriE~z1 ninqfl,f, or1 .. ~y),t 1;} 

investment that rnents. credit th~yor.d 
a i,b()nus pc/nt" v✓lth1n 5pf!Cifi{: tool 

buckets, Treatin;i organizational 
partkipation in thi::.; rnanner !:Jrthets 
cur 9oal of rev;;irding companies that 
make rnaterial invt-:istments in sociat 
s:IH,pgement. 

,. 
-~ 

,.,,.. 

How we scored engagement 

OW•Jr 40 cttl-ribqti.;-s for each of th~~ IUO 

<:o:np;.lnies ·-NEft: ev{'1h.1,.ri•ed - in general.. 

the number oi channr~ls in VJhich a 
cornpany partcip,H-t?s vvas evaluat{~d in 
conjun,:-tion vvi!h its respecnve levd of 

t~n9t19e1nen r 1n each ch~1nnel. 

For !THJ~;t evalu-3 tion mctrf{:s
1 
c.omp{~nies 

n~(.eived credit ft)r ch~1r1n~·:ls or 

<.~ng;,,9t:rn~nt only J itvva~; c-:vident that 
corpora rc spc:nsc1·cd/encouragcd 
i-esourc.:es vver-.2 responsible fer creating 

th•" presence i!nd/cr r!:'sponsible for 
cons1st0n1 p::irtic,pat:(;ll within the 

(.hannel. C:ornp<1 nies received partiaf 
Cf"(:~d!t in ca::es whErt·:1 stronq c.orpur-:1tf: 
presence in channt::h creai.eci by external 

part'e, (e.9, <:rln,urners, third party 
affiliates) wa, clear and discernible. 

How we incorporated financial 
performance 

After sc()ring each comp,1 ny's social 
rnedia enga(1ernent. 1.,ve reviewed their 

• 
l<I 

latest business results and 1.es1ed our 
hypoth<~sis thtit enga;?~r-ne:nt qof::::, hand 

in hand vvith fin;,:.ncial .~ucc.ess. First. vv;_; 
c.ollectcd public;,illv ava:fahle: financ;a1 
perf-ormanc(;: rnetrics for con-1panies 
traded in US rnar~ets. lt1 order to 

mamta,n data consistency (;s a basis 
for fair comparison, private comparHes 

end/or c.ornp~~nk~J that are only tr!\ded ;n 
foreign rnarkets v-Jere not included in r,ur 

;)nalvsis. Revenue, sp·os~; rnar9in, ~H1d 

net margin pe!-forrnar~ce v-./as evaluated 
on l~ ''fast rvveh:t! months" bas!s (LTfl.,1 ). 

In other words, the most recent publidy 
:~v~itibb quarterly d.:H<1 {Q4 '08 or 
01 '09 in son',f~ G:iS,!:!:=i) v,;a.s used clS a 

st;1rting point. The thre(~ irnrnediatf~ly 
prtK:ed!ng quarter-::. cyf data (Le. Q1 '08 1.o 

03 '08 if start;ng witi, Qtl '08) was then 
inccrrmrated to compr,se the 12 month 
per,od for analysis. All data was collect,~d 
from Market\rvatch and/orYohlxJ ! 

Next, we segre9ated the companies 
into those that scored above and bebw 
their peer set's averag&, analyzed their 
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METHODOLOGY 

respective revenues/rnar~4ins, and 
compared lhe two group,' aggregate 

averages for each finanda! rnetdc. The 
curr(int i::conornic candiftons ascertaint~d 
the Hppropriateness of a relat}ve 

(omparison as opposed to an absolule 

standard ol a 900d vs. bad financial 
outcome. 

/~ significant and t'(-?pre:-;t:!ntat!ve sample 
{66 of the lop 100 brands) vva:=: u~;ed in 

the ·Financiat an~:lclys!s. 

=~~i,_,..,. ;.,; •! 
I 
t 

;'/:.. 

How we uncovered best 
practkes 

We identified several brands that are 

,mgaging in uniq ue ways and conductd 
rhone intervievvs to understand 

hovv they crafted their social media 
E:rvJagf::rnent, strateg}t, 

APPENDIX A: 
ENGAGEMENT INDEX SCORES FOR THE 
TOP 100 GLOBAL BRANDS 

Beio\.:v is;; chart v✓ith tht~ narne.s of the top 100 \.-'Vorldvvide br~1nds a~~corcfa1g to 
B:JsfnessVVeek / lnterbrand (s~>.;.• Figun: 5), The tist of brands :s ~wailable. '°:CI~.'. . 

lnduded in the table is the engagernent scorE: Df t:(:lCh brand and 'tht~: number of 
channels where they were present. The results are plotted in F;gure 1 of the report. 

For a detailed accountinq of each score; pk;:a-:;e vis it_ \.A,,,,::i·,·· ,t: ~JC:J·.(.-,E \'H·:.f,JTdiJ. ~. 

Rank Company . l,~~i.~i~ ·••+«•-f <::':_annel .j_ S~~:" En!!."~"merrt Profile ; 
~.t- i.'i ll:1: 11 ?-il;;ve;, 

" ~-· 
;fJ 

20 

22 Auto 

23 Ri;et ;~il 

24 HF" T t~ctvdu;w 

11) ·,i3 

_r_. - ~ - T_i. --,1 .... 
n 

Butte;fy ..... ··~·· ! 
M,1\.:~~~ 

Selec,iv~: 

Hijltt'.rf!y I 
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APPENDIX 8: 
ENGAGEMENT SCORES BY IN DUSTRY 

W{!; grouped all 100 companies into their respective industr:es ~nd calculated 
industry average engagerr,em scores and channels. Also included in ,his appendi1\ 
.jl e n,vo d1arts for th1..~ t.nJti:i ~r d technology ~ndustries, shov,ing tt!e v.:k.ie spread in 
engagement scores and number ot channel, even within an industry (see Figures 7 
and 8). 

Figure 6: Engagement Scores by Industry 
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APPENDIX B: ENGAGf.MHJl SCORES BY INDUSTRY 

Figure 9: Engagement Scores forthe Top 100 Brands by Industry 
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AP?ENOO< B: ENGAGEMCNT S<;ORES BY INOUS1RY 
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APPENDIXC: 
ENGAGEMENT PROFILES 

The fi n?-ncial cQrrelafon we have found based on the four engagemE!nt profiles 
are rnorethan Just the result of current economic conditions or specif;c industry 

dynamics. In fact, each engdqeme:m profile reprnsents a wit.i ,;, range of- industries, 

w11h each industry ri;wjng pre,ence in a, least two different engagement profiles. 
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ENDNOTES 
'Running a regressior1 a1'°"1lysis on the full s.e t ot' 10U t,rands resulted 111 a hest "!'it line th::itfavored 

c:ornp,;1cnie~ ske·Ned1,,wards fow~r c:hrlrH'l(•:I~. In crd(!r to provide a mear.itigtul be.·nchmark, Wt? 

iricorpor.:~ted 3 bre:c!k ,it ~i'( channels, ~h1ch r~flo:cted both die •K"W!al ="ata cHstribu1ion an<l the 

~-we:r ;~9t~ nt1mbe1 cf ch1l i \Tlt.~I~ f·or a.If 100 ,:ornp,)nies.. fh<:) lwo r<:~a,ltinq trnr1d liqc:s g<•meri.'tb~<i stron~Jt'r 

1 t.~Jr<~.sslon c~-~fficier,Ls. more rek:-vani c:ornpe:1n!>tX1S 1,:'r .any gr'.·~n p~er ~~1. and pmv!d~<l 1'urther 
iMigh~ re-ga,ding :..o(k"II 1H~iia b,:hi:lvk;rs dGl.'!.SS tl'l': ruiY.Jt? of ::.t ,;:::r1r,el j)!e:,erice 

'Tr.-? bk,g µ0::l~nn0i,,;.ndng t~!e m;ni~51.Jr0ud.;s card i:-: ittl :r:n '..:3 . l.. :..· .;~:1.. ,!.::.. ~:J./tO'r •.-· 

--l'<;l·_,.-... ,::.-~;~1 :... ,;::,_;1 .. ,:,/t:::◄,, •. ic.-.,.,.;r · + ,:.i· .1, :_:;,;_--1 r . . ~ 1,..' ::d .. · .t .. ,.,: ,:,, l' -:i'~;) < l'.U-!d t t.i~ ori9!n.1t ide(~ 

le. at http /jmystil,°t1U(;.. .. idcil .fmce-.c:om/id~ott\/l(:\•.;?kiu-{)27~0('_pJIJG(1051.KB . .l..AY. 

1 The Toyoti-1 f-,KP.trook 1:,ages -.:Vere not 1rKlt1ded i,, the en9tHJemen1 s,:«)img ,1::;, they were: l,3u,~chec: 
~fte-r the e·.,alua~iort ~,er;cd er.-tied. 

,. ~-:!, To-7"0ta Tw,tterteam member idr.ntifie'> th .. ~!' ~-Ne~:, by in'Serti"ng a '·{m!t.1.:.l:i) at the end of tt.s11 
rnessag(?~. Fn,- t}'.itrr.ple. 5c:on OeYa9er culd~ '•SD at th:.) end ,,f h1:-; rr1€'$s~1ges. 

i. Mo:I? int ... "f!'f,.:;Uon 3bGUi the <e,:o.g:mricn pr,--.iJ; 3r,, can be foti:'ld .:1t =· 
r, ·,; ,,, ,-k .. 

·: Mo,e inform3uo:1 aboutthE: u.-ncem c.:f - ,i.-:.tn.:ity stre~ms- is a\-ailable d1 ~ sliJ-.:- pres.entat!Ofl at 
·1· 1,, ,- . . Y I" •; ... !I I · ,, ill , •;:;•,, 

INTERESTED IN ... ~ 
• Leaming more about the ENGAGEMENTdb? 

• Getting yourowo customized engagement report? 

• Finding out how Wetpamt or the Altimeter Group can help you better 
engage your customers 7 

WE'RE A SOCIAL BUNCH -GIVE IS A SHOUT. 

Wetpaint: 

Web: ,vvv,iv.wetpaint.corn 

Telephone: 206.859.6300 

Emall: info©wetpaint.com 

Pres-s lnqutries: press,;wetpaint.com 

Altimeter Gtoup: 

Web: V•l','\lw.alltimetergroup.corn 

Email: Charlene@altirnetergi'oup,com 

Office: 650.350.1171 

Mobile: 415.Z03.9S97 
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